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They 
don't tell 
you lies. 

1 Here are some reasons why friends are important. Look at them together. 
Which is the best reason? Write three more reasons together. 

Friends for ever 



answering 
Well ... 
That's easy, 
T.fu.at's difficult. 
That's right. 

asking 
GK ... 
Right ... 
So .... 
And ... 

I What's your best friend 
called? 

2 Can you spell that? 
3 How old is he or she? 
4 When do you meet? 
5 Where do you go together? 
6 What do you do together? 
7 Why is your friend special? 

6 Now ask and answer questions 
1-7 from exercise 5 in pairs. 
Use some of this language 
from the recording. 

5 LJ Listen and write short 
answers to Maria's questions. 

4 Tom 
Best friend is . 
Where do they go together? . 

3 Kelly-Anne 
Best friend is V.i4.Y. . 
Why is she special? . 
How old is Kelly-Anne? . 

2 Elena 
Best friend is . 
When do they meet? . 

I Matt 
Best friend is ./t?.!'1!'1/1. . 
How old is he? . 
What do they do together? . 

·Pronunciation 

3 LJ Listen and write down the letters you hear. 
What famous names do the letters spell? 

1 (apopularfilm) 
2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (a film star) 
3 (a boy in a cartoon) 
4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (a tennis player) 
5 (a football player) 
6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (an actress) 
7 (a film director) 

4 LJ Listen to Maria asking four 
teenagers about their best friends. 
Complete the information. 

Listening 

They....................................... They . 

He, She, It He, She, It . 

We We . 

You.......................................... You . 

I .. ty11_.i.J'.m...i .. f.m.. ... r.tPk...... I 11.tf:-.V.~J. . .f'.v..e.~.L.h..~Y.0..'.t. 
The verb he The verb have 

2 Copy and complete the verb boxes. Some 
words are in exercise 1. 
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10 UNIT1 FRIENDS 
I 

2 Read the photo story with another student. Why is Sam angry 
at the beginning? Why isn't he angry at the end? 

CDs DVDs money clothes make-up 
computer games books magazmes 

1 What things do you lend your friends? Do they always give 
them back? Use these words to help you. 

Borrow this! I 



QuestionnaiP-es 
• Lo0k at the questiennaise on page 128. 

Ask questions to complete the 
questionnaire about your partner. You can 
ask for difficult words to be spelled! 

• Tell the class about your partner, using the 
questionnaire to help you. 

1 My friend's 4 at the moment - 
she's in bed with flu . 

2 Your birthday is a very day. 
3 Are you tonight? Do you want 

to go out? 
4 The film was and I fell asleep. 
5 I'm really to see you again! 
6 Don't look so - it isn't a true story. 
7 Why is John ? Did you do 

something wrong? 
8 Do you think this cartoon's ? 

It doesn't make me laugh. 

angry 
pleased 

funny boring free 
sad special 

6 Complete the sentences with an adjective 
from the box. 

Vocabulary 

5 Ask and answer questions about the photo story. 

EXAMPLE: A: Why is Sam angry? 
B: Because Gary's got his CDs. 

·4 Here are some errors that candidates have 
made with questions in the KET exam. Correct 
the questions. Two are correct. 

1 When you want to come here? 
2 Where you are now? 
3 How about meet me at 7 o'clock? 
4 Why don't we meet at the station? 
5 Why you think it is interesting? 
6 What do you want to buy? 
7 How I can get there? 
8 Who he does like? 

0···::· page 135 

Suggestions 
• We can use Why don't/doesn't and 

........................................ to make suggestions. 
EXAMPLES: . 

• With other verbs, or comes after 
the question word. The subject comes next 
and the main verb comes the subject. 
EXAMPLE: . 

Wh- questions in the present tense 
• In questions with be, have got and can, the 

verb comes the question word. 
EXAMPLES: . 

EXAMPLE: . 

• With other verbs, we start the question with 
........................ or Does. The main verb comes 
........................ the subject. 
EXAMPLE: . 

• In questions with can, the verb also comes 
............................................................................ of the sentence. 

• In questions with be, the verb also comes 
............................................................................ of the sentence. 
EXAMPLES: . 

3 Read the photo story again and find: 
• six Yes/No questions 
• three Wh- questions 
• two suggestions 

Look carefully at the order of the words. 
Then complete the grammar rules below. 

Yes/No questions in the present tense 
• In questions with have got, the verb have 

always comes .. a.J;. .. t.h.~ ... b..~r.i?.r.ig. of the 
sentence and got comes f!.:M. the subject. 

EXAMPLE: .H..a.:?.. ... ~a.!:!f. .. S.f?J; !f.0.1!:!. .. 8.a.di!>h.~ ... ~PS...? 

Grammar Asking questions 



12 EXAM FOLDER 1 

• Remember t© listen ~ai:efulliy, f011 the tense 
Ce~g. pTesemt simple, presen:tr peFfeet) and 
[Per>.s©n (e.g. he, she, they) used in tlhe question. 

• 'Tick your answer in peti<i:J.l en the question 
paper. 

$.eG<Jn'd listenittg 
• Checky:©llf cs:fu©iee ©f ansseer is eerreet and f\1:11 

b:m any answers y~m cl~dn't get the first tirrne. 

!Befatie you Zist.en 
• Read the questiorrs and look at the ch9ices f@ 

help you undsrstand the topic. 
• Uaderline the im:p©tral'lt woltds in ead'.:i: question. 

First listeniMg 
• Listen eut for the underlined w©nds on' w.oitds 

that are like these. In the ex;ample above, the 
w011d scho@Z is in the questien, and t'fue w@l'cl 
lessans is en the ne@CJ:uding. 

Exam advice 

Mother: You're late, David. Did you work in the library after your lessons finished? 
David: Mum, it was too sunny to be inside! I watched the football team with some of my friends. 

They won the match! I can go to the library another afternoon. 
Mother: I suppose so. Well, why don't you go on the PlayStation with your sister before dinner? 
David: She's busy with her homework. 

c B A 

What did David do after school? 

Part 1 
1 A B C ODD 
2 A B C DDCJ 
3 A B C DOD 
4 A B C CJDL:i 
5 A B C DOD 

In Part 1 of the Listening paper, you will hear some short conversations on 
different topics. There are always two speakers (usually a man and a woman). 
There are five questions and an example question. You must choose the correct 
answer from options A, B or C. These options can be pictures, words or numbers. 

Note: Write your answers on the question paper during the test. You do not 
transfer any answers to the answer sheet until the end of the test. 

Here is an example of the answer sheet for Part 1. You must write your answers 
in pencil. 

Here is an example question. Read the question and the recording script. Match 
the parts in colour to pictures A, B or C. Then look at the other words in the 
recording script and decide on the correct answer. 

Short conversations Listening Part 1 

I Exam folder 1 I 



co BO AD 

co BO 
5 What did the girl leave at Ben's flat? 

AD 

I £19.50 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111 

I £10.50 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111 

£9.50 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111 

co 

4 How much does thewomah pay for the DVD? 

BO AD 

2 When is Maria's party? 

AD co 

BO 
3 Which pesteard dees the woman choose? 

BO 

Questions 1-5 

You will hear fate short conversations. 
You will hear each eonversatlon twice. 
There is one question for each conversation. 
FGr questions 1-5., put a tick(~) under the right answer. 

1 Wlilat is tine man buying for his lunch? 

Part 1 



14 UNIT2 SHOPPING 

books DVDs make-up shampoo 
clothes toothpaste shoes 

4 Ask and answer questions using How much ... ? 
or How many ... ? with these nouns. 

• We ask How much ... ? with uncountable 
nouns (e.g. shopping, chocolate, money). 

• We ask How many ... ? with countable nouns 
(e.g. magazines, CDs, T-shirts). 

' ,I -, 

2 What else can you buy in each place? Make lists. 

3 How much shopping do you do? Answer these 
questions. 

1 How much chocolate do you buy every week? 
2 How many magazines do you get each 

month? 
3 How much money do you spend on sweets? 
4 How many CDs do you have? 
5 How many T-shirts did you buy last summer? 

department store bookshop chemist 
market newsagent 

Vocabulary 

For sale 

1 Name the things in the photos. Where can you buy them? 
Match each group of things to a place in the box. 



Pronunciation 

7 Which text (A-H) says this (1-5)? 

1 Things are cheaper than usual today. 
2 You get a drink with this meal. 
3 Call the number if you are interested in any of these. 
4 It costs nothing to leave your car if you are shopping here. 
5 Do not put this in a machine. 

t:~· ~ 
~ing is free for customers 

8 n Listen and repeat. 
Underline the letters that 
make the sounds ksi], Iei! 
and /re/. 

far/ 
car 
supermarket 
artist 
department store 

tesl 
whale 
sale 
PlayStation 

,, email ,, ,, ,, /re/ ,, .. apple 
map 
carrot 
advert 

9 Look at exercise 6 again and 
find more words for the three 
lists in exercise 8. Say them 
first and then write them 
down. 

ND WASH IN COLD WATER 

6 Read the texts more carefully. What letters are missing? 

5 Look quickly at texts A-H. Where can you see them? 

EXAMPLE: You can see A on a sweater. 

Reading 



Kevin: Fine. Have you got any more things to 
order? 

Sally: Yes, I'd like some pool shoes for water 
sports. They're on page (3) . 
How much are the blue and yellow 
ones? 

Kevin: Well, they were £16.50 but they're in 
the sale now and they're only ( 4) £ . 
But we don't have any left in small 
sizes. What shoe size are you? 

Sally: I'm a (5) . 
Kevin: Let me check. Yes, we've got a pair in 

that size. 
Sally: Great. Well, that's all I need. My name 

and address is ... 

3 n Now listen to the conversation and write 
the missing numbers. 

Kevin: Good morning. Swimshop, Kevin 
speaking. How can I help you? 

Sally: Hello. I've got your catalogue here and 
I'd like some information. Can you 
give me some prices? 

Kevin: Of course. Please tell me the page 
number you're looking at. 

Sally: OK. The first thing is on page (1) . 
and it's the Maru swimming costume, 
the blue and green one. 

Kevin: OK, the small and medium sizes are 
£22.65 and the large one is (2) £ . 

Sally: Right. I'd like to order that, please, size 
small. 

2 Read the conversation. Don't worry about the 
spaces at the moment. What is the 
conversation about? 

Listening 

1 What are these ways of shopping? Do you do any shopping 
like this? Is it better than going into shops? Why? I Why not? 

( ~ (-- ( .. ( ~ ( ) 

~ ~ r- 2.BJ!WeftefdyiKnom Ji 
Cricket 2004 (P52) Our Price: £22.49 You Sove:£7.SO (25%)~ j;! 
~ Amat.on.to.uk Review ~ £1S.O'!___ N 

Crick.ct. Love it.or hate rt. there's no denying its tpp. ea!: ------~~"~ 
sunshine, rc~b<>O. tca bt-eaks. It's aD here in EA Sp 
comprthcn.rr;~ new SllllU!ation, Cricbt 1004 (pretty E 
MY'."1)1> Typ;c'1ly. EA'• Ip<...,. ......... ens ar e de · very song yo , 

Rcildtnor• facrimilescfthcreal·lifpplaycnandcventsthcyportra .. u ve ever owned. 
- lh your pocket. 

Top Sellers 
UodltedOolly w l. Jomes Qpnd 007· Eyf:Nth!nO pr No!hloo CPS2l a ~t~::}929.99 You Sove:£10.00 (25%)~ 

'Browse EJectronlc Arts Games l•H1 ... -11t1) 

• G;une Boy • PlnvStatton 2 
• Ganv:Cube • PSone 
• PCGamcs • ~ 

SCllrdl Ill l!lldtmilCNttGam":r--CI 

BROWSE (RU Platrorms I: 10 

Shopping from home l·-···~···- 



• Them write the last letter of each singular 
form in the boxes below. They make three 
words. Wloiat do the words say? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 u 12 13 14 
[rJDD1D DD DDDD1DD,DD 

14 

~ 

la 
a 

8 

~ 

Picture puzzle 
• Look at the pictures. Write the singular and 

plural forms of the word under each picture. lq. 2 3& 4 ,= ~ ~ ~ ~ v 
....... ~ : . 
...... ~:?. . 

5 Complete the sentences with some or any. 

1 I can't find @!:f. sunglasses I like here. 
2 There are nice jackets in the 

shops at the moment. 
3 Are there yellow surfing T-shirts 

in the sale? 
4 I want to buy trainers, please. 
5 Mum, can you lend me money? 
6 There's great make-up in this 

advert. 
7 Has that website got special 

prices? 
8 Why don't we buy new DVDs? 
9 There isn't bread left - can you 

get in town? 
10 Let's buy new glasses. 

women 
children 
fish 
feet 

woman 
child 
fish 
foot 

• When the noun ends in -y after a vowel, we 
add -s: 
toy toys 

• When the noun ends in -y after a consonant, 
we change y to i and add -es. 
story stories 

• Some nouns have irregular plurals, for example: 

tomatoes 
potatoes 

tomato 
potato 

box boxes 
• When the noun ends in -o after a consonant, 

we also add -es: 

sandwiches 
glasses 
buses 

sandwich 
glass 
bus 

Countable nouns usually have 
different singular and plural forms, e.g. car, cars. 
With uncountable nouns, there is only one form 
of the word, e.g. toothpaste. 
• To make a plural, we usually add -s: 

one book some books 
• When the noun ends in -sh, -ch, -ss, -s or -x, we 

add -es: 
dish dishes 

a We use some. with uncountable nouns in 
affirmative sentences. II] 

b We always use in negative 
sentences. D 

c We use with countable nouns in 
affirmative sentences. D 

d We use for a request. D 
e We usually use in questions. D 

G···::· page 136 

4 Look at these sentences from page 16. 

1 I'd like some pool shoes. 
2 I'd like some information. 
3 Have you got any more things to order? 
4 We don't have any left in small sizes. 
5 Can you give me some prices? 

Complete rules a-e with some or any and 
match them to 1-5. 

Grammar some and any 
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Part 1 
1 A B C D E F G H 

CJCJCJCJDCJDCJ 

2 A B C D E F G H 
c:JOCJDPDCJCJ 

3 A B C D E F G H 
CJCJCJCJDCJCJCJ 

4 A. B C D E r 8~ 
DCJCJDCJCJ 

5 A B C D E F G H 
CJCJDCJCJCJCJCJ 

• Leek at tihe eight notices first to see what the topics are. 
• Read the ex-ample and its notice. 
• Cross out the e~ampie lettet, so that yon don't ehoese it again by accident. 
• Read each sentence carefully and underline the k~y words. 
• Look for notices that have similar language. 
• Dc;m't just match a word or number in the sentence and notice - this may 

110t be the right answer. 
• Check your answers when ycm tFansfer them te yeur answer sheet. Below 

is an example of the answer sheet for Part 1. 

Exam advice 

I modal verbs .. .Y.t?.~ ~ . 
2 comparison .P.14~.f!!:. . 
3 imperatives . .P..t?.r/¢. :&.rg?.t. . 

· · · h · d d f h k until 5 4 prepositions wit times an ays o t e wee P!P.. . 
5 prepositions with places .. r.i&X..¢. t.r?. l:h.~ r..f:.?..~.r.a.ri.~ . 

2 Decide what sort of language is tested in the exam task above. 
Underline examples of language areas 1-5 above in different colours. 

Part 1 of the Reading and Writing paper is a matching task. There are five 
questions and an example question. You must choose the correct answer from 
eight notices (A-H). 

1 These language areas are often tested in Part 1. Add another example to 
each one. 

Notices Reading Part 1 

I Exam folder 2 I 



H POOL OPENING HOURS NOW l.:0NGER: 
7 am - 10 pm (was 8.45 pm) 

G SPEND £50 AND GET A 
FREE SPORTS BAG 

F UNDER 16s GOLF COMPETITION 
FIRST PRIZE £30! 

I 

SALE ENDS NEXT TUESDAY - 
15% OFF EVERYTHING UNTIL THEN 

E 

PLEASE PUT ALL LUGGAGE 0 0 ABOVE YOUR SEAT 

D 

c 

5 If you are 15 or younger, you 
may win some money. 

4 You can pay for your journey 
in a different way if necessary. 

3 All our prices are lower for a 
short time. 

2 This is cheaper because it 
isn't new. 

FOR SALE 
Boy's bike, only 2 months old 
Half usual price 

B 

1 It is possible to swim later in 
the evening now. Buy train tickets at machine 

when office is closed 

A 

0 Do not leave any suitcases on the floor. 

Questions 1-5 

Which notice (A-H) says this (1-5)? 

For questions 1-5, mark the correct letter A-Hon your answer sheet. 

Example: 

Part 1 



t'.Ul·*6idiiiili....,.Jl-i!i·iiii6@H.., 
n Listen to the recording to check your answers. 

fish 
eat 

meal 
chips 

biscuit bin tea 
sit live beans 

meat fill 
seat dinner 

leave 
feel 

2 n Listen and repeat these words. Then write them in group 1 
or group 2 below. 

Pronunciation 

1 always has a big breakfast? J" 
2 buys a cake for a snack? 
3 has chips or pizza for lunch? 
4 thinks salad is good for you? 
5 prefers water to juice? 
6 doesn't like coffee or tea? 
7 loves chocolate? 
8 doesn't like ice cream? 

3 n Listen to Jack and Katie 
talking about food and drink. 
Write J for Jack and K for 
Katie. Who ... 

G 

A E 

F H 
T 0 

I c I E 

B R 

0 E 

s D 

s HI 
s K 

1 Look at the photos. Tell your partner what you see, 
then complete the puzzle below to find the word in the 
yellow squares. 

Breakfast, lunch and dinner 



Tell your partner about 
your day. 

Lunch - (2) pm 
salad 
a cake 
(3) . 

Dinner - (4) pm 
chicken or (s) .. 
rice or pasta 
(6) . 

Breakfast - 8.oo am 
tea 
(1) . 
toast 

10 LJ Listen to Rachel talking about 
her day. Complete the notes . 

are+ not= . 

is+ not= . 

has+ not= . 

have+ not= . 

1 seven forty-five; a quarter to eight 
2 one forty-two; eighteen minutes to two 
3 four o' dock 
4 two fifteen; a quarter past two 
5 eight minutes past three 
6 five thirty; half past five 

does + not = .M~f?.d.¢. . 
do+ not = .. M.n.'t. . 

11 12 I 
C LO 2 

(\9 e .....,.. } 

~~5 

ll 12 I 
b . 10 2 

l\9o ' / ~5 

7 Match the times with the clocks. 

g Complete the table. 

....................... I/you/we/they apples? 

...................... he/she/it burgers? 
question 

Excuse me, can you tell me the 
time, please? 
or 
Have you got the time, please? 

A Yes, of course. It's six o'clock. 
B No, I don't. 
C It's too early. 
D No, I'm sorry. I don't have a 

watch. 
E Nine minutes past three. 
F Certainly, a quarter to four. 
G I'm not sure. 

8 Read the questions below. 
Which answers are correct? 
Put a tick next to them. 

.................................. oranges. 
I/You/We/They 
He/She/It 

negative ................................ fish. 

affirmative I/You/We/They chocolate. 
He/She/It bananas. 

6 Complete this table with like. 

Grammar Present simple 

EXAMPLE: Ask: What do you like? 
Write: Sergio likes steak best and he doesn't like fish. 

5 Find out what four people in your class like and don't like. 
Write down their answers. 

1 apples grapes bananas oranges 
2 potatoes nee pasta bread 
3 steak chicken fish cheese 
4 pizza sandwiches burgers soup 
5 ice cream cake biscuits chocolate 
6 lemonade JUlCe water coffee 
7 salad carrots omons tomatoes 

EXAMPLE: 
I like apples best. I I prefer apples. 
I quite like oranges. 
Grapes are OK. 
I hate bananas. 

4 What do you like? What don't you like? Talk about the food 
and drink in 1-7. 

Vocabulary 



1 I get up at 9 o'clock. (100%) 
..t. ~W.~~ gfi.;; .. J~.P t#. 2....r/@fk. .. 

2 My mother makes cakes on Tuesdays. (75%) 
3 I am hungry at lunch time. (100%) 
4 I am late for dinner. (55%) 
5 Pete has a party on his birthday. (100%) 
6 We have fireworks on New Year's Eve. (25%) 
7 Sam meets his friends on New Year's Eve. 

(90%) 
8 You eat spaghetti with a knife. (0%) 

Adverbs of frequency come ... 

• before most verbs: He always goes to the festival. 
• after the verb be: I am always late for dinner. 
• Sometimes can also be placed at the beginning 

or end of the sentence: I am sometimes late for 
school. Sometimes I am late for school. 
I am late for school sometimes. 

3 Complete these sentences with always, often, 
usually, sometimes or never. 

always 

usually 
She often has a special meal on her birthday. 

sometimes 

never 

Are these sentences right or wrong? Underline the 
part of the text with the answer in. 

I Antonio comes from Bufiol. 
2 The fe~tival is at the beginning of August. 
3 Antonio never wears his best clothes to the 

festival. 
4 Everyone buys tomatoes from a local shop. 
5 The fight usually lasts for more than two hours. 
6 The next day everyone cleans the streets. 
7 Antonio always watches the fireworks. 
8 Antonio sometimes dances. 

2 Read the text below about a festival in Spain. --------~ -- 
Antonio lives in the city of Valencia in Spain. Every year 

he goes to La Tomatina Festival in Buf\ol, a town near 
Valencia. The festival is on the last Wednesday in 

August, when everyone comes into the main square to throw 
tomatoes at each other. 

Before the fun begins, people cover the shop windows with 
plastic. Antonio always wears his oldest clothes so he doesn't 
get his best clothes dirty. He also always puts his camera in a 
plastic bag to keep it clean. In the morning trucks arrive in the 
main square, the Plaza del Pueblo, bringing more than 
100,000 kilos of tomatoes. The fight begins at 11 o'clock and 
always lasts for two hours. At exactly 1 o'clock everyone stops. 
They never throw tomatoes after 1 o'clock. They then usually 
spend the rest of the day cleaning themselves and the town! 
In the evening, Antonio usually watches the fireworks, eats the 
local food and sometimes joins in the dancing. 

Reading 

What can you see in the photo? 



~ 
When's your birthday? 
• Form groups of four to six students. 
• Then everyone in the group must stand in 

the order of the date of their birthday. 
• The winners are the team who get in the 

right order first. Everyone must be able to 
say the date of their birthday in English. 
If you can't, your team is out. 

Say: 
when the festival is 
what you do at the festival 
what you eat. 

6 Write a note to a friend about a festival in 
your town. 

What happens when there 
is a festival in your town? 

We often have 
fireworks. 

· 5 Tell your partner about your special days. 

Akiko Imai (1) fP.r.r!.f;:?. from Japan. Many young 
Japanese people often (2) away with their 
friends at New Year but Akiko (3) usually 
......................... away, she (4) at home with 
her family. In Japan, New Year (5) on 31st 
December. On that day,Akiko (6) TV 
and (7) a special kind of pasta called soba. 
At midnight (12 o'clock), she (8) to the 
sound of the temple bell ringing. It (9) . 
108 times. On NewYear's Day, lstJanuary,Akiko 
and her family (IO) sake, a kind of rice 
wine. After, they all (11) popular foods 
like rice cake and soup. It is a special day for 
children because they (12) some money 
in special envelopes from their relatives. Before New 
Year's Day.Japanese people usually (13) . 
their houses, (14) a lot of food and 
(15) a lot of shopping. Akiko often 
(16) greetings cards to her friends. 
New Year is one of the most important days in Japan 
and Akiko always ( 17) it because she 
(18) to school on that day! 

stay 
clean 
nng 

eat (x 2) go (x 3) Eeme 

watch listen drink 
make receive do 

begin 
send 

en JOY 

4 Read about 
New Year in 
Japan. Fill each 
space with one of 
the verbs from the box in the 
correct form. Two of the verbs are negative. 

Reading 



EXAMPLE: meat 

A B 
1 me ple 
2 but ce 
3 wait ket 
4 di rot 
5 jui ta 
6 mar at 
7 pas ato 
8 tom ter 
9 car ress 

10 ap sh 
EXAMPLE: A: This is brown and it's very sweet. What is it? 

B: Chocolate. 

4 Think of your own descriptions and ask your partner 
what the answer is. 

10 ice cream 

1 a dining room 
2 pizza 
3 a waiter 
4 a cafe 
5 breakfast 
6 a snack 
7 a kitchen 
8 a fridge 
9 fruit 

3 Write a description for these words. 

I eat U1 this room . ······························································································ . 

2 KET students often find some words difficult to spell. 
Find the word which is spelled wrongly in each group and 
correct the spelling. 

1 favourite ~ disappointed traditional d.4-ferent 
2 actor nurse painter pilat 
3 pink white yello grey 
4 bath chair bed rmrrer 
5 husband mother daughter unkle 
6 beatiful famous rich single 
7 television telefone cooker camera 
8 cloudy sunney stormy windy 
9 wich who that when 

10 nice friendly confortable interesting 
11 hope know think belive 
12 hospital airport library appartment 

In Part 6 of the Reading and 
Writing paper there are five 
questions (36-40) and an 
example. Each question is a 
sentence which gives a 
description of a word. You must 
write the word, spelling it 
correctly. The first letter of the 
word is always given to you. 

Here are some ways to practise 
spelling. 

1 Match the first part of the 
word in A to the second part 
in B. The words are all about 
food and drink. 

Writing Part 6 
Spelling words 

I Writing folder 1 I 



s _ 40 You often eat these on a picnic. 

s _ 

o _ 
t _ 

36 It is good to drink this when the weather is hot. 

3'1 These are red and you find them en pizza. 

38 This fruit is round and has lots of juice. 

39 This makes food sweet. 

Answer: I o I burger 

b _ 0 This is a popular fast food and you eat it in a bun. 

Questions 36-40 

Read the descriptions (36-40) of some things you can eat or drink. 
What is the word for each one? 
The first letter is already there. There is one space for each other letter in the word. 

For questions 36-40, write the words on your answer sheet. 

Example: 

Part 6 

Part 6 Dono! 
write here 

36 1 36 2 
D D 

37 1 37 2 
CJ CJ 

38 1 38 2 
CJ CJ 

39 1 39 2 
CJ CJ 

40 1 40 2 
CJ CJ 

• Read each sentence carefully. 
• Count the number of spaces to find out hew many letters 

the word has. 
• Decide if the word needs to be plural or not (look for 

words like this or thesi). 
• Write your answer on the question paper first. 
• Check you have used the right number of letters. 
• Write yoiar answer on your answer sheet. Opposite is an 

ex-ample of the answer sfueet for Part 0. 

Exam advice 



Right. 

EXAMPLES: 
Marco Polo lived over 850 years ago. 
Wrong. He didn' t: live. 850 years ago) 
he lived. 750 years ago. 
Marco travelled all over the Mediterranean. 
Doesn' f; say. 
Marco came from Venice. 

2 Read the information about Marco Polo. 
Are the sentences opposite right or wrong? 
If there is no information, write 'Doesn't say'. 

2 Marco was only six years old when his 3 
father and uncle went on their first 
journey to China. In China, they met 
the King of the Mongols, Kublai Khan. 

Reading 
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Marco didn't see hls father again for 
nine years. He was 15 when h.is father 
and uncle returned from China.The 
next time his father and uncle decided 
to go to China they took Marco with 
them.This was in 1271. 
They went by ship 
to Turkey and 
then used 
horses. 
It was a long 
journey. 

6 Marco stayed in China for 17 years.The journey home took 
Marco and his family two years. In Italy, Marco decided to 
write a book about his life ~ ~ 
in China. Many people v ~e 0 
didn't believe Marco's 
stories at first. Later, they 
believed him. Marco died 
in 1324. ~ 

5 He visited the largest city in 
China, called Kinsai, many 
times. I-le said that the people 
in Kinsai wore beautiful 
clothes and ate good food. 
There were ten big markets 
in Kinsai and they sold 
everything people wanted. 

1 Marco first went to China when he was six 
years old. 

2 It took Marco and his family a long time to 
get to China. 

3 Marco travelled to China by boat and on a 
horse. 

4 Marco spoke to Kublai Khan. 
5 Marco liked Kublai Khan very much. 
6 Kinsai had twelve markets. 
7 Marco took a long time to write his book 

about China. 
8 Marco died a poor man. 

4 In 1275 they arrived in Khanbalik 
(modern Beijing) and saw Kublai 
Khan. He talked to them and 
asked them many questions. He 
liked Marco and so he gave him a 
job. What did Marco do in China? 
Well, he travelled all over the 
country. He saw that the Chinese 
used paper 
money 
and used 
a machine ' 
to print 
books. 

1 Where did the Polo family come from? They were a 
rich family and they lived in Italy over 750 years 
ago.They travelled all over the Medlterranean.They 
bought and sold things like gold and silver. Marco 
was born in 1254 in Venice. American 

British 
Spanish 
Portuguese 
Italian 
Norwegian 

Roald Amundsen 
Ferdinand Magellan 
Ranulph Fiennes 
Neil Armstrong 
Hernan Cortes 
Marco Polo 

I Match the people below with their nationality. 
What are they famous for doing? 

A long journey 



• n Listen to two students playing Who is it? 
Who is the famous person? 

• Now, you play, Player A thinks of a famous 
person from the past. Player Basks up to 
twelve questions to find out the name of 
the person. 

EXAMPLE: B: Were you a man? 
A: Yes, I was. I No, I wasn't. 
B: Did you paint pictures? 
A: No, I didn't. I Yes, I did. 

I wear 5 meet 9 buy 
2 give 6 take 10 see 
3 eat 7 say 
4 sell 8 go 

6 Read the Marco Polo story again to find the 
past simple of these irregular verbs. (You can 
find more irregular verbs on page 151.) 

n Listen to the recording to check your 
answers. 

It/ I /d/ /1d/ 

5 There are three ways to pronounce a regular 
verb in the past simple: /t/, !di and /1d/. 
Underline all the regular verbs in the story 
about Marco Polo and decide which column, 
It/, !di or /id/, to put them in. 

Pronunciation 

9 carry 
10 open 

5 use 
6 return 
7 like 
8 play 

1 arrive 
2 stop 
3 help 
4 look 

4 What is the past simple of the following 
verbs? 

Regular verbs in the past simple end in -ed. 
• If the verb ends in -e, e.g. decide 

.,,. add -d They decided to go to China. 
• If the verb ends in a consonant+ vowel+ 

consonant, e.g. travel 
.,,. double the last letter and add -ed 

They travelled all over the Mediterranean. 
• If the verb ends in a consonant+ -y, e.g. study 

.,,. -y becomes -ied He studied the country 
carefully 

• If the verb ends in vowel + -y, e.g. stay 
.,,. add -ed He stayed there for 17 years. 

• If the verb ends in two or more consonants, 
e.g. ask 
.,,. add -ed He asked them many questions. 

0···::· page 137 

Now complete these sentences. 

Making a question: 
Where the Polo family from? 
Making a negative: 
Many people . Marco's stories 
at first. 

irregular verbs 
3 buy . 
4 sell . 
5 be (two forms) 

3 Look at paragraph 1 in the story about Marco 
Polo. Find the past simple form of these verbs. 

regular verbs 
1 live . 
2 travel . 

Grammar Past simple 
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1 Number of days in Paris: 2 I 5 
2 Coach left school at: 5.00 I 5.30 am 
3 Cost of trip: £240 I £214 
4 Name of hotel in Paris: BERRI I VERRY 
5 Enjoyed shopping I boat trip best. 

3 LJ Now listen to Melanie again and answer 
with short answers. 

Listening 
2 LJ Listen to a girl called Melanie talking 

about a school trip to Paris. 
Circle the correct answer. 

How much I cost? 
What I see? 
How long I stay? 

When I go? 
How I travel? 
What I do? 
Who I go with? 

1 Did the students arrive at school late? 
No) they didn't. 

2 Did Melanie like the coach journey? 
3 Did they stop at a cafe on the motorway 

for some sandwiches? 
4 Did it take eight hours to go from London to Paris? 
5 Did they stay at a new hotel? 
6 Did Melanie speak French all the time? 
7 Did Melanie buy a present for her sister? 
8 Did she take lots of photos? 
9 Did she enjoy the trip? 

10 Did they arrive back in London late? 

1 Ask your partner questions about an interesting 
place he or she visited last year. 

EXAMPLE: Where I go? 
A: Where did you go? 
B: I went to an art gallery I to a museum I 

to London. 

A trip to remember 



• Use five of the verbs you found in a short 
paragraph about a trip you made. 

'I 

I I q u b s d e t s 
i d w t a t a t e t 

k d w a t k r y u a 
e s e r 0 j r j k y 

\. d ,I a n g 0 k I s w e 
m b t f k t v a d d 

p u i h f c e w i c 
b e g a n s d r v x 

0 z a d p d a t u i 

I t r a v e I I e d 

Word Pu:zzle 
• Find ten verbs in the past simple in the 

word square (100k i , -) . The first one has 
been done for you, 

I Yesterday I go to the disco. 
2 Who you went to an art gallery with? 
3 Last night I have a good dinner and saw a 

film. 
4 Last year I went to New York and it is very 

interesting. 
5 I plaied football with my brother on 

Saturday. 
6 Tomas came to England in two years ago. 
7 Why you not came to see me? 
8 Angela visited a museum two weeks ago. 
9 How much costed the trip? 

10 Shakespeare writing many plays. 

"5 Here are some errors that candidates have 
made with the past simple in the KET exam. 
Correct the sentences. There is one correct 
sentence. 

1 eat some chocolate 
2 email a friend 
3 read a magazine 
4 listen to a CD 
s go to the cinema 
6 play football 
7 do some homework 
8 go to an art gallery 
9 buy some clothes 

10 eat pizza 

last night/week/Saturday/month/year 
this morning/afternoon 
yesterday 
in the summer/winter/spring/autumn 
at breakfast/lunch/dinnertime 
at the weekend 

4 Ask and answer with a partner. Answer using 
ago or one of the expressions in the box below. 

EXAMPLE: brush teeth 
A: When did you last brush your hair? 
B: I brushed my hair two weeks ago. 

When did Melanie go on the school trip to Paris? 
Two years ago. 
When did you last see a film? 
A week ago. 
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5 Buy your stamps at this place. 
p o _ 

s _ 

4 If you go here, you can buy most 
things. 

c _ 
3 This shop sells medicines. 

n _ 
2 This shop sells newspapers. 

m _ 

4 Read the descriptions of different 
places where you can buy things. 
What is the word for each one? 
The first letter is already there.' 

1 People can buy fruit and 
vegetables here. 

Writing 

7 sh fi 
8 rrctao 
9 tbtreu 

10 ocohl tace 
11 otpaot 
12 ncekhic 

I levabeget 
2 ckans 
3 team 
4 klm i 
5 cejiu 
6 pegar 

3 Put the letters in the right order to spell things you can 
eat and drink. 

1 sad happy pleased ~ 
2 nice short boring funny 
3 interesting boring friend exciting 
4 shop store house market 
5 fish meat coffee biscuits 
6 onion orange apple lemon 
7 cafe dining room restaurant hall 
8 art gallery museum exhibition bookshop 

2 Circle the odd one out. 

Vocabulary 

EXAMPLE: My friends like the same things as I do. 
No, not true. My friends are all very different. 
My best friend likes listening to bands. Some 
of my other friends like skateboarding and 
one prefers to play on his computer. 

1 I had a great party for my birthday. 
2 I prefer to have a lot of friends, not just one 

best friend. 
3 I spend a lot of money on CDs and DVDs. 
4 I don't care about fashion. 
5 I love chocolate. 
6 I think people eat too much nowadays. 
7 My best friend never makes me angry. 
8 I like going on trips with my parents more than 

I do with my school. 

1 Read these sentences with a partner. Say if each 
sentence is true for you and give some extra 
information. 

Speaking 

u N rrs 1-4 Revision 



7 Read this conversation and put the verbs into the correct tense. 

Jenny: Hi Sam! How (1) f!.:r..~ (be) you? 
Sam: I (2) (be) fine, thanks, Jenny. I (3) . 

(telephone) you yesterday. Where (4) (be) you? 
Jenny: I (5) (need) some new shoes so I (6) (go) 

shopping in town. 
Sam: (7) (you I get) any? 
Jenny: Yes, look. What (8) (you I think) of them? 
Sam: Oh, I (9) (not be) sure that I (10) (like) 

the colour. ( 11) (be) they blue? 
Jenny: No, they (12) (be) green! I (13) (think) 

at first they (14) (be) blue as well, but when 
I (15) (take) them outside the shop I (16) . 
(see) that they (17) (be) green. 

Sam: (18) (be) they expensive? They (19) . 
(look) very expensive to me. 

Jenny: No, I (20) (get) them in the sale. 

8 Read this article about Chinese New Year. Choose 
the correct word for 1-10. 

6 Write the past simple of 
these irregular verbs. 

1 know 
2 forget 
3 say 
4 sell 
5 teach 
6 tell 
7 wear 
8 leave 
9 grow 

10 think 

5 Circle the correct word. 

1 Can I have any 19 
cake, please? 

2 How much I many money 
do you have in your 
pocket? 

3 How much is I are the blue 
pair of trainers? 

4 I haven't got any I some 
change. 

5 Does I Do he like eating at 
restaurants? 

6 Can you say I tell me the 
time, please? 

7 Have you got any I the 
time, please? 

8 Sometimes I Always I go to 
a party on New Year's Eve. 

9 Lisa doesn't I don't make 
a special cake for her 
birthday. 

10 I didn't went I go shopping 
at the weekend. 

11 Did I Have Marco Polo 
travel to Persia? 

12 When did he return I 
returned to Venice? 

Grammar 



1 I saw a nice and colourful parrot at the zoo. 
2 Yesterday we went to the zoo and 

yesterday we went to the museum. 
3 Susanna went out yesterday and Susanna 

took her dog for a walk. 
4 There are many cats, dogs, horses at the 

farm. 
5 The dolphins were near the boat and the 

birds were near the boat. 

4 Here are some errors that candidates have 
made with and in the KET exam. Correct the 
sentences. 

Pronunciation 
3 (1 Listen to a man talking about the animals 

he likes. 
.c:« _,:I( _,:I( ~ 

I like horses, cows, dogs and cats. 
~ _,:I( ~ 

I like monkeys, elephants and bears. 

Ask five people in the class which animals 
they like and report back to the class. 

EXAMPLE: Pietro likes bears, dolphins and dogs. 

2 What's your favourite animal? Have you got a 
pet? What's its name? 

and 

• After a verb we usually put and between 
the last two nouns, adjectives or verbs in a 
list, and commas(,) between the other things. 
I like horses, cows, dogs and cats. 
The bear was large, hungry and dangerous. 
We swam, played volleyball and ate ice cream. 

• And is less common with adjectives before a 
noun. We normally just use a comma. 
a big,yellow fish 

• When we use and we often miss out words 
instead of repeating them. 
Nicole goes shopping and s/qe ~oes swimming 
at the weekend. 
The monkeys and t-Re birds were up in the 
trees. 

6 noldpih 
7 sh if 
8 redips 
9 eymkon 

10 WO C 

1 re ab 
2 ehsor 
3 act 
4 g d 0 

5 epalehnt 

1 Put the letters in the right order to spell the 
names of the animals in the pictures above. 

Vocabulary 

A trip to the 



8 Circle the correct word in these sentences 
about Mark and Natalie. 

I Natalie made 1esome time looking at 
the penguins. 

2 Natalie did I made her homework when she 
got home from the zoo. 

3 Mark did I took some shopping for his mum 
the next day. 

4 Natalie said, 'Can you wait a minute? I need 
to make I do a phone call.' 

5 Mark took I made his exams last week. 
6 Natalie did I made a cake the next day. 

9 Ask and answer these questions. 

I When do you do your homework? 
2 Do you know how to make a cake? 
3 Do you ever do nothing all day? 
4 How much money do you spend on 

magazines? 
5 How much time do you spend on the phone 

each day? 
6 Do you help to do the food shopping at 

home? 
7 Do you ever make dinner for your family? 

fflotographs 
• • • do make 

Put the words below in the right column. 
Sometimes there is more than one answer. Use 
and English-English dictionary to help you. 

homework time a phone call 
the shopping an appointment a cake 
nothing some money an exam breakfast 

7 There are many words in English that go 
together. For example: I've got to take some 
photographs of the animals. 

Vocabulary 

4 How will Mark and Natalie get to the zoo? 
A bybus 
B by train 
C by car 

5 The zoo closes at 
A 4.30. 
B 5.30. 
c 6.30. 

3 Mark is going to photograph 
A bears. 
B monkeys. 
C lions. 

2 Who is Mark going to take photos for? 
A his mother 
B his friend 
C his teacher 

n Read through the questions and then listen 
to the rest of the conversation and answer the 
questions. 

I Each zoo ticket will cost them 
A £6.50. 
B £7.50. 
c £8.00. 

EXAMPLE: 
When will Mark and Natalie go to the zoo? 
A Saturday 
B Sunday 
C Thursday 
The answer is C. Natalie is busy on Saturday 
and Sunday. 

Listening 
5 n Listen to Mark talking to Natalie about 

visiting the zoo. Tick the word when you hear it. 
The words are not in the order you hear them. 
I zoo ./ 6 weekend 
2 friend 7 camera 
3 bus 8 Sunday 
4 homework 9 four 
5 student IO drive 

6 LJ Look at the example and then listen to the 
first part of the conversation again. 



The female beat usually has two 
babies once every three years. The 
babies, or oubs, are born in 
November. Sometimes the cubs die 
in their first year ( 4) they 
nave an accident (S) they 
don't get enough food to eat. If they 
live, they stay with their mother for 
nearly two years ( 6) then 
they must leave her to go and live 
alone on the ice. 

There are only about 25,000 
polar bears alive today. The area 
where you find them has many 
problems with pollution (7) . 
there are also problems with thin 
ice. Polar bears need your help! 

polar bears live. The temperature is 
: very often as low as -55°C. 
1 The polar bear is the largest meat- 
1 eating animal on land. The male 
I weighs from 350 ta 650 kg and he 
I is two and a half to three metres 
~ long - almost as long as a car. A 

polar bear's skin is black but its fur 
has no colour - it looks white when 
the sun shines on the ice. It has big 
feet so it can stand easily on the ice. 

The polar. bear. likes to live alone. 
It walks long distances, sometimes 
30 km a day, (I) it needs to 
find food. The bear eats fish 
(2) it also enjoys seal meat. 
It goes swimming (3) lies in 
the sun when it isn't looking fo~ 
food! It is a very g0od swimmer. 

The potar bears name in Latin is tnsus maritimus, meaning 
'sea bear'. It got this name because it spends most of its 
time in the Arctie seas. It is also called by other names, for 
example, white bear or ice bear. When a polar bear gets out 
of the sea, it shakes water from its fur like a dog QI it 
removes the water by railing on the ice. It is very cold where 

-------------------------~ 
2 Read the article to see if you were right. Don't/'orr ~out the 

spaces for now. _, ~-~°'~~"~ \....r~~,~~~~,,..,~~~~~~-~~~~~-=-==·~~~~.,.,~·~~~ 

Reading 

8 Polar be.ars~ 1 11 1. Po ar bears are 
usua y ive . 

! a] m danger, 
a] in family groups. b] t i d 

) 
,- no m anger. 

b alone. (' 

Polar bears 
ase the size of 

a] a car. 
b] a bus. 

Polar bears 
usually. eat 

a) fish. 
b] people. 

3 

Polar bears ha:v'e 
their cubs eve-ry 

a) two years. 
b) three years. 

7 Polar bears 
usu-ally have 
a] one baby. 

b] two babies. 

6 

Polar bears are about 
a] three metres long. 
b] six metres long. 

4 

{'- Polar bears have 
'.~ a) white skin. 

b) black skin. 

] Polar bears live in 
a) the Arctic. 
b) /!nta rctica. 

3 Look at the underlined words 
in paragraphs 1 and 2 in the r 
article about the polar bear. 
Then complete the grammar 
explanation. 

• We use .b..~.?..~., , / 
and to join two clauses-to 
make one longer sentence. 

1 We use to say 
'why' things happen. 

2 We use when 
there is a choice or an 
alternative fact or idea.~~_,,, 

3 ::n~~~ ··~·dd··~-~~--f:~l- :i:a ~ 
to another. ~ 

4 We use when 
there is a contrast between 
the two facts or ideas. 

Grammar Conjunctions 1 Do this quiz with a partner before you read the article about 
polar bears. 

An amazing animal 



Memory game 
• Play this game. The first person says: I went 

te the zo@ and I saw a Lion. 
• The next person continues: I went t@ ths: zoo 

and I saw a lien. and a tiger. 
• Continue in the same way, adding another 

animal each time. 

Say: 
where the zoo is 
who you went with 
what you did. 

7 Write a postcard to a friend about a visit to a 
zoo. 

Their, there and they're all sound the same but 
are spelled differently. 

• There are not many polar bears in the Arctic 
any more. 

• Polar bears spend most of their lives on the ice. 
• When they're small, the polar bear cubs stay 

with their mother. 

6 Fill the spaces with their, there or they're. 

I have two dogs called Wolfie and Sammy . 
(1) quite small dogs. I take them for 
a walk in the park every day. They love it 
(2) because they can play with 
(3) ball and run around having fun. 
(4) favourite game is chasing the 
ducks into the lake. (s) always 
happy to go (6) . 

their., there, they're 

1 Paul looks after the elephants at a zoo. 
He also helps with the monkeys sometimes. 

2 Paul studied in the evenings. He needed to 
learn about animals. 

3 He takes the elephants for a walk every day. 
He never rides them. 

4 Sometimes the elephants play with each 
other. Sometimes they like to lie in the sun. 

5 Paul takes the elephants to the lake. 
The elephants like swimming there. 

4 Read the articlL~aces with .... 
A, B orC. 

1 A but B because C or 
2 A and B or C because 
3 A or B but C because 
4 A but B because C or /" 
5 A or B but C because 
6 o/~~ B because C but 
74 because '- B and C or 

~Below are som~sentences about Paul, a .,. 
zookeeper (a person who looks after the 
animals in a zoo). Join the sentences together 
using and, or, but or because. There is 
sometimes more than one answer. 



6 They their dad to take them there on Saturday. 
A asked B said C talked 

7 They left home on Saturday morning. 
A well B early C ever 

8 They at the farm at 10 o'clock. 
A got B came C arrived 

9 Rebecca and Tom are always to help on the farm. 
A go0d B happy C kind 

10 The horses were hungry so Rebecca and Tom gave them some . 
A food B water C blankets 

Read the sentences about visiting a farm. 
Choose the best word {A, B or C) for each space. 

For questions 6-10, mark A, B or Con your answer sheet. 

Example: 
0 Rebecca and Tom visiting their uncle's farm. 

A want B enjoy C agree Answer: j O I 6 ~ 6 I 

Questions 6-10 
Part 2 

• Always read the instructions and the example sentence. This will tell you what the topic is. 
• Before you answer the questions, read all the sentences quid<ly. 'Iogether they make a short st©ry. 
• Read each sentence carefully before you decide en y0ur answer. 
• When you choose yG>ur answer, think about the meaning of the sentence. 
• Read the sentence with the answer to check that the gr:ammar is correct. 
• Remember te transfer y_Qur answers to your answer sheet. There is an e~ample of the answer sheet 

for Part 2 above. 

Exam advice 

Part 2 
6 A B C 

CJD CJ 

7 A B C 
Cl CJD 

8 A B C 
CJ 0 CJ 

9 A B C 
0 CJ Cl 

10 A B C 
CJ CJ Cl 

Part 2 of the Reading and Writing paper tests vocabulary. There is an example 
and five multiple-choice questions (6-10). The sentences are about a topic or 
story. You must choose the word which best fits in the space. 

Here ate some examples of the types of word which are tested. 
a verb - e.g. go, made an adjective - e.g. happy, nice 
a noun - e.g. house, dog an adverb - e.g. hard, slowly 
a word which goes with another word - e.g. have breakfast, do your homework 

Reading Part 2 Multiple choice 

\ Exam folder 31 



Example: 

OA on B at c in Answer: Io I~~~ I 
28 A but B or c and 
29 A wanted B wanting. c want 
30 A one B a C the 
31 A very B such c enough 
32 A before B after c since 
33 A something B anything c nothing 
34 A Him Bl C It 
35 A have B was Cam 

The helpful dolphin 
One summer I went to Florida in the USA 
(0) holiday. I said goodbye to my family at 
the airport in London (28) I flew to Miami. 
I stayed with my friend Maria. Her grandfather 
had a boat and we (29) to go sailing. 
We had (30) lovely time sailing! One 
morning I decided to sit on the side of the boat. 
Suddenly, I fell off into the sea. I didn't know how 

to swim (31) well and I began to shout. 
Then, (32) a minute I felt (33) push 
me nearer the boat. (34) was a dolphin 
and he was trying to help me! Maria heard me 
shout and her grandfather pulled me back on 
the boat. I (35) now learnt to swim and I 
will always love dolphins! 

Questions 28-35 

Read the article about a girl and a dolphin. 
Choose the best word (A, B or C) for each space. 

For questions 2~5, mark A, B or C on your answer sheet 

Part 5 

a few, several, many 
b where, when, why 
c and, but, because 
d done, making, had 
e a, the 
f in, at, on 
g he, hers, somebody 

1 conjunctions 
2 verb forms 
3 articles 
4 prepositions 
5 pronouns 
6 adjectives 
7 question words 

Part 5 of the Reading and Writing paper tests grammar. There is a 
text with eight multiple-choice questions (28-35) and an example. 
Here are some examples of the type of words which are tested. 

Match the parts of speech (1-7) with the example words (a-g). 

'at 5 
28 A B C === 
29 A B C === 
30 A B C 

CJCJCJ 

31 A B C === 
32 A B C =oo 
33 A B C oo= 
34 A B C 

CJ CJ CJ 

35 A B C 
CJCJ CJ - 

Reading Part 5 Multiple choice .cloze 



I Fantasma is older I newer than Alien 
Adventure. 

2 At Alien Adventure the opening hours are 
longer I shorter than at Fantasma. 

3 Fantasma has a bigger I smaller hotel than 
Alien Adventure. 

4 Alien Adventure is more I less expensive 
than Fantasma. 

5 Alien Adventure has more I fewer visitors 
than Fantasma. 

6 I think Alien Adventure is a better I worse 
theme park than Fantasma because it has 
more rides. 

4 Look at both Fantasma and Alien Adventure 
and circle the correct information. 

EXAMPLE: When I open? 
Student A: When did Fantasma first 
open? 
Student B: It first opened in 1972. 

I How many rides? 
2 Which dates I open? 
3 What I opening hours? 
4 How many visitors? 
5 How many hotel rooms? 
6 How much I cost? 

3 In Part 2 of the Speaking test in KET you will 
need to ask and answer questions. Cover 
exercise 2 and ask and answer questions about 
Fantasma and Alien Adventure. Student A asks 
Student B questions about Fantasma. Student 
B asks Student A about Alien Adventure. 

I Look at the photos of rides at 
different theme parks. Which one 
would you like to go on? Why? 
Is there a theme park near where 
you live? What is it called? 

2 Read the information below about 
two theme parks called Fantasma and 
Alien Adventure. 
Decide which 
one you'd 
like to go to. 



. . . adjective comparative 

boring 

fast 

beautiful 

expensive 

thin 

popular 

big 

happy 

8 Complete this chart. 
The first amusement park in the world was Bakken in 
Denmark. It opened in 1583! It had simple rides and also 
dancing and fireworks. 
Tokyo Disneyland is the most popular theme park in the 
world. Around 17 million people visit it every year. 
The biggest theme park is Disney World in Florida, USA. 
The Drop Zone in Kings Island theme park, Ohio, USA, 
drops riders 80 metres from a 96-metre tower - that is the 

same as 9 buses on top of each other! The Drop Zone can 
carry up to 40 riders at a time and its top speed is 

105 km per hour. It's taller than any other ride in 
the world. 

Fujikyu Highland amusement park in Japan 
has a rollercoaster that travels at 170 km 

per hour. It is faster than any other 
rollercoaster. People who went on it 
said that it felt like being in a rocket! 

• Words ending in -y become -ier in the 
comparative and -iesi in the superlative. 
easy easier the easiest 

• Short words ending in a vowel+ consonant 
double the last letter. 
hot hotter the hottest 

6 Read the information below about theme parks. 

Reading 

• Long adjectives usually have more or less in 
front of them, e.g. (3) . 

• Some adjectives change completely in the 
comparative form, e.g. good and bad become 
(4) and (5) . 

• Comparative adjectives are often followed 
by the word (6) . 

• We can use (7) and fewer or less with 
nouns; we use (8) with countable 
nouns and less with uncountable nouns. 

• See the Spelling spot for the spelling rules. 

• Short adjectives usually end in -er, e.g. 
(1) ,(2) . 

Superlative adjectives 
Look at the words underlined in the text about 
theme parks. These are superlative adjectives. 

• We form a superlative by adding -est to the end 
of short words and putting the before it. 
The biggest theme park is Disney World in 
Florida, USA. 

• Longer adjectives have the most or the least in 
front of them. 
Tokyo Disneyland is the most popular theme 
park in the world. 

7 Complete these sentences. 

I Denmark has . 
in the world. 

2 The Drop Zone is . 
in the world. 

3 Fujikyu Highland has . 
in the world. 

a ... ;:. page 138 

Gr m Grammar 
Comparative adjectives 
5 Look at the examples of comparative 

adjectives in exercise 4 and complete the 
information below. 



,.... __ ...... 9f#I, 
Park open: 0 .~Y..?.r.Jj. .. ~ .. 

d enl·ng times· 1 ~ am wntil I'm Satur ay op · · 
family tic:ket: 2 f. ······················ 

use car park in: 3 ·················································· R(')a((J 

Cafe sells: 4 ······································ and drinks 
Shop sells: 5 sweets, newspapers, 

EXAMPLE: I think the answer to question 1 will 
be a time. 

n Listen and complete the notes. -- 

2 You will hear a girl asking for information 
about Aqua Park, a theme park where you can 
go swimming. Before you listen, read through 
the questions carefully and, with a partner, 
talk about what kind of words you think the 
answers will be. 

Listening 

• Most comparative adverbs are made with 
more. 
You can get in more cheaply with a family 
ticket. 

• Adverbs that look the same as their adjectives, 
for example fast, early, hard, long, high and a 
few others, for example late, soon use -er and -est. 
On Saturdays we close much later, at ten. 

• Irregular adverbs: we// - better badly- worse 

3 Complete the sentences with the 
comparative of the adverb in brackets. 

1 I reached the park . 
(soon) than I expected. 

2 Angela worked (hard) 
than anyone else in the class. 

3 Could you talk . 
{quietly) please? I'm on the phone. 

4 Pete arrived at the party 
................................................ (early) than I did. 

s The journey took (long) 
this time because of the traffic. 

6 Jan did (well) in his 
swimming exam than Carol. 

7 If you can't see, move . 
(near) the board. 

8 She read the letter again 
................................................ (careful). 

1 How often do you go shopping? 
When do you listen to CDs? 
What computer games do you play? 
When do you see your friends? 
Look at the pictures and talk about what 
other things you do in your free time. 

Free time 



Across 
5 The opposite of boring is ... 
6 You see films there. 
8 Your dad. 
9 Canada, the USA and Mexico. 

9 

fi1:1estionnaires 
• llilJ pairs. A and B, ask questions to complete 

[tine ql!testiomnai.res en page 128. 
• w:flera i}''('llil finish aQ'.k~ng questions, Fe_pott 

@ack t0 tlile rest of the class usiag 
eom:l?aratives and superlatives. 

Down 
I This has a keyboard. 
2 Not shorter. 
3 You get one in the post. 
4 You do this with music. 
6 You use this to take photographs. 
7 By yourself. 

7 6 

5 

2 

4 

!)ear lo(rl J 

Last Saturday T. #ent to A1iva Park. 
with lr7)I fre/nd Peter. T. t was a 
'i:Jeatifv) day beeovse the sun was 
shinln3. /he Po.rK. was very 
lntrestin3 and their were h:1any 
thln3s vv:lch we cof2/d do. Ne.><t time 
you-· can come with me. 
Love 
Simon 

3 

8 

7 Complete the crossword. 
All the words contain 
the /';J/ sound. 

6 LJ Listen and repeat. All the words have the 
I'd/ sound which is very common in English. 

shorter mother larger 
camera banana computer 

Pronunciation 

5 Read this note a candidate wrote in the KET 
exam. There are six spelling mistakes. 
Can you fmd them and correct them? 

Conversation 2 
a Bye. 
b Good morning. I'd like to book tickets for 

the film tonight, please. 
c Three - that's for two adults and one child. 
d And your name? 
e Thanks very much. Bye. 
f Can you collect them by 7 o'clock? 
g That's fine. How many would you like? 
h It's Wilkinson, W-I-L-K-I-N-S-0-N. 
i Yes, no problem. Thank you. 
j Hello. Can I help you? 1 

LJ Now listen to the recording to check your 
answers. 

4 In Part 3 of the KET Reading and Writing 
paper you are tested on everyday English. 
Look at the telephone conversations below 
and put them in the right order. 

Conversation 1 
a OK. No problem. Bye. 
b Oh, hi, Lisa. It's Paula here. Is Serena in? 
c No, she's out shopping. Can I take a message? 
d No, it's Lisa. 
e Bye. 
f Hi, is that Serena? 
g Just tell her I rang about going swimming 

tomorrow. 
h Hello? 1 



. Pa(t6 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

Part 4 
16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Befo11e listening 
• Read through the questions carefully. 
First listening 
• Don't write dawn the first thing you hear. Make sure ycrn answe11 the question. 
• Write down you answer in pencil. 
Seeond lifrtening 
• Check y©u are eerrect. 
• Always write something, even if you are net sure your answer is right. 
• At the end of the Listening test e0py; your answers 011t© your answer sheet 

carefully, Check y@11r spelling. W©nds that are spelled on :the recording and words 
which ane used quite often, fer example, red or bus, must be spelled correctly; 
Below are examples of the answer sheet for Farts 4 and 5 . 

EX1am advice 

5 your birthday 
6 a date which is important to you 
7 your height 
8 the cost of going to the cinema 

I your telephone number 
2 your full address 
3 your favourite colour 
4 your friends' first names 

In Parts 4 and 5 of the Listening paper you must write down some information. 
In Part 4 there are always two speakers. Part 5 always has only one speaker. In both 
Part 4 and Part 5 there are five questions (16-20 and 21-25) and an example 
question. You must write down the word, letters or numbers that you hear. 

Give the following information to your partner. Your partner should write down 
what you say. Spell out the words if necessary. 

Note taking Listening Parts 4 and s 

[Exam folder 4 [ 



Open: March to October 
Possible to do: ~\ 2-1~\_f_o-ot_b_a_ll,-c-li_m_b-in_g_,_ .... - ... - .... - ... - .... - ... - .... - ... - .... - ... - .... - ... - .... - ... ~ .. 

Cost of one week: \ 22 I £ ~=::============================::::::::::; 
Size of largest group: \ 2a I people 

Name of manager: \ 2'4 \ Pete . 

Office telephone number: .__I 2_s_._l _____; 

You will hear some information about an activity centre. 
Listen and complete questions 21-25. 
You will hear the information twice. 

Questions. 21-25 

Part 5 

1201 after . 

Bus number: 

Best time to visit: 

High Cross Activity Centre 

Address: I 1al 60 Road 

I 16 I months old 

Fender Make of guitar: 

Age of guitar: 

Price: 

Guitar for Sale 

You will hear a woman asking about a guitar for sale. 
Listen and complete questions 16-20. 
You will hear the conversation twice. 

.Questions 16-20 

Part 4 



On the front, it's got a picture of ... 
I bought it in ... 
It's the oldest I newest I most unusual T-shirt I've got. 

44 UNIT7 CLOTHES 

I like it because ... 
On the back, there's a ... 
The message says ... 

Reading 
2 What do you know about the history of the T-shirt? Decide if these 

sentences are right or wrong. Don't look at the text yet. 

1 In the 1940s, white T-shirts were part of a uniform. 
2 T-shirts became more popular because of two 1950s American films. 
3 Many women were wearing T-shirts in 1955. 
4 By 1960, companies were using T-shirts to advertise their products. 
s In 1970, a T-shirt with the words 'Free Angela' won a prize. 
6 Giorgio Arrnani included the T-shirt in his 1970s designs. 
7 In 2001, one 'I'adore Dior' Christian Dior T-shirt cost almost £100. 

3 Now read the text to 
check your answers. 
If there is not enough 
information in the text 
to answer right or 
wrong, write 'doesn't 
say' beside the sentence. 

1 What is your favourite T-shirt? Talk about it, using sentences like these. 

The latest fashion 



-ingform 

• Verbs ending in -e lose this letter: 

drive+» driving 
I was driving beside the river when I 
saw a bear. 
hope-<> hoping 
Mike was hoping to meet you last 
weekend. 

• Verbs ending in consonant+ vowel 
+consonant usually double the last 
letter: 

begin-<> beginning 
Women were beginning to wear 
shorter skirts in 1963. 

• Verbs ending in -y or -w do not 
double the last letter: 

pay-<> paying 
I was paying for the jeans when I 
heard the alarm 

g Write the -inq forms of these verbs. 

break make stay sit 
leave throw lend win 

8 Complete each sentence using the 
correct past tense. 

1 They N~~ ?..@!:!g (sell) 
beautiful T-shirts in the market last 
week. 

2 I (buy) a really 
nice pair of boots in that shop. 

3 Kelly (wear) a 
long red dress - it . 
(look) really nice. 

4 Yesterday morning I 
. (wear) shorts, 
but when the sun .. 
(stop) shining I . 
(change) into some jeans. 

5 I (wait) for the 
bus when Jack . 
(drive) past and . 
(give) me a lift. 

6 Tino (live) in 
Perugia when I last 
. (hear) from him. 

Yesterday morning I (1) ~a.? !Y.~0.9 (walk) around 
town when I (2) (see) my friend through 
a clothes shop window. He (3) (try on) a 
leather jacket, so I ( 4) (decide) to go 
inside the shop. I (5) (say) 'Hi' to my 
friend and then I ( 6) (go) to look at 
some jeans. I (7) (find) some really nice 
ones and I (8) (wait) to pay for them 
when the fire alarm (9) (start). We both 
(10) (leave) the shop immediately. 

(leave). (start). 

10.46 
We both 

10.45 
The fire alarm 

10.35 
1 . 

(see) my friend. 

My friend (look at) clothes. 
U!IID Ullfil 

I T 

buy choose look at pay for put on try on wear 

7 Put the verbs in this timeline in the correct past tense. 
Then complete the story. 

6 You saw a friend in a clothes shop yesterday. What was 
your friend doing? Make affirmative and negative 
sentences using these verbs. 

EXAMPLE: He was looking at some jeans. 
He wasn't wearing a coat. 

G···::· page 139 

5 Which tenses are used in the underlined verbs? 
Why are two different tenses used in 3? 

1 Hannah is wearing jeans today. 
2 Hannah wears jeans nearly every day. 
3 Luckily, Hannah was wearing jeans when she fell off 

her bike. 

1 Marlon 2 More and more 3 Jean Seberg 4 Men and 
Brando's film men were wearing wore a T-shirt women were both 

came out. T-shirts (but in a film. wearing T-shirts. 
women weren't). 

.................. > -1958 > . ................. > 1960 

4 Complete the timeline with years from the text. 

Grammar Simple and continuous tenses 



46 UNIT 7 CLOTH ES 

I 1 Ben 2 Louisa I 3 Chris 

cap 

jacket 

jeans 

shirt 

shorts 

T-shirt 

trousers 

5 n Listen to some English teenagers talking 
about the last clothes they bought. Who 
bought what? Tick the table. 

Listening 

pau 
size 
pocket 
button 
zip 
material 

nouns adjectives 
short/long 
old/new 
large/ small 
dirty/ clean 
cheap/ expensive 
heavy/light 
fashionable/unfashionable 
leather/ cotton/wool 

4 Choose a picture and use some of the words 
below to describe it, but don't say the clothes 
word. Guess what your partner is describing. 

EXAMPLE: This pair has got two pockets. 
The material looks quite light. 
(trousers - picture 16) 

3 Picture 1 shows a pair of boots. Picture 2 
shows a couple of hats. What is the difference 
between these phrases? Which other pictures 
show a pair of something? 

2 Name the clothes in the pictures. 

Vocabulary 

1 What are your favourite clothes? 
Where do you usually buy your clothes? 

Your clothes 



Pass the hat 
• For this game you need a dice and a hat per 

team of six. 
• Give each person in the team a number 

from 1 to 6. 
• Take turns to throw the dice. If your 

number is thrown, you must put on the hat 
and spell a clothes word. 

• You get a point for every word you can spell 
correctly 

• You lose the hat after you have spelled three 
words correctly or if you spell a word 
wrongly. Then the dice is thrown again. 

• The winner is the person with the most 
points. 

I Do you have this dress in a smaller size? 
A You can tell. 
B Let me check. 
C No, it doesn't. 

2 You're wearing your T-shirt back to front! 
A Take it back then. 
B Yours is the best. 
C I prefer it like that. 

3 Is it OK to wear jeans to Sam's party? 
A I'm not certain. 
B Are you sure? 
C He's OK, I think. 

4 Good evening, can I take your coat? 
A It's mine. 
B Is this it? 
C Thank you. 

5 Bring a warm sweater for later. 
A Is it always warm? 
B Do I really need one? 
C How much are they? 

8 Choose A, B or C to complete these 
conversations. 

Reading 

8 --------- 
7 ---- 

5 ---- 
6 ----- 

4 --------- 
3 ----- 

I 

2 ---- 

6 LJ Listen again to Ben and fill the spaces with 
the missing words. Then repeat the sentences 
and phrases. 

I I as a on . 
evenmgs 

2 I saw this pair of . 
cotton shorts 

3 with lots of pockets and : .. 
4 they looked .. 
5 with a couple of T-shirts 

7 LJ Now write down the words you hear. They 
begin with w-, y-, z- or ex-. The number of 
letters is given. 

Pronunciation 



love Janv5:z. 

T>eo.r t'nric.a o.nd Po.olo. 

7ho.nk5 \)or -the p05i"c.o.rd yov 5en-t me 
(6) from I by Berlin. It 5ovnd5 
\)o.n-to.5-tic.. flow (7) mvc.h I mo.ny wo.5 
yavr hOTeJ7 (8) Will I T>id yov Think 
it wo.5 qood1 P1ea5e emai I me -their 
web5ite addre55 (9) 50 / bec.o.v5e 
1 'd like ta \)ind ovt mare abov-t 
(IO) a I the ho-tel. 

Hi Janusz...! 

We re, having a \ovellj weel<'..end 
(1) in I a+ &ecmanlj· we'ce s-taljing 
neac -tile c.en-tce of beclin and 
-rnere. a(e (2) anlj / some gcea-t 
c.lubs nea( -tile no-tel. Lasi· nign-t, 
we. we.ce. dancing ( 3) foe I un-til ~ 
am! You ce.alllj ( 4) musi· I c.an visi-t 
-this o.mo.z...ing ci-tlj soon. &ive 
( 5) ljouc / O\J( love +o e.vec<jone.. 

fncico and Paolo. 

2 Decide what kind of word should go in each space below, choosing from the 
list in exercise 1. Look at the words before and after the space to help you. 

I Are well? pronoun 
2 How you know? 
3 I went the cinema. 
4 You eat more fruit. 
5 Have you got stamps? 
6 What pity! 

3 Read these postcards and circle 
the correct words. 

some 

articles 
pronouns 
prepositions 
quantifiers 
auxiliary verbs 
modal verbs 

In Part 7 of the Reading and Writing paper there is one text or two shorter 
texts with ten spaces ( 41-50). You must fill each space with one word. 
There is an example at the beginning. The text is usually a letter or a postcard. 

1 Here are some examples of the kinds of words that are tested in Part 7. 
Can you add other words to each set? 

Open cloze Writing Part 7 

I Writing folder 2 I 



Giulia 
Love, 

I went (0) the town centre yesterday and I bought (41) new clothes. 
Let (42) tell you what I found. (43) was a sale in one shop and I got 
two pairs of jeans (44) the price of one! Then I decided to look in the market 
(45) they sell clothes and other things very cheaply. I saw a beautiful leather 
belt and (46) was only 10 euros. 

You know I like T-shirts very (47) Well, I found a great one yesterday. The 
picture (48) the front is the Mona Lisa, but the colours (49) orange 
and green! This is now (50) favourite T-shirt. 

What clothes have you bought? 

Dear Maria, 

Questions 41-,50 

Complete this letter. 
Write ONE word for each space. 

For questions 41-50, write the words on your answer sheet. 

Example: '=I o="l'--to ___, 

Part 7 

Part 7 Do not 
write l1ere, 

41 1 41 2 
CJ CJ 

42 1 42 2 
CJ CJ 

43 1 43 2 
CJ CJ 

44 1 44 2 
CJ CJ 

45 1 45 2 
CJ CJ 

46 1 46 2 
CJ CJ 

47 1 47 2 
CJ CJ 

48 1 48 2 
CJ CJ 

49 1 49 2 
CJ CJ 

50 1 50 2 L:I Cl 

• Read the ten quickly for general meaNirrg. 
• Work through. the text sentence by sentence. 
• Decide what kind of werd goes in each spa1;;e; (100k at 

the words before and after). 
• Write your answer cm the question paper first. 
• Read the teiXt again with your answers to check it 

makes sense. 
• Check yemF s.Jpelling of the tea words. 
• Write your answers on the answer sheet. Oppesite is 

an example of the; answer sheet for Part 7. 

Exam advice 



3 Underline the modal verbs in these sentences. 

Grammar Modal verbs I 

1 Can you name these films? Why are they 
popular? Choose from these phrases and add 
your own ideas. 

great special effects famous actors 
wonderful story good music 

2 Ask and answer these questions. 

1 What's your favourite film? 
2 Who are the main actors? 
3 How long is the film? 
4 What's the music like? 
5 Which scene in the film do you like most? 

1 I can understand most films in French. 
2 Jenny may buy that DVD, but she's not sure. 
3 You must book in advance for the new Tom 

Cruise film. 
4 I had to take my passport to the cinema to 

show my age. 
5 When he was in New York, Roberto could 

choose to see a different movie every night. 



I A a c one 
2A his its c their 
3A must B had c did 
4A could B can c may 
SA to B by c on 
6A hard B harder c hardest 
7A filmed B filming C film 
8 A lot B much C many 

8 Read the text about Carrie-Anne Moss. Choose 
the best word (A, B or C) for each space. 

Reading 

I can I may J can't 
swim 50 metres 

drive a car 

speak Chinese 

use a computer 

ski black runs 

ride a horse 

play chess 

make pizza 

·7 Tick the table so that it is true for you. 
Then compare your information with other 
students, using can, can't and may. 

6 Circle the correct word. 

1 Elio's just phoned. He@ couldn't come 
to the cinema with us tonight. 

2 We must I had to sit at the side of the 
cinema last time because we booked so late. 

3 We couldn't I can't see very well and the seats 
weren't very comfortable. 

4 There was nothing we must I could do about 
it, but this time let's book earlier! 

5 May I Can you buy the tickets at lunch time? 
6 We may I must all meet at the cinema no 

later than 7.15. 
7 There can I may be time to have an ice 

cream after the film. 
8 Perhaps, but I could I must catch the 10 

o'clock bus because that's the last one. 

0···::· page 139 

• If we are talking about something we were 
unable to do in the past, we use . 
or the contracted form . 

EXAMPLE: Before I was five, I . 
........................................ , but now I can. 

• When we are talking about something we 
are unable to do, we use the word . 
or the contracted form . 
EXAMPLE: I , 

but I'd like to be able to. 

a talking about obligation in the present 3 
b talking about obligation in the past 
c talking about possibility 
d talking about ability in the present 
e talking about ability in the past 

5 Complete the grammar notes and examples. 

• We cannot use the word must in the past. 
Instead, we use . 

EXAMPLE: Last night, I . 

4 Match a-e below with sentences 1-5 in 
exercise 3. 



52 UNITS ENTERTAINMENT 

AD co BO 

5 What must Kim bring to the party? 

~1·1 
co BO AD • 

4 What does Ben play? 

co BO AD 

Australia Iceland Brazil 

3 Where is the next band from? 

co BO AD 

2 Which band did the girl see? 

AD 

£30 

co BO 

£90 

3 n You will hear five short conversations. 
For questions 1-5, put a tick under the 
right answer. 

1 How much did Craig earn from the concert? 

£45 

Listening 

I b IG I 
...... 

s q u s a y,, 
i d w t a t i t e t 

n d w a t d a n c e 
g u i t a r n j 0 x 
e I n g 0 u 0 w n e 
r i t f k m v s c i 

p g b a s s a u e c 
b h e a n s m r r e 
0 t a m p d a t t i 

I s p e a k e r s d 

2 Find ten words to do with live music in the 
word square (look ~ and i ) . The first one has 
been done for you. Use some of these words to 
talk about the band in the photo. Describe 
what you can see and say what each person in 
the band is doing. 

Vocabulary 

1 What kinds of music do you like? Write the 
names of your top five bands. Which is the 
most popular band in your class? 

Cool sounds 
/;.8- \ i: ~I) 

\ ·. / 



This person sings rap musie and has a band. 
In 2002, he earned around $29 million. He 
was in the film •Eight Mile'. 

• Make a poster for the classroom wall about 
a musician of your choice. Find a picture of 
him or her but make it difficult to see who 
it is. Include some sentences about your 
person below the picture. 

Who is it? 
• Look at the photo. Can you guess who's under 

the hat and sunglasses? Read the sentences 
below the picture to help you decide. 

7 Here are some errors that candidates have 
made in the KET exam. Correct the sentences. 

1 Yesterday I was at a beatiful rock concert. 
2 It's my favrit cinema. 
3 I'm selling my piano because I don't want 

it any more. 
4 A lot of turists visit my town. 
5 I went to a nightclub with my freends. 
6 There are two musuems in the town. 

museum 
tourist 

idea easy 
because friend 

beautiful 
favourite 

Mistakes with vowels 
Some English words contain two or three 
vowels together and many of these are 
mis-spelled by KET candidates. Look carefully at 
the vowels used in these words. 

6 Write conversations for the three questions 
you didn't use in exercise 4. Include one of 
the short phrases from exercise 5 after each 
question. 

Never mind. 
That's bad. 
What a pity. 
Thanks. 
Great news! 
How wonderful! 

Can't you? 
Did they? 
Must I? 
Have you? 
Don't you? 
Isn't it? 
Aren't they? 
Did I? 1 
Couldn't she? 

5 LJ Now listen again and choose a short phrase 
from the box to follow your question. Say the 
question and phrase aloud. More than one 
phrase may be possible. 

EXAMPLE: You hear: 1 You left these CDs at the 
party. 

You say: Did I? Thanks. 

Boy: Perhaps you can play in our band one 
day then. 

Anna: Can I? 

LJ Now listen to sentences 1-6. Choose the 
right short question from the list below. Write 
the sentence number next to the question. 
There are some questions which you will not 
need to use. Then listen to check your answers. 

EXAMPLE: You hear: 1 You left these CDs at the 
party. 

Pronunciation 

4 LJ Listen to Anna. How does she say the short 
questions below? 

Boy: Ray's ill. 
Anna: Is he? 



The film 'Pirntes of the Cnribbenn'hnd A wonderful 
stor!J, (1) reAll!J 9rent specinl effects. The 
(2) Actor in the film wns Johnn!I Depp, who 
p,lR!fed the pirnte Jnck $pnrrow. Jnck wns A clever 
snilor (3) he lost his ship, the Blnck Penrl, 
to A ver!J bnd pirnte cnlled CnptAin Bnrbossn. 
BnrbossA SAiled ( 4) the town of Port Ro!fAl Amt 
(5) A beAutiful !foun9 9irl cnlled ElbAbeth AWA!J 
AS his pris·oner. }Ack $pnrrow A9reed to help find 
Eli~nbeth (6) he wnnted to 9et bis ship bnck. 
Of course, there is (7) of ndv.entul'e in this 
film. Tt 1s (8) ver!I funnu. 

2 In 1-4 only one sentence (A-C) is correct. Tick the correct sentence. 

1 A I bought a green trousers yesterday. 
B I bought some green trouser yesterday. 
C I bought a pair of green trousers yesterday. 

2 A We could to wait half an hour to go on our favourite ride. 
B We had to wait half an hour to go on our favourite ride. 
C We must to wait half an hour to go on our favourite ride. 

3 A Enzo was playing drums when he was dropping his drumstick. 
B Enzo played drums when he dropped his drumstick. 
C Enzo was playing drums when he dropped his drumstick. 

4 A The band's new singer sings very well. 
B The band's new singer sings very best. 
C The band's new singer sings very good. 

Grammar 

3 Read the text about a famous film. Choose the best word 
(A, B or C) for each space. 

1 A by ~ c from 
2 A good B better c best 
3 A but B when c if 
4 A on B into c at 
5 A takes B taken C took 
6A so B and C because 
7A much B lots c many 
SA also B too C both 

1 It's bad to keep animals in 
zoos. 

2 Ten years ago, people in 
offices couldn't wear jeans. 

3 The best thing about 
today's films is the special 
effects. 

4 We must all look after the 
planet. 

5 Students can get into 
museums and theme parks 
more cheaply than adults. 

1 Read these sentences with a 
partner. Say what you think 
about each one and give some 
extra information. 

Speaking 

u N 11s 5-8 Revision 



Love.., 

( 1) Pare. l\5tesix J·e1st ncxlh tvly pare.11ts took c;s ·· ·· ···· ' 
of Paris, yerte.rda_y. (2) wCLS fanta_stic.! In ihe.. 

mcmin5, »se: (3) ·············· drivin5 up ihe.. /\I mot~CL~ 
from Paris vbdl my youn5er broiher saw CL b15 s15n 
wiih l\stb'i x on. He.. lcw:Jhe..d alld sue..a_me..d - he.. wCLS 

( 4) e..xc.ite..d "!hall I wa_s! 

We.. spe..nt e..i5ht hours (5) ·············· ihe.. pMk. alld e..njoye..d 
e..veryihin5 - ihe.. rides, ihe.. litlle.. pla_ys outside.. alld ihe.. 
wild boar safldwic.hes! 1he.. (6) ·············· ihin5 for me.. wCLS 

me.e.tin5 Obe.lix (7) ························· he.. is my . favourite. 
person in ihe.. stories. tv\y broiher a_ske..d him CLbout 

(8) ·············· re..d ha_ir alld »se: 5ot a.. photo of us a.JI 
to5e..iher. 

We.. (9) 50 "there.. ~a.in (my da.d isn't sureJ. If 

»se. do, (10) ·············· don't you come.. tool 

Hi Stdfi, 

6 Complete this letter about visiting a theme park 
in France. Write ONE word for each space. 

Writing 

4 This book is so - nothing 
interesting ever happens! 

5 I've had these football boots for 
too long. 

6 Eurostar trains go really so you 
can get to places quickly. 

7 Because they diet a lot, most fashion models 
are very . 

8 Most dogs are not as as cats. 

5 Put these words into four meaning groups. 

~ blouse button chess climbing 
concert cycling dolphin drums 
elephant fish guitar horse jacket 
monkey piano pocket shorts 
skateboarding snake socks song 
table tennis trainers zip 

I Henry was so ········t;qµ_········· that he couldn't 
stand up straight in the room. 

2 I'm going to change into a T-shirt - it's too 
........................... to wear a sweater. 

3 We tried to go on one more ride, but it was 

boring closed fast hot 
old small tttH thin 

4 Complete each sentence with an adjective 
from the box. Use each adjective once only. 

Vocabulary 



Love., 

t. (1) Pa.re.. f\stb-ix J·ust norlh f\i\ pa.re.ftts too" us ' 
y p , .. J (2) was fMtasti c..! In the. of a.r1s, ye.ste.wa..y. . . 

,.,,oming, we:. (3) d!'iving up the. f\\ ,.,,ot~CL~ 
fro,.,, Pa.ris whe.J't ,.,,y younget brother SaJN CL big sign 
with f\stb-i x on. He. la.ughe.d Md sue.a.Ple.d - he. was 

( 4) e.xc..ite.d thM I was! 

We. spe.ftt e.ight hMs (5) the. paJk. Md e.r:joye.d 
e.ve.rything - the. fide.s, the. litl1e. plCLys ~ts1de. Md the. 
wild boa.r sa.ndwic..he.s) The. ( 6) thing for ,.,,e. was 
,.,,e;.e.ting Obe.Jix (7) he. is ,.,,y fa.voufite. 
person in the. stofie.s My bmthe.r asked hi,.,, a.bout 
(S) fe.d ha.if Md we. got CL photo of us a.JI 

together. 

We. (9) go there. £l.5CLin (,.,,y da.d isn't sufe.) If 

we. do, (10) don't you c..ot'l1e. tool 

Hi Ste.ffi, 

6 Complete this letter about visiting a theme park 
in France. Write ONE word for each space. 

·writing 

4 This book is so - nothing 
interesting ever happens! 

5 I've had these football boots for 
too long. 

6 Eurostar trains go really so you 
can get to places quickly. 

7 Because they diet a lot, most fashion models 
are very . 

8 Most dogs are not as as cats. 

5 Put these words into four meaning groups. 

eea.r blouse button chess climbing 
concert cycling dolphin drums 
elephant fish guitar horse jacket 
monkey piano pocket shorts 
skateboarding snake socks song 
table tennis trainers zip 

I Henry was so o/.:!!:. that he couldn't 
stand up straight in the room. 

2 I'm going to change into a T-shirt - it's too 
........................... to wear a sweater. 

3 We tried to go on one more ride, but it was 

boring closed fast hot 
old small tttll thin 

4 Complete each sentence with an adjective 
from the box. Use each adjective once only. 

Vocabulary 
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• With the verb to go we often don't repeat the to go and just say, 
for example, I'm going to the travel agent's tomorrow. 

future 
I'm going to do it 

now 
I decided to do it 

past 

• When we intend to do something in the future, we use to be 
go·ing to. 
I'm going to do some walking in Switzerland. ----~- 

Grammar The future with going to 

EXAMPLE: 
A: Look at picture 1. 

What's she going to do? 
B: She's going to catch a plane. 

3 Look at the pictures below. 
Take turns to ask and answer 
questions. 

7 Simon- by . 
8 Natalie - by . 

5 Julie - by . 
6 Daniel - by . 

2 n Listen to four people talking about their plans for their 
next holiday. Match the people to the places and the type of 
holiday. The first one has been done for you. 

I Julie ~ Greece sailing 

2 Danie~ ~ France walking 

3 Simon Australia ------- camping 

4 Natalie Switzerland -------- beach 

n Then listen again and write down how they are going 
to travel. 

Listening 

I What's your idea of the perfect holiday? Tell your partner. 



A Isn't it very busy in summer? 
B Oh, that's more than I thought! I'm going 

to have to talk to my friend first. 
C I'm not sure. I like places where I can do 

lots of things. 
D Really? I thought the beach was good. 
E That sounds more interesting. Is it easy to 

get to? 
F No, I have a couple of weeks free. 
G I'm not sure. What else do you have? 
H Yes, please. I'd like to book a holiday. 

Travel agent: Yes, you can fly there easily and 
this year the price is only going 
to be 450 euros a week. 

Stella: 5 .. 
Travel agent: That's fine. Take some of these 

brochures so you can both look 
at them at home. 

4 """"""""" Stella: 

Travel agent: Where would you like to go? 
Stella: 1 .. 
Travel agent: Florida is very popular. 
Stella: 2 .. 
Travel agent: It is all year, but there are lots 

of hotels. 
Stella: 3 . 
Travel agent: Well, what about a holiday 

centre in Sardinia? 

EXAMPLE: 
Travel agent: Good morning. Can I help you? 
Stella: 0 ...... H. ....... 

8 In KET Reading paper Part 3 you must 
complete a conversation. 

Complete the conversation. What does Stella 
say to the travel agent? Choose from replies 
A-H below. There are two extra replies that 
you don't need to use. 

Reading 

7 . n Listen and circle the word you hear. 

1 eye 1Q 4 and I hand 6 all I hall 
2 old I hold 5 air I hair 7 art I heart 
3 it I hit 

6 Put the words in each sentence into the right 
order. 

I home hills has a he holiday in the 
2 a hopes birthday Helen get horse for her she'll 
3 homework him with his help 
4 have holiday happy a 
5 hire boat fun and have going I'm to a 
6 helicopter me into the help 

LJ Listen to check your answers. 

hand holiday why home hill when 
honest how happy hour school hotel 

LJ Listen to check your answers. 

5 Look at the words below. 
Underline the words 
which contain the 
sound /h/. 

Pronunciation /h/ 

1 I had a terrible holiday last year. Next ye.ar 
.............. J'rn.. gPkig .. tp_ ?.~ at home. 

2 Peter the hotel 
and ask for a room with a view. 

3 After lunch Sue and Liz .. 
............. some shopping for souvenirs. 

4 I my flight 
early next time. It may be cheaper. 

5 The cruise ship . 
Athens, Naples and Nice. 

6 The management .. 
the pool today because it needs cleaning. 

7 We our 
friends later, in the cafe. 

8 We a camping 
holiday again next year. 

close stay do have meet book 
telephone visit 

4 Complete these sentences using to be going to + 
one of the verbs from the box. 



Grammar The future with will 

• We use will I 'll + verb or will not I won't+ 
verb to talk about the future. 
Space will soon be a popular place to go on holiday 
The hotel won't wash the towels and sheets. 

• We often use thes~ words with the future simple: 
probably certainly definitely possibly 

• When we are predicting somethinz we also 
often use think + will. /:) 
The company chairman says he thinks that 
flying to_ the _centre will probably be quicker 
than flying from Hong Kong to Singapore. 

2 Read th~ article about holidays in space and 
then wnte questions for the answers 1-7. 

1 A bicycle wheel. 
What will the holiday centre look Like? 

2 100 . 
3 300km 
4 2017 
5 Go for walks in space. 
6 $100,000 
7 Under the ground. 

The World Tourism ll~ganisatioR says that space will soon be 
a popular place to go on holiday - possibly by 21l20. One 
Japanese company is getting ready. They are planning a 
space holiday centre. It will look like a bicycle wheel and have 
a hotel for 100 people and a theme park. It will travel round 
the Earth at a height of 300 km.Ihe company hopes the 
centre will be ready in 2017. The compan.y ehalrrnan says he 
thinks that flying to the centre will probablq be quickenhan 
flying from Hong Kong to Singapore. When they are on board 
the centre, tourists will take short trips to the moon or go for 
walks in space. But what about the cost? Well, the company 
believes that people will be happy to pay about $100,000 for 
a trip but they think that as more people want to go, the trip 
will become much cheaper. 

An American hotel group is also thinking of building a 
hotel, called the Lunar Hotel. This will be on the moon. 
Most of the hotel will be under the ground so it won't 
become too hot or too cold. The rooms will look just like 
they do on Earth with curtains, carpets, plants and they 
will have wall-to-wall television. The guests will eat 
normal food for lunch. The cooks will just push a button 
to mix dried food with water to become an instant meal! 
There will be little or. no dirt and there won't be much 
water, so the hotel won't wash the towels and sheets - it 
will throw them away! 

Reading 

the weather 
the activities/attractions 
the accommodation 
the price 

the views of Earth 
the journey 
the scenery 
the food 

1 Say if these .reasons will or won't make people 
want to holiday on the moon or in space. 

EXAMPLE: 
th~ views of Earth - I think the views of Earth 
will be so good that people will want to go into 
space to see them. 

An Amevican, callelil Qermis Tito, paid S20 millim'l 
for a trip in aHwssian spacecraft in 2001. 
The t~avel compafcll:J Thomas Cook has lii,000 
people waiting tor a place on its Lunar Tours. 

Looking into the future 



Are you a World Traveller? 
• Read the questionnaire on page 129 and ask 

and answer the questions with a partner. 
• L00k at the scores on page 130 to find out if 

your partner is a 
World Traveller 
Happy Tourist 
Stay-at-Home. 

6 their I its 
7 must I can 
8 there I it 
9 some I any 

10 will I do 

1 @/at 
2 the I a 
3 am going to I will 
4 is I has 
5 or I but 

1 We had many happy . .h.0.1!4.f!.:!:J.?. ... in Chile. 
2 Shakespeare's are known 

all over the world. 
3 Lucy is much now she has a 

new flat. 
4 I've lost my and can't get 

into the house. 
s We like the best at the zoo. 
6 Ben is Italian at university. 
7 Dr Turner very much the 

film he saw last night. 
8 Sheila always at the same 

hotel when she's in Rome. 
9 I think big are much more 

fun than small ones. 
10 She her clothes from a 

well-known designer. 

holiday 
study 

happy 
stay 

enjoy family 
monkey play 

buy 
key 

4 Complete each sentence with a word from 
the box in the correct form. 

Love, 
Susie 

Dear Manuel, 

I'm having a lovely time on holiday at the Lunar 
Hotel. I arrived (1) Monday after (2) . 
good journey on the space bus. I booked some trips 
today and tomorrow I (3) go on the trip to 
the Space Museum. My bedroom (4) under 
the ground (5) there's a restaurant on the 
surface with a great view of Earth from (6) . 
large windows. I (7) even see Spain! The food 
is OK and (8) is a lot to do. Tonight, I'm going 
to the Space Club with (9) new friends. I'll see 
you next week when I get back. You (10) . 
really like the photos 1 

W0rds ending in -y 
• Usually when we add an ending to words 

ending in -y, the -y changes to -i. 
baby- babies, hurry- hurried, 
funny- funnier, carry- carries 

• But -y does not change to -i if the word ends 
in -ay, -ey, -oy or -uy. 
boy- boys, stay - stayed 

[ fend J ~ [ ~otvmd J [ Oelete 

Toi [ Manuel Martinez 

/ubjoct: [ Holiday 

5 Read this email from Susie, who is on holiday 
on the moon. Decide which word (1-10 
below) best fits each space. 
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3 What will happen in the future? Write some 
sentences about each topic below. Use will or 
won't. When you have finished, tell your 
partner what your ideas are. 

EXAMPLE: travel 
I think that travel by plane will probably become 
cheaper. 
I think beach holidays will certainly be less 
popular. 

1 travel 
2 yourself 
3 your best friend 
4 your favourite football team 
5 your favourite band 
6 your school 



Countries visited: 

Free time activity: 

Favourite subject(s): 

Town/country: 

In Part 1 you are asked questions about yourself, 
your hobbies, your studies, etc. You will hear some 
examples of the type of questions on the recording. 

1 n Listen to a student talking to an examiner. 
The first time, listen to get a general idea of 
what happens in Part 1. 

n Then listen again and complete this chart. 

Part 1 
EXAMPLE: 
What I name? What's your name? 

How spell I surname? 
Where I come from? 
Where I study? 
What subjects I study? 
Which subject I like best? 
Where I go on holiday? 
What I do next weekend? 
Have I been to other countries? 

2 Ask and answer these questions. 

Name: 

• If you d.<i>n't understand, ask the 
examiner: Could you repeat the 
question, please? 

• Speak clearly 
• Don't werry if the other student 

knows more er less English than yem 
de). It's what y:em say that is impertant, 

• Practise giving information about 
ycn1rseff and what you like er <dislike. 

• Che0k you ean describe places and 
subjects so y:e>u can answer questions 
about why you like something. 

• Always say semething, even if y0u are 
not sune you are right. 

• Practise asking and answering 
questions. 

E~am advice 

There are two parts to the Speaking test. Part 1 lasts for 5-6 minutes and Part 2 
lasts for 3-4 minutes. You do the Speaking test with another student. 
There are two examiners - one who asks questions and one who listens. 

Speaking Parts 1 and 2 

I Exam folders I 



Eat at our Riverside Cafe - open all day and every evening. 

An adventure film starring Tom Schroder 
Every day at 2.00 pm 

Tickets: Adults £7.00 Children £3.50 Students £5.00 

' This week pi'ily J 

The Return 
of the 

Martians 

Burford Arts Cinema 
68 Helman Street 

Burford 

4 Candidate B, here is some information about a cinema. Candidate A, you 
don't know anything about the cinema, so ask B some questions about it. 
You will find the questions on page 132. 

* Lots of fun for all the family! 

*Open March - November 

* Swimming pool and tennis courts 

* Excellent restaurant 

Cost of a week in July: Adults £400 Children £250 

Holida~ .Centre) 

Westcliffe on sea 

3 Candidate A, here is some information about a holiday centre. 
Candidate B, you don't know anything about the holiday centre, so ask A 
some questions about it. You will find the questions on page 131. 

In Part 2 you will need to ask and answer questions. The examiner will give 
Candidate A a card with some information on it and Candidate B a card 
with some questions. Then Candidate B will be given a card with some 
information on it and Candidate A will be given a card with some questions. 

Part 2 



1 a desk a bathroom 
2 a sofa a bedroom 
3 a computer a dining room 

It's very untidy. 4 a CD player a hall 
5 a mirror a kitchen 
6 a bookshelf a living room 

4 Look at the objects 1-6, and the list of rooms. 
With a partner, decide which room or rooms 
the objects are usually found in. 

EXAMPLE: You usually find a desk in a teenager's 
bedroom. 

Listen in 

pink 

1 lamph 
2 wardrobe 
3 bed 
4 CD player 
5 mirror 
6 chair 
7 poster 
8 floor 

2 Talk about your room. What's it like? You can 
use some of the ideas below. 

9 DVD player 
IO sofa 
11 desk 
12 bookshelves 
13 curtains 
14 computer 
15 light 

1 Match the words 1-15 with the pictures a-o. 

Vocabulary 
g[e~ Words ending in -/, -fe 

• Nouns ending in 1 or -fe usually change to 
-ves in the plural: half- halves 

• Some nouns don't change: roof- roofs, 
cafe - cafes. 

3 Make the underlined words plural. 

1 There's a shelf in the kitchen. 
There are some shelves in the kitchen. 

2 I have a bookshelf in my room. 
3 The knife is on the table. 
4 The roof is red. 
s His wife is in the kitchen. 
6 I found a leaf on the floor. 

Inside the ho e 



paper 
wool 

bag book bowl CD credit card curtains necklace sweater TV vase watch window 

4 Our flat is very up so we have a 
good view of the park. 
A high B big C new 

5 I have a very CD player in my 
bedroom. 
A double B expensive C soft 

C wide B long A hard 

8 Read the sentences about a flat. 
Choose the best word (A, B or C) for 
each space. 

I The bedroom is very and there isn't 
enough room for a double bed. 
A short B narrow C single 

2 The flat is at night because there's 
no traffic noise. 
A soft B low C quiet 

3 My new bed is very and hurts my 
back. 

short 
single 
hard 
old 
small 
low 
cheap 
hot 
quiet 
wide 
little 

large 
narrow 
big 
new 
cold 
expensive 
high 
noisy 
soft 
long 
double 

7 Match each adjective with its opposite. 

silver 
cotton 

metal 
plastic 

leather 
gold 

wood 
glass 

6 Ask and answer questions. 

EXAMPLE: A: What's the vase made of? 
B: It's made of glass. 

B: What are the curtains made of? 
A: They're made of cotton. 

Vocabulary 

A the bathroom 
B the hall 
C the living room 
D the dining room 
E the garage 
F Lisa's bedroom 
G the kitchen 
H her parents' 

bedroom 

5 LJ Listen to a conversation between a girl 
called Lisa and her friend Tom about her 
family's new flat. She is telling him in which 
room (A-H) the family has put the objects 0-5. 

For questions 1-5, write a letter A-H next to 
each object. 

EXAMPLE: 
0 the metal desk £ 

I the leather sofa 
2 the computer 
3 the CD player 
4 the large mirror 
5 the new bookshelves 
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We can say: 
Gustav Eiffel built the Eiffel Tower in Paris 
between 1887 and 1889. 

This sentence is active and Gustav Eiffel is the 
subject of the sentence. 

Or we can say: 
The Eiffel Tower was built in Paris between 1887 
and 1889 by Gustav Eiffel. 

This sentence is passive and the Eiffel Tower is 
now the subject of the sentence. We use by to say 
who did the action. 
This is an example of the past simple passive. 

The passive is formed by using to be + the past 
participle of the verb. 

Grammar 

3 n Listen and write down the dates you hear. 

1 1292 2 1569 3 1718 4 1890 5 1963 

LJ Listen and check. 

Pronunciation 
2 Write these dates as words. 

EXAMPLE: 1173 - eleven seventy-three 

Rome 1887-9 Gustav Eiffel 
Paris 447-432 BC Iern Utzon 
Bilbao 1959-73 Antonio Gaud! 
Athens AD 70-82 Pericles 
Barcelona 1997 Frank Gehry 
Sydney 1884-the present Vespasian 

EXAMPLE: The Eiffel Tower was built in Paris 
between 1887 and 1889 by Gustav Eiffel. 

1 Look at the photos of famous buildings. 
Which building do you like best? 

Match each building with the correct place, 
date and builder. 



the London Eye is one of the most popular attractions in London, and it 
(O) .. ?.~ :r:?.?..~ .. (visit) by people from all over the UK and the world. It (1) . 
(design) by David Marks and Julia Barfield for a competition which (2) . 
(organise) by a British newspaper ih 1994. The newspaper (3) (want) a new 
London building to celebrate the year 2000. 

The Eye is 135 metres tall and it is the largest observation wheel in the world. Up to 
800 people ( 4) (carry) on it at any one time. Marks anci Barfield 
(5) (design) and (6) (build) the Eye in less than 16 
months. More than 1, 700 people (7) · (work) on building the London Eye 
and much of it (8) (build) in other countries. The wheel 
(9) (develop) in the Netherlands. Experts in the Czech Republic and 
Italy (10) (make) some of the metal parts. The capsules which the 
people sit in ( 11) (make) in the French Alps and the glass 
(12) (produce) in Italy. 

~~ 

What's the connection? 
• Play in pairs, 
• Plaee a pile of cards between yon. 
• Each person takes a eand in tum and has to 

saywhat the two thimgs on the card have in 
cemmen, using either the past simple 
passive or the present simple passive. 
EXAMPLE: a wardiwbe and a €best 0£ drawers 
Possible answer: 
They aire b<Jth made of wood. 

• Only one answer lS necessary and a wrreet 
answer gets a point. 

• The wirmer is the persoa wh0 gets the most 
points. 

1 Who I design the London Eye? 
W'ho designed the London £ye? 
It was designed by Da,vi..d Marks and 
Ju/JA, Barfield: 

2 When I competition I organise? 
3 How many I carry? 
4 Where I wheel I develop? 
5 Where I capsules I make? 
6 Who I produce I glass? 

6 Complete the questions and find the answers 
in the article in exercise 5 below. 

5 Complete the article about the London Eye 
with the verbs in brackets in either the active 
or passive form. 

4 Kim's bedroom (paint) .. 
last month. 

5 Their house (sell) for 
£250,000. 

6 The Houses of Parliament (build) 
................................................ more than 150 years ago. 

7 Children (teach) in a 
school. 

8 The flat (buy) for her by 
her father. 

4 Complete these sentences with the verb in 
brackets in the present simple passive or past 
simple passive. 

1 When Paul arrived at the White House he 
(take) N</Y?. t4.'!.f?.r.! to see the President. 

2 My watch (make) by a 
factory in Switzerland. 

3 A library is a place where books (borrow) 



I found the tour very helpful. The guide told me that 
Hearst, at the age of ten, toured Europe with his 
mother, looking at paintings and castles. He never 
forgot this tour and decided that he wanted his house 
to look like a castle. 
Hearst died in 1951, and Hearst Castle was given by his 
family to the people of California. It is now a museum. 

A visit to Hearst Castle 
by Theresa Martin 
Last year, I had a great trip to Hearst Castle at San 
Simeon in California. Hearst Castle was built by William 
Randolph Hearst between 1922 and 1939, at a cost of 
more than $30 million - about $277 million today. 
I spent all day looking around, but it wasn't enough. 
There was so much to see. Hearst Castle is really four 
houses. The main house, 'Casa Grande', is much bigger 
than the other three, which were used for guests. Many 
of these were Hollywood film stars, and they often 
came to Hearst's parties. 
At Hearst Castle, there are 56 bedrooms, 61 bathrooms 
and 19 sitting rooms. There are also beautiful gardens, 
a garage for 25 large cars and two swimming pools, one 
inside and a larger one outside. I loved the one outside, 
the 'Neptune Pool' - it was a pity we couldn't go 
swimming! 

Questions 21-27 

Read the article about a visit to Hearst Castle, a famous building in California. 

Are the sentences 21-27 'Right' (A) or 'Wrong' (B)? 
If there is not enough information to answer 'Right' (A) or 'Wrong' (B), choose 'Doesn't say' (C). 

Part 4 
21 A B C 

DCJCJ 

22 A S C 
DClQ 

23 A B C 
CJD CJ 

24 A B C I r:::J C'.J CJ 

25 A B C 
DOD 

26 A B C 
ooq: 

27 A B C 
CJD CJ 

Part 4 

• Read all the text carefully to get an idea of what it is about. 
• For each question, find the right part of the text then read it again carefully, 
• The questions are in the order in which you will find the answers in the text. 
• Don't try to guess the answer or answer it from your own experience. You must 

find the answer in the text. 
• If you can't find the information, then it is probably a Doesn't say question. 
• Don't worry if you don't understand every word. 
• Practise filling in the answer on your answer sheet. (See opposite for an example.) 

Exam advice 

In Part 4 of the Reading and Writing paper, there is a text with seven 
questions (21-27) and an example. 

Right, Wrong, Doesn't say Reading Part 4 

I Exam folder 61 



\ 
I 

C Doesn't say B Wmng A Right 

27 The Hearst family still live at Hearst Castle. 

G Doesn't say B Wrong A Right 

26 Hearst died in Hearst Castle. 

C Doesn't say B Wrong A Right 

25 Hearst remembered his trip to Europe all his life. 

C Doesn't say B Wrong A Right 

24 Hearst enjoy,ed livimg at Hearst Castle. 

C Doesn't say B Wmng A Right 

23 Theresa thought the tour was very useful. 

C Doesn't say B Wrong A Right 

22 The swimming pools are the same siae. 

C Deesn 't say, B Wrong A Right 

21 Hearst's guests stayed in 'Casa Grande'. 

The answer is C (Doesn't say) beeeuse there is r10 information 
in the text which tells you exactly where the castle is. 

Examples: 

0 Hearst Castle was cheap to build. 

The answer is B (Wrong) because the text says the castle 
cost 'more than $3G million' to build. 

00 Theresa wanted to spend more time at Hearst Castle. 

The enswer is A (Right) beceuse the text says that Therese 
'spent all day, loo!fing around, but it wasn't enougt:'. 

000 Hearst Castle is on a mountain near the sea. 



6 Write a sentence using as many words 
beginning with band v as you can. It can 
be as funny as you like! Read your sentence 
to your classmates. 

1 Bob plays basketball. 
2 Brenda bought some new boots. 
3 I live in a very small village. 
4 There's a very good video on volleyball. 
5 Bill eats bread and vegetables before he 

plays volleyball. 

bought 
volleyball 

boots 
village 

Pronunciation 
5 LJ Listen and repeat. 

basketball bigger 
vegetable video 

e l(s t r i k e rJ 

a c u p b h 0 e 

n 0 t g 0 a I t 

e r e f e r e e 

t e c I u b k a 

m a t c h a i m 
0 n I i r t c 0 

b 0 0 t s e k t 

Which sport does a striker play? Find ten 
more words about the same sport in this 
word square (look ___,. and ! ) . 

\ sport I play/do or watch? 
Speaker 1 

Speaker 2 

Speaker3 

Speaker 4 

Speakers 

3 LJ Listen to five teenagers talking about the 
sports in the photos. Say what each sport is. 
Do they play/do the sport or watch it? 

ball basket bat board boots 
court glove(s) net racket sail 

2 Say which words go with each sport in the 
photos. You can use some words several times. 

Vocabulary 

1 Do you play/do any of the sports in the photos? 
Which sports do you enjoy watching? Why? 



• when? 
• sports? 
• where? 
• what/ clothes? 
• prizes? 

SPORTS COMPETITION 
AT THIS COLLEGE 

10 Write five questions using the card below. 
Compare your questions with a partner. Then 
Student A ask the questions. Student B turn to 
page 131 and answer the questions. 

~ Whal: is the most important thing about 
W the game for you? 

Yes/No questions 
Can you explain? 
Does Giulio play basketball? 

Wh- questions 
What happened? 
(What is the subject of the sentence.) 
Who scored the most baskets? 
(Who is the subject of the sentence.) 
What do you know about Michael Owen? 
(What is the object of the sentence.) 

9 Put these words in the right order to make 
questions. 

1 tennis I you I play I can 
Can you play tennis ? 

2 team I Totti I which I does I play for 
3 got I a snowboard I you I have 
4 the next I World Cup I is I when 
5 didn't I why I go I you I to the match 
6 is I favourite I which I sport I your 
7 does I the referee I where I come I from 
8 want to I in the competition I swim I 

you I do 

EXAMPLE: He played in the 1998 World Cup. 

·s What do you know about Michael Owen now? 
Write five short sentences about him, using 
some of the information from the interview. 

~ You started playing for Liverpo.ol at 17. 
W What was it like playing big matches then? 

7 Here is part of an interview with Michael 
Owen, the famous England football player. 
Read questions 1-5 carefully. Then decide 
which answer Michael gives to each question: 
A, B or C. 

Reading 
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1 Jess really enjoys snowboarding 
but she hates r.!.a.#.0g for the 
chair lifts up the mountain. 

2 Please stop the ball 
outside the court - we'll lose it! 

3 I don't mind in goal 
but I really want to be a striker. 

4 I feel like for a run. 
Do you want to come? 

5 Keep your arms and 
legs or you'll get cold. 

6 If we start now, it'll 
take us an hour to get home. 

7 Mark doesn't spend enough time 
................................ his golf shots. 

8 If the team keeps every 
week, we'll soon be at the top! 

go 
Wfrff 

play practise hit move 
walk wm 

5 Complete these sentences with a 
verb from the box in the -ing form. 

7 run 
8 throw 
9 carry 

4 get 
5 drive 
6 play 

1 sit 
2 make 
3 swim 

4 The -ing is added to the infinitive 
of the verb: 
watch + -ing = watching 
I enjoy watching TV 

Sometimes there is a spelling change. 
Write the -ing forms of these verbs. 
Look back at the Spelling spot on 
page 45 if necessary. 

3 There are several examples of verbs in 
the -ingform in the chart, for 
example, Do you like watching TV? 
Find ten examples in the chart and 
underline them. 

Grammar Verbs in the -ingform 

Wow! Don't y.ou ever 
stop exercising? It's 
good to do exciting 
things but you have to 
learn to relax t00. Why 
not spend the evening 
in front of the TV? 

You knew the correct 
mix in life. Why not ride 
your bike round the 
town f0r an hour and 
'then eat a big bar of 
chocolate when you 
get home! 

You are hapJ!)iest in 
bed, on the sofa or 
sleepin@ in a maths 
lesson. Try to get out 
more. Why not do 
sometfiing mew? Start 
playing some spert. 

• • 

Do you hate 
walking to 

school? 

Do you keep 
taking the lift not 

the stairs? 

Is relaxing 
sometimes better 
than exercising? 

Do you spend more 
time playing computer 
games than going out 

with your friends? 

2 Answer the questions in this chart and find out who you 
are like. 

1 Do you do anything to keep fit or do you hate taking 
exercise? 

Keeping fit 



~ 
Find out who •.. 
• Organise a class survey to find 

out who ... 
.,.. takes the most exercise each 

week 
.,.. plays the largest number of 

different sports 
.,.. watches the most football 

matches 
.,.. knows about an unusual sport. 

• Write down the questions you 
need to ask to find out the 
information. 

• Prepare a €hart wher:e you 
can write in the information 
you hear. 

s _ 

4 If you do this sport, 
practise on easy hills first. 
c _ 

5 Your boat needs some wind 
for this sport. 

9 Read the descriptions of 
some sports. What is the 
word for each one? The first 
letter is already there. 

1 You can get to the bottom 
of a mountain quite fast by 
doing this. 
s _ 

2 You need a bike to do this 
sport. 
c _ 

3 This sport lets you catch 
something to eat! 
f _ 

q _ 
q _ 
g _ 
g _ 
q _ 
g _ 

8 Spell the words that have these meanings. 

1 fast (adverb) 
2 one of four parts of something 
3 a musical instrument 
4 a person staying at a hotel 
s not saying anything (adjective) 
6 if you don't know the answer, you have to do this 

gu-, qu 
Remember you sometimes need to include the letter u after g if 
it is pronounced lg!, as in guided tour. The letter u always follows q, 
as in queen. 

Guided tours on: (5) afternoon 

T0 become a member, speak to: ( 4) Mrs . 

Swimming pool: (3) metres 

For gym introduction, phone Jack Bergman: (2) 0453 

Opening hours: (1) 6.30 am - pm 

7 LJ You will hear some information about a fitness club. Listen 
and complete questions 1-5. 

Listening 
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5 swim at the pool 
6 walk to school 
7 dance with my friends 
8 go for a bike ride 

1 exercise at the gym 
2 run along the beach 
3 climb stairs 
4 play computer games 

love 
en;oy 
like 

hate 
© 

don't mind 
© 

6 Now say how you feel about the activities below, using verbs in 
the -ingform. You can add really to make the sentence stronger. 

EXAMPLE: I really enjoy exercising at the gym! 



Hello: I "1cwe a bC1SketbC1llJ a 
f ootballJ a C-omputer' Clvid a 
telev;s;ovi +o sell. Tl-le bC1sketball 
avid football ar'e Ver'/ view I ovil'j 
pk7ed ;+ ovic.e. Tl-le C-omputer' avid 
telev;s;ovi vee.r e. used s;.x. movitk 
Bu+ I Wavi+ to sell +"1em b'je 

4 
Ok_. we.. me..e..t- iYI t-he.. troY1t- o{ the.. 
foot-ball <irOu.Yld· fit- 17:66 o 'c.1oc.1<. 
I uJCtY1f- (-o bu.y Ct c.ame..ra CtYld Ct 

compu. t-e..r" ~Ct•YJe... Se..e.. you. OYI 

Set {-u.rday. 

I mink.. ma.-t- me more, 

in-t-e(es-t-ing place. oe.er mlj ""town, 

a. Ii-Hie \a.K..e be.ca.use ii" is no+ 

noislj a.nd me(e ere, a. lo+ of 

a.nima.b. You c.a.n orwe.. Love 

3 

2 
I'll 30 fa visi]: your fawn ne,xf 
frido.y I'd like, fa visi]: f/ie, sport' 

club neor your house, and I fliink 
it's very nice place, meef me o.f 
700 o'clock pm yours 

2 What needs to be added to all four answers? 

1 

• decide where the sentences should be 
• correct the punctuation 
• correct any other errors. 

1 When you answer Part 9, you must write in 
sentences, using capital letters and full stops. 
Look at these KET answers and 

You must write between 25 and 35 words. If you write fewer than 25 words, 
you will get a lower mark. You will also get a lower mark if you forget to 
sign your note or postcard. It is possible to get up to five marks for Part 9. 
Here is an example of the answer sheet for Part 9. ,,.,,,,-P-a-rt-9~(9~.-~ue_s_t-io-n-5-5)-~-W-r-it_e_y_o_u_r_a_n_s_w_e_r:_b_e_l_o~w-. _, 

In Part 9 of the Reading and Writing paper (Question 56), you must write 
something short, like a note, an email or a postcard to a friend. You must 
write about three different things. Either there will be instructions giving 
you the three things (see Writing folder 5 on page 120), or this information 
will be in a message from a friend, like the task on this page. 

Short message Writing Part g 

[Writing folder 3 [ 



1 What's the swimming pool like? 
2 How do I get there from the town centre? 
3 When's the best time to go to the swimming pool? 

A You can take a taxi from the main square. Z 
B It's 25 metres long and it's very wide. 
C I'd walk - it's only fifteen minutes away. 
D I think you should get there around five. 
E The building's made of glass and everything's very new. 
F You'll love going down the slides! 
G If you go in the afternoon, I can come with you. 
H Get a bike when you arrive, then you can cycle there in five minutes. 

7 Now write your postcard. Remember to answer all Alex's questions 
and write between 25 and 35 words. 

6 Which of Alex's questions (I-3) do sentences A-H answer? Write 1, 2 
or 3 beside each sentence. 

5 Write any extra information that is needed in the answer(s). 

Hi Alex 
There 1s a swimming poo1 near fte 
motorway. Wny not go at tunc.htime 
or on Sanxday1 see you. 
Grnzia 

l>eo..r Alex 
It'll be nice to see you. next month. 
The best pool is ten minutes by bus 
from the centre (bus number 31.j). 

The LW.ter's reo..lly LW.rm1 Swim in the 
morniY!9, beco..use r+ _9ds busy lo.. +er. 
Love Juo..n 

B A 

4 Which sample answer, A or B, is better? Think about these questions. 

1 How long is each answer? 
2 Does the writer answer all of Alex's questions? 
3 Is there enough information for Alex? 

Hi! 
I'm going to visit your town next month, so I have some 
questions for you. What's the swimming pool like? How 
do I get there from the town centre? When's the best 
time to go? Thanks for your help! 

Love, 
Alex 

Read this postcard from your English 
friend Alex. 

Write Alex a postcard. Answer the questlens. 
Write 25_....,35 words. 
Wliite the postcard en your answer sheet. 

3 Read the exam task below and decide what three things you need 
to write about. Underline any important words. 



1 The party for their grandfather will be on 
A Friday. B Saturday. C Sunday. 

2 Where will the party be? 
A at a restaurant 
B at a golf club 
C at Nick's house 

3 The party will begin at 
A 2.45. B 3.30. C 4.00. 

4 Who will Helen drive to the party? 
A Aunt Rose B Uncle Jack C Nick 

5 Which present does Helen want to buy? 
A some CDs B a mirror C a suitcase 

74 UNIT12 THE FAMILY · 

Listening 
4 n Listen to a girl called Helen asking Nick 

about their grandfather's party. For questions 
1-5, tick A, B or C. Listen again to check your 
answers. 

3 Make your own family tree, which you will 
use later in this lesson. 

2 Write the words for other people in a family. 
Some letters are given to help you. 

1 u____ 5 g s __ 
2a 6g d _ 
3c_____ 7g c _ 
4 g m _ 

Scarlett Joha.nssgn was born on November £2 
1984. She and her twin brother Hunter are the 
youngest of four childnm. Their older brother is 
called Adrian and their sister's name is Vatrnssa, 
MotMx, Melanie, lives in Los Angeles and their 
father, Karsten, is in New York. Karsten is half 
Danish. (Scarlett's grandfather is the famous 
Danish writer Ejner Jghansson.) 

1 Read the information about Scarlett Johansson and 
her family. Then complete the spaces in her family tree. 

Vocabulary 
5 ····························· 

4 . 

2 . 

Family trees 



6 po I e p e (men, women and children) 

5 ti 11 t e (small) 

4 n i I g es (not married) 

3 pa e I p (a good fruit to eat) 

2 e c y b I c i (this has two wheels) 

Words ending in -le 

7 The word uncle is often spelled wrongly as 
uncel by KET students. Sort the letters below 
to give other words with the same -le ending. 

1 ta c I s e (a large old building) 

bl Listen to the recording to check your 
answers and repeat the words. 

group 1 /au/ cow l group 2 /J:/ draw 

Report back to your classmates about what 
you found. 

EXAMPLES: Paul's father is called ... 
His brothers are older than mine. 
Our sisters are both older than us. 

5 With a partner, look at the family trees you 
made in exercise 3. Compare the information. 
Use possessive forms. 

EXAMPLES: Your father is called ... 
Your brothers are older than mine. 
Their names are ... 

• We use a possessive pronoun after a noun, to 
refer back to it: 

I can take you in my car. - Thanks, hut I'll have 
mine. (== my car) 

• We usually add 's to a noun or a name to 
show possession: 

granddad's party Mario's restaurant 

• We use a possessive adjective before a noun: 

my car your house his party 

adjective I pronoun 

my mine 

your yours 

his his 

her hers 

our ours 

your yours 

their theirs 

Remember these forms: 

all August draw house mouth now 
or order out saw shout town 

6 Write these words in group 1 or group 2 
below. 

Pronunciation 
Possessive farms 



4 Now read what Sam's brother Joe 
says. Who does he get on well with? 

3 Read what Sam Hayden says about 
his big family. Which brother is he 
close to? Which words tell you this? 

2 Decide which of these things may not be possible 
in big families. 

• being by yourself 
• playing sport with others 
• helping younger children 
• living in a big house or flat 
• keeping the place tidy 
• having a low supermarket bill 
• doing lots of washing 
• travelling cheaply 
• annoying your older brothers and sisters 

I What are the good and bad things about being 
part of a small family or a very large family? 

Large and small 

Reading 



~--- 
Family fun 
Tomorrow, you are going to look after a family 
of five children, who are between two and 
eleven years old. Decide what activities they 
would enjoy and plan how to spend your day 
with them . 

5 There was at tennis practice 
yesterday - only me! 

6 Are you sure you've got you 
need? 

7 This is important for else in 
the class, so listen carefully. 

8 There wasn't in the 
playground because it was raining. 

9 The relative pronouns who and which give 
more information about someone or 
something earlier in the sentence. 

'""' My little sister, who is called Naomi, is only two. 
~ 

I live in the county of Angus, which is in Scotland. 

Complete the sentences with who or which. 

I Jonny, is from New Zealand, has two 
brothers. 

2 The two players, won all their 
matches last year, are doing well. 

3 There's some money in my bag, is 
on the kitchen table. 

4 Bono, sings in the band U2, has met 
the Pope. 

5 I go dancing every week, I really enjoy. 
6 The party, will start at 9.00, is for 

my cousin's birthday. 
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8 · Complete the sentences with the correct 
pronoun from the table in exercise 7. 

I I'm really bored - there's n..ofrl.0g to do. 
2 is on the phone for you, Mum. 
3 Why doesn't granddad remember 

..................................... about his schooldays? 
4 Have you got a minute? I want to ask you 

................................. I no one 

................................. I . everything 

anybody I . 

................................. I someone 
things I people 

7 The underlined words below are also 
pronouns. Complete the table. 

I wouldn't like to change anything. 
You can play games like football and cricket with 
everyone. 

ourselves 

itself 
.......... , ,it .......... , ,it 

yourself you 

me 

subject object I reflexive 
pronouns pronouns pronouns 

1 am nine. 
Michael is kind and helps me. 
You can be by yourself 

6 All the underlined words are pronouns. 
Complete the table. 

Grammar Pronouns 

5 Read what Joe says again. Are sentences 1-7 
below 'Right' (A) or 'Wrong' (B)? If Joe doesn't 
tell you the answer, choose 'Doesn't say' (C). 

1 Michael is older than Joe. A 
2 When David and Michael play music, the 

others think they are too noisy. 
3 Joe's school is very famous. 
4 Joe comes home from school most weekends. 
5 The Hayden children play more football 

than cricket. 
6 Joe enjoys spending a bit of time alone. 
7 Joe does all the washing up when he is at 

home. 



1 I enjoyed to see your family. 
2 I will at the station wait for you. 
3 This is the best book for to learn English. 
4 I think it's will cost £30. 
5 You don't need to ask nobody. 
6 I don't mind to get the bus to your place. 
7 We can ride horses and we can fishing in 

the lake. 
8 If anybody are interested, call this number. 
9 You can coming to London by train. 

10 The village is famous because it has built 
from three Roman emperors. 

3 Complete each second sentence using the 
passive. 

1 We sent James a letter about the skiing trip. 
A letter W..~ S..~¢. to James about 
the skiing trip. 

2 A taxi took me to the airport. 
I to the airport by taxi. 

3 Alex showed me round the city. 
I round the city by Alex. 

4 Someone famous wore this silver necklace. 
This silver necklace by 
someone famous. 

5 A Greek actor wrote this song. 
This song by a Greek 
actor. 

6 Everybody in the village knows the story 
about the castle. 
The story about the castle . 
by everybody in the village. 

2 Here are some errors that candidates have 
made in the KET exam. Correct the sentences. 

Grammar 

A My baby sister is very funny sometimes. 
B We spent two weeks at the beach and I 

played volleyball every day. 
C In Italy, I think. 
D Nobody knows - but it took 20,000 people 

20 years to build it! 
E I can play anywhere, but I prefer being in 

goal. 
F Yes, the school basketball team has a match 

on Saturday. 
G I'm not sure, perhaps they'll have hydrogen, 

not petrol. 
H It's painted purple and I've got some great 

posters on the walls. 

1 What kind of cars will people drive in ten 
years' time? 

2 Are you a striker or a goalkeeper? 
3 What's your bedroom like? 
4 Are you going to play any sport next 

weekend? 
5 Where was your jacket made? 
6 Who was the Taj Mahal designed by? 
7 Can you tell me something about your last 

holiday? 
8 Does anyone in your family make you 

laugh? 

1 Match questions 1-8 with sentences A-H. 
Then answer the questions with a partner. 

EXAMPLE: 1 G 
I think a lot of people will drive 
electric cars. 

Speaking 

UNITS 9-12 Revision 



1 How big is your bedroom? B 
2 Where do you think you'll go? 
3 Are you good at sailing? 
4 Why will you be late? 
5 When are you going to have a holiday? 
6 Is there anything you'd like for your room? 
7 What will you do there? 
8 Would you like to come on our boat next 

weekend? 
9 What can you see from your window? 

10 Will you need any special clothes? 

tl ITT ==== 22i2tfu¥ ±5 73 ===&z~ ¥i£44¥¥ """"®t!IEI 

'fell - 
From: 

Subject: 

Im going to sicily with my brother at easter were 
going to spend a week by the .sea and then well 
go walking near etna its beautiful there ~ 

@ 

c 

0 - ti * )fuE!J8 
Te: 

Fram: 
Subject:1 - 

I~ 

You a.sked me about my room well its quite 
big with two windows from one i can only 
see the street but from the other theres a 
lovely park with trees i want some new 
curtains for my room ~ 

i 
@ 

B 

µ;AA ~E!I!:;! 
o- ,;g ¥¥ 

ToJ From: 
~ 

Subjed: 
¥ 

Id love to come sailing with you and your family 
andrea I go sailing about ten times a year so ive 
got something to wear can I borrow a life jacket 

~ 
~ 

A 

7 Correct the punctuation in these emails. 
Then say which email answers each question 
below. One question does not match any of 
the emails. 

Writing 

4 We won't take much with us, but 
we'll need to carry a tent. 
A luggage B suitcase C bags 

5 We'll a campsite by a lake and go 
swimming if the weather's good. 
A look B find C arrive 

C driving B cycling A walking 

5 Decide which word is the odd one out. 

1 aunt granddaughter cousin mother 
2 mirror poster bookshelf desk 
3 sofa wardrobe curtains bed 
4 grey pink red orange 
5 sailing golf windsurfing swummng 
6 wood metal silver glass 

6 Read the sentences about a holiday. 
Choose the best word (A, B or C) for each space. 

1 Some friends of mine to visit 
Ireland for a week. 
A would B enjoy C want 

2 I'm during that week and I'm going 
to go with them. 
A empty B free C ready 

3 We're going to take our bikes so we can go 

A f©o~oall (I) m usually lasts for 
90 n111mw~es. There are two (2' f , with 
eleven (JJ Jil - - - - __ in eaclil ome. Eci@h side 
has a (f!I:) g - - - - - - - __ , wh0 wears 
(5) g - - - - _ 0ri his hancis. If the ball is 
(6' k - - - - - into tl:Je (7~ n - - ' a g©al is 
~8) s - - - __ . Sometimes, the (9} r 
©0esn't allow a g0al me~awse of the •0~f~icle-;- ~j;. 

4 Complete each space in this text about 
football with one word. The first letter and the 
number of letters is given. 

Vocabulary 
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A cloud 
B fog 
C ice 
D rain 
E snow 
F sun 
G thunderstorm 
H wind 

I Paris 
2 Cairo 
3 Sydney 
4 Tokyo 
5 San Francisco 

EXAMPLE: 
0 London D 

Listening 
4 LJ Listen to Dan talking about his round-the 

world trip with a friend. 

What was the weather like in each place? Match 
the places (1-5) with the weather (A-H). 

3 What do you think the weather is like in the 
cities marked on the map below? 

EXAMPLE: I think that Cairo is very hot in 
summer and dry in winter. 

I It's very w j_ n d y today - let's fly our kites. 
2 It's r g in Bogota at the moment. 
3 It's a lovely s y day for a bike ride. 
4 It's c y so we can't go to the beach. 
5 It's w t when the monsoon starts. 
6 It's very f y outside - I can't see far. 
7 It gets very s yin the mid-west of the 

USA in summer. 
8 It's d _ y at the moment so let's go for a walk. 
9 It was s y when I went to Beijing in 

January. 

2 What's the weather like where you live ... 
... today? ... in December? ... in July? 

Which is the hottest I coldest I wettest I driest 
place in your country? 

d u r w e t y 

r p a s y 0 s 

y (w i n d y) t 

g y n 0 u n 0 

g e i w 0 n r 

0 0 n y I u m 

f r g y c s y 

I Find nine weather words in the word square 
( ~ i and t) and complete the sentences 
below. The first one has been done for you. 

Vocabulary 



I Bob went camping with a friend. 
2 Both of them like camping. 
3 They got to the campsite late. 
4 They slept for ten hours. 
5 They had eggs for breakfast. 
6 They had hot chocolate to drink. 
7 There was a wonderful view from their tent. 
8 Bob took some great photos. 

LJ Listen to check your answers. 

7 Read these sentences about a camping trip. 
Underline the unstressed words which have 
the sound fa/. 

cl = cloudy r = rainy s = sunny 

6 What words are missing from these sentences? 

I You went Paris. 
2 Paris was bit cloudy. 
3 We had great time. 
4 I'd love go there. 
5 We stayed in hotel. 
6 We did shopping there. 
7 There was no rain all. 
8 It was warmer some of the other places. 

LJ Listen to check your answers. What do the 
missing words have in common? 

·Pronunciation 

Athens 15° r 
B.eijing 7° cl 
Delhi 34° s 
Madrid 15° cl 
Mexico City 23° s 
Moscow -1 ° sn 
Rio de Janeiro 29° r 
Rome 13° cl 
Sydney 22° cl 
Tokyo 10° r 
Vancouver 6° sn 

Around the World Yesterday I 

EXAMPLES: 
The weather in Athens yesterday was not as 
hot as in Delhi. 
The weather in Rio de Janeiro was rainy, the 
same as in Tokyo. 
Madrid was colder than Mexico City 

5 With a partner, talk about the weather report 
below. Use (not) as ... as, the same as ... or a 
comparative adjective+ than. 

• On the recording Dan said: 
It wasn't as hot as in summer. 
This means that Cairo is hotter in summer. 

It wasn't as expensive as Tokyo. 
This means that Tokyo was more expensive 
than Sydney. 

• When we compare things that are the same, 
we can use: 
the same as The weather today is the same 

as yesterday 
as ... as It's as cold today as it was yesterday 

(not) as ... as 



I It was f;Qq, ~¢.. f;Q .. _gq_J!.f!...L .. 
without an umbrella. 

2 It wasn't .. 
on the beach, so we went to the cinema. 

3 It was . 
where we were going in the car. 

4 It's . 
any stars in the sky tonight. 

5 It isn't . 
the heating in the evenings. 

6 It's . 
a hat - it will blow away. 

7 It was . 
to school. 

adjectives verbs 
windy to see 
cold to switch on 
cloudy to go out 
wet to walk 
icy to wear 
foggy to lie 
hot to see 

3 Complete these sentences using too or enough, 
plus one of the adjectives and one of the verbs. 

• Look at the underlined phrases above: 
adjective + enough - hot enough 
too+ adjective - too dangerous 

• We can also use to + infinitive after these: 
adjective + enough - hot enough to fry an egg 
too+ adjective - too dangerous to go outside 
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Grammar enough and too 

4 There are more 
tornadoes every year 
in the UK than 
anywhere else in the 
world. They are 
usually not big enough 
to worry about. 

3 It's very dry in the 
Atacama Desert in 
Chile. It only gets 
15 mm of rain a year. 
It's too dry to grow 
anything. 

2 It's too dangerous to 
go outside if there is 
a tornado. People in 
parts of the USA have 
a special 'safe' room 
to go to, usually under 
the ground. 

~~~~~~;;~J 1 In Libya, in 1922, l: the temperature 
reached 57.8 degrees 
centigrade. It was hot 
enough to fry an egg 
on the road! 

1 True or false? 2 With a partner, look at the pictures and 
decide what each person is saying. 

Too much weather! 



Seasons 
• Get into four teams, one for each season: 

spring, summer, autumn and winter, 
• Take it in turns each to say a sentence about 

your season, for example: 
In winter I like being inside whetie it is warm 
and oosy. 

• The team scores a point for each correct 
sentence. 

• The team with the most points is the winner. 
• Write a paragraph about your favourite 

season and also say why you don't like 
other seasons as much. 

1 The weather are very sunny. 
2 This year the weather colder than last year. 
3 What does the weather like in Australia? 
4 The weather in Caracas is hotter as in 

Santiago. 
5 It was not enough hot to go swimming. 
6 I like sunny weather too much. 

6 Here are some errors that candidates have 
made in the KET exam. Correct the sentences. 

Be careful with the spelling of to, too and two. 

5 Complete the sentences with the correct word. 

1 I went Tokyo last year for . 
weeks. 

2 My cousin went . 
3 We took taxis places because it was 

................ difficult for us use the 
subway. 

4 When I got home I tried cook some 
Japanese food. 

5 I made some sushi and invited . 
friends for a meal. 

6 They wanted know how .. 
make it so they could cook it . 

to, too and two 

Warren Faidley has (O) . 
unusual job - he likes bad 
weather so much that he follows 
storms, really bad storms like 
tornadoes. He (I) ......... born in 
the middle of the USA. This part 
of the world has (2) ......... 
tornadoes than the rest of the 

country. Warren travels all over North America to find 
tornadoes and other storms. (3) ......... he finds one he makes 
a film (4) ......... it and uses his computer to give him extra 
information. He says he enjoys (5) photos of bad 
weather. He believes it is (6) ......... important for people to 
know about bad weather. He works for the government and 
also for Hollywood. He helped on the film Twister, which was 
about tornadoes. He says his job (7) ......... be very frightening 
but he does (8) ......... he needs to do to keep himself safe. 

lhe man who loves ~ 
tornadoes. 

4 Read this article about a man called 
Warren Faidley, who has an unusual job. 
Choose the best word, A, B or C, for each space. 09 Ba C the 
1 A is B was Cwere 
2 A most B more Clots 
3 A When B Where C Because 
4 A by B of Cat 
5 A took B take C taking 
6 A too B very C enough 
7 A can B must Chave 
8 A something B nothing C everything 



In the example you usually hear just one object mentioned, but for the 
questions you may hear one or two. You must listen carefully to make 
sure you choose the correct answer. In question 6, both 'pen' and 'CD' 
are mentioned. CD is the correct answer. 

First question - James 
Boy: Oh, thanks! Did you get a pen for James? He's always 

taking mine. 
Girl: I got him a CD of a local band - he likes anything to do with 

music. 

I Give a title to each of the following topic sets and add as many words as 
you can. 

I Monday, Tuesday Pays of the week - Wednesday) Thursdaq, 
2 January, February . 
3 football, swimming ... 
4 blue, red ... 
5 dress, jacket . 
6 aunt, sister . 
7 apples, soup . 

2 Look at the exam task on the opposite page. Here is the first part of the 
recording script. It is possible to divide it into sections. 

Introduction 
Girl: Hi, Nick. 
Boy: Hi, Penny. How was your holiday in Switzerland? 

The example - Nick 
Girl: It was great - hot and sunny every day and some 

nice shops! 
Look, Nick, I bought you a cup. See, it's got 
'Switzerland' written on it. 

In Part 2 of the Listening paper there are five questions ( 6-10) and a 
choice of eight answers (A-H). There are always two speakers (usually two 
friends). You must choose which of A-H answers questions 6-10. There is 
an example first to help you. 

6-10 are usually names, days of the week, months, etc. and A-Hare usually 
topics, for example sports, presents, rooms, etc. 

Listening Part 2 Multiple matching 

\ Exam folder 1 \ 



Example: 

0 NiG:k @] 

People Presents 

6 James D A IDOCi>k 

7 Becky D BCD 

8 Alice D c comb 

9 Tern D D cup 

10 Lucy D E pen 

F picture 

G soap 

H watch 

Questions 6-10 

Lisfen to Penny talking to her cousin about the presents she b©u~ht 
en heliGlay for her friends. 
Wino got which present? 

P0r questions 6-10, write a letter (A-H) next to eacch person. 
Y.ou will hear the conversation twice. 

Part 2 

10 

9 
8 
7 

Bef ore you listen 
• Read th€ questions and answers very carefully, 
• The questions, 6-10, will be in the order in which you hear them. 

Fir:st listening 
• If there am two things mentioned {0bjects,. places, clays., ~tc.J, 

think ab(l).ut which is the correct answer. Write d:©w11 beth words 
©I letters next to the number if you afen't SN.re. 

SeG<!JJ1id listening 
• <=heck Y,:©UF cheise ef answer is corred. 
• At the end of the Listening 1'.es·:li, e0py y0ur answers onto your 

answer sheet. Opp(;)site is an e~ample ef the answer sheet for 
Part 1. 

Exam advice 

6 
Part 2 



. 
: f) What kind of books do you like? 

A picture books /comics 
• B Love stories . 
• C adventure stories 
• D books that make you Laugh 
• E detective stories 
: F science fiction books . . 

O How many books do you read 
each year? 
A fewer than s 
B 6-20 
C more than 20 

f) Where do you read? 
A at the beach 
B in my bedroom 
C in the bath 

86 UNIT 14 BOOKS 

2 Read the photo story 
below. Do you like 
this type of story? 

With a partner, talk 
about how you think 
the story will end. 

1 Do this questionnaire 
with a partner and 
decide who likes 
reading the most. 

Reading 

Something good to read 



8 Complete these sentences with the correct word. 

1 the time she is 20 she will know she 
................... to be a doctor or a teacher. 

2 The was really when I was on holiday. 
3 You don't to stay in , all day, do you? 
4 She said' .' and went out to a book. 
5 We are going to get some from town. 
6 I be home late tonight. 

buy-by-Bye 
whether - weather 
things - thinks 
want- won't 
bed- bad 

LJ With a partner, say the words and then listen to check. 

I t n h -5- b k d 1 

1 i ~land 2 cas le 3 ha f 4 dim 
5 autum 6 nife 7 We_ nesday 8 our 

7 All the silent letters are missing in the words below. Match the 
silent letter with the right word so the spelling is correct. 

LJ Listen to check. 

3 white 
6 who 

2 know 
5 listen 

1 @rites 
4 what's 

6 All these words from the photo story have a silent consonant. 
Draw a circle round the silent letter in each of them. 

Pronunciation 

1 your school 
2 your favourite book 
3 your favourite item of 

clothing 
4 your best friend 
5 your bedroom 

5 With a partner, describe the 
following: 

EXAMPLE: 
My school is an attractive, 
modern building and I have 
interesting, young teachers. 
There is also an expensive, new 
science block. 
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4 Put these words in the 
right order. 

1 a book boring old 
2 a magazine colourful new 
3 a computer modern 

Japanese 
4 the library new school 

excellent 
5 the book long adventure 
6 the bag expensive leather 

little 
7 a dress beautiful white 
8 a writer young clever 

1 12 13 14 I 5 I 6 I NOUN W~a~'s it like? ~ow big? How old? What colour? Wh~re's .it from? I What kind? I 
optnton size 

1 
age . nationality j 

guitar 

boy 

house 

3 Complete this chart with the words underlined in the photo story. 

• If there is more than one adjective before a noun, they are put in a special order. For example, 
opinion (e.g. nice) is before fact (e.g. old). 
We say nice old house NOT nice and old house. 

Ciramma Position of adjectives 
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1 I can't come swimming 
tomorrow afternoon. 

2 Ouch! You stood on my foot! 
3 Can I have a kilo of tomatoes, 

please? 
4 I've passed all my exams. 
5 Would you mind opening 

the window? 
6 Would you like a drink? 
7 Hi! How are you? 
8 Hi! Is that Sally speaking? 
9 Can I sit here? 

10 Let's go to the cinema. 

LJ Listen to check your answers. 

A Fine, thanks. 
B Sorry I can't. I'm busy. 
C I'm afraid it's taken. 
D No, it's Lisa. 
E I'm so sorry! 
F Not at all. 
G It doesn't matter. 
H Congratulations! 
I That'll be £1.50. 
J Nothing for me, thanks. 

5 Now do the same with 1-10 and A-J. 

1 Can I help you? 
2 Could I visit the school to see what it's like? 
3 When can I come and visit? 
4 Thank you very much. 

n Listen again to check your answers. 

A Not at all. 
B Anytime. 
C Yes, please. 
D Of course. 

2 Is there any subject you 
would like to do but can't 
do at your school? 
Tell your partner. 

4 Match sentences 1-4 from Sylvia's conversation with 
responses A-D. 

5 Bes-f b/.15' t o ef: . 

4 Addres-s-.- i It. sfred 

2 Send e-lt.e!!..=e~o"--'-r~:-~£""-= .... =···=····=···=····=···=····~··----------1 

3 Etv1e cias ses: be i n : 

1 3rd . 
0 
T e at re sc/400/ 

1 Put these school subjects in 
order. Tell your partner why. 
1 = You like this subject best. 
8 = You like this subject 
least. 

3 LJ Sylvia is 14 and wants to be an actor. 
You will hear her asking for information 
about Saturday morning classes at a 
theatre school in London. 
Listen and write the missing information. 

Vocabulary • e mg 

Learn something new! l~- 



• fo groups, talk ab©ut your schoel, first of 
all, talk a©Gn1~ what the school is like now. 
'Falk about the building, the subjects you. 
study, the classrooms, etc. 

• N0w talk ab0ut ~h.€. changes you want to 
male. You. cam change the length ef tfu.e 
schoel clay, the types of lessons you have - 
anytning! 

• Whe.n you have finished, make a 
presentation to the nest @f the class. You can 
use drawi'11l:gs if y0lll. want to. 

Down 
1 You write with this. 
2 What you do at school. 
5 You put books on this. 
8 You sit at this in class. 

10 A place to keep things in. 
12 Past simple of see. 

Across 
3 French is an example of this. 
4 You can get books from this place. 
6 The teacher writes on this. 
7 You must do this when the teacher is 

talking. 
9 The person who teaches you. 

11 You study this to know about the past. 
13 You do this after school. 

12 11 

Sylvia says: Can I get a bus rather than come 
by car? 

7 Write sentences that are true for you using 
these words. 

1 tennis I volleyball 
prefer I play 
f prefer to play tenris rather than volleybaLl. 

2 maths I English 
prefer I study 

3 book I TV 
prefer I read I watch 

4 English I Japanese 
would like I learn 

5 football I sing 
would prefer I play I learn 

6 guitar I piano 
would like I play 

7 teacher I doctor 
would prefer I be 

8 Australia I the USA 
would prefer I live 

9 someone rich I poor 
would like I marry 

10 Brad Pitt I Jennifer Lopez 
would like I meet 

6 Complete the crossword. 

2 

3 

4 5 

6 

7 
8 

9 10 



A Not at all. 
B You're welcome. 
C Yes, can I pay for this here? 

A I agree. 
B Not yet! 
C Here it is! 

12 Are you ready? 

11 Can I help you? 

~ C I'll see you tomorrow.) 

~at do you do?) 
~A I'm studying. 

<( B I'm a doctor. 

) 
) 

Complete the five conversations. 
For questions 11-15, mark A, B or C en your answer sheet. 

Example: 
0 

Questions 11-15 

Part 3 

• For questions 11-1,, think aboy,t where or when you would say each question or statement. 
• For questions 16-20, read through the instruetions and the example, as they will tell you 

what the conversation is about. 
• Make sure ybu read the whole ccnversatien before you choose your answers. 
• Cross out the example letter so that yeu don't choose it agaia by accident. 
• Be careful not to choose an answer just because it uses the same words as the question. 
• Check your answers carefully when you transfer them to your answer sheet. An example of 

the answer sheet for Part 3 is on the page opposite. 

Exam advice 

Part 3 of the Reading and Writing paper tests the type of English you use every 
day in conversation. Part 3 is divided into two parts: 

Questions 11-15 have five multiple-choice questions and one example. 
Questions 16-20 are based on a conversation and contain five matching items 
and one example. You must choose your answer from eight possible answers. 

Reading Part 3 Multiple choice 

I Exam folder 8 ! 



G I think it must be J.K. Rowling. 

H Not yet. I've been quite busy. 

E I qet it last Saturday. 

F Friday is best because I don't have any 
homework. 

A I know. I read somewhere that she hasn't 
started writing it yet. 

B It's a book I'm reading at the moment. 

C What about going to see it together'? 

D Me too! I can't wait to read the next one. 

Jenny: 20 . 

Marco: That's great. See you then. 

Jenny: 16 . 

Marco: You'll have to wait for a while, I think. 

Jenny: 17 . 

Marco: Have yeu seen the latest Harry Potter 
film? 

Jenny: 18 . 

Marco: My brother says it's even better than 
the others. 

Jenny: 19 . 

Marco: That's a good idea. When are you 
free? 

Marco: Oh, yes. I love all her Harry Potter 
books. 

Answer I O I A s c o E F G H I • CJCJCJCJCJCJ•CJ 

- 
Part 3 
11 A B C 16 A B C D E F G H 

CJCJCJ CJCJCJCJCJCJCJCJ 

12 A 8 C 17 A B C D E F G H 
CJCJCJ OCJOCJCJc::=tOL"J 

13 A B C 18 A B C D E F G H 
CJ CJ CJ CJ Cl Cl Cl CJ CJ CJ CJ 

14 A 8 C '19 A 8 C D E F G H DOC] I CJCJCJc;:::Jc:;;JOOCl 

15 A 8 C 20 A B C D E F G H 
CJD CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ 

Jenny: 0 . 

15 That'll be £3.98, please. 

14 It's hot in here. 

Questions 16-20 

Complete the conversation between two friends. 
What does Jenny say to Marco? 

For questions 16-20, mark the correct letter A-H on your answer sheet, 

Example: 

Marco: Who's your favourite wr:iter, Jenny? 

A It's over there. 
B Nowhere. 
C I don't mind. 

A That's fine. 
B Yes, isn't it? 
C Let's open it. 

A Here you are. 
B I'm afraid I can't. 
C That's nice. 

13 Where's the bus stop? 



4 The cooks who joined Fifteen 
A came from other restaurants. 
B had no training in cooking. 
C were already at a college. 

5 The idea for Fifteen came from 
A Jamie. 
B Jamie's wife. 
C a friend of Jamie's wife. 

2 Now, Jamie Oliver 
A is the top-selling 

writer in Britain. 
B writes articles for 

several newspapers. 
C does some work for 

a supermarket. 

3 Read the article and answer the questions. 
The colours show you the right part of the text. 

1 At the age of 23, 3 Jamie's restaurant is called 
Jamie Oliver Fifteen because of 
A got married. A the first staff there. 
B went on television. B the opening hours. 
C met the Queen. C the street number. 

Reading 

1 Match these jobs to photos a-e. 

·chef farmer journalist nurse receptionist 

2 Now match each job to its description. 

1 looks after those who are ill 
2 works outside in all kinds of weather 
3 helps people on the phone 
4 makes good things to eat 
5 finds out interesting information 

Fift~en really started because of a conversation Jamie had with 
his wife's friend. She worked with difficult children and found 
that they always enjcqed cooking, so Jamie decided to start a 
restaurant business to help !:JOung people with problems. 
Jamie is at the restaurant five days a week but always spends 
weekends with his wife and children. He says he has never been 
happier and only wants to go on cooking. He works hard but pays 
himself nothing, because all the money is used to train new 
students every six months. Today, 85 people work at Fifteen, 
many more than when it first opened. The restaurant is always 
full and Jamie has four receptionists answering more than 3000 
phone calls a day from customers wanting to book a table! 

J amie Oliver is Britain's most famous chef. He made his 
first TV cooking programmes when he was only 23, got 
married at 25 and was given a special award by the 

Queen at 28. A top supermarket pays to use him in their 
advertisements, he sells almost as many books as J.K. 
Rowling, and journalists are always writing articles about him. 
Jamie has also opened the restaurant Fifteen in London. The 
name doesn't describe where the restaurant is - it's because 
he chose this number of young people to become cooks 
there. Not one of them knew how to cook so Jamie sent them 
to college in the year before he opened the restaurant. They 
also visited other restaurants to learn more. 

FAMOUS FOR 

FIFfEEN 

6 Jamie would like to 
A have more weekends at home. 
B spend less time cooking. 
C do just what he is doing now. 

7 How is Fifteen different now? 
A It has more staff than it did. 
B It no longer trains any 

students. 
C It is less busy than it was. 

Working hours 



- re- - 
a p =1~ = = = - 
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1 p - 
2 

3 
4 
5 

1 This person uses a camera. 
2 Ask this person to change the colour of 

your walls. 
3 This person works for a newspaper. 
4 You will find this person in a theatre. 
5 See this person if you are feeling ill. 

g Read the descriptions of some jobs. What is the 
word for each one? The first letter is already 
there. What is the job in the yellow box? 

-er I-or 
Many words for jobs end in -er, e.g. teacher, but a 
few end in -or, e.g. inventor. 

What did you do? 
Who did you meet/see? 

Why? 
Why not? 
When was that? 

Now ask and answer the questions above, and 
add one of the questions below. 

... seen a famous person? 

. .. wanted to be rich? 

8 Have you ever ... 

. .. met a chef? 

... been to hospital? 

Tom Stone works in south-east England as an 
. - '"r. · ·" · h (l) bOfAMf; engmeer. .tWO years ago, e ~.' . 

(buy) a house in France and (2) . 
(move) there with his family. Both his children like 
their French schools and they (3) . 
(make) lots of new friends. For two years, Tom 
( 4) (travel) to work every day on Le 
Shuttle, a train that takes ·cars to England. When he 
(5) (begin) doing this journey, he 
(6) (decide) tel catch the tram at 
5 am. This (7) (mean} leaving his 
house at 3.30 am! T0m (8) .. - (be + not) 
sure about doing this every day, but says he soen 
(9) (find) it easy to get up early. 
He (10) (take) the same train ever 
since, because then he can be heme again by 6 pin. 

7- Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
perfect or the past simple. 

1 Jamie Oliver has made a new TV programme. 
2 His books have sold well for several years. 
3 The supermarket has advertised for more 

staff last week. 
4 I haven't been to this restaurant since August. 
5 Marion has become a doctor in 2002. 
6 Have you always worked from home? 
7 Lee has arrived for his meeting an hour ago. 
8 The company has opened offices in different 

parts of Spain. 

6 Correct any errors with verbs in these 
sentences. Some sentences are correct. 
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A something that started in the past but is still 
true in the present 

B something that happened recently (we aren't 
told when) 

1 Jamie Oliver has written a new book. 
2 Jamie Oliver has always enjoyed cooking. 
3 Fifteen has been full every night. 
4 I've booked a table at Fifteen for your birthday. 

Be careful! You cannot say: ['.,·e heeked a table 
two hours ago. Which tense should you use 
here? Why? 

Which sentence (5-7) is not correct? Why? 
Choose A or B for the other two sentences. 

5 Fifteen has been open for two years. 
6 Fifteen has opened in 2003. 
7 Fifteen has been open since 2003. 

5 When is the present perfect used? Choose A 
or B for sentences 1-4. 

4 Question 7 could say: How has Fifteen 
changed recently? 

The possible answers could be: 
The number of staff has grown. 
Only trained cooks have found jobs there. 
The restaurant hasn't been so busy. 

These are all examples of the present perfect. 
How is it formed? 

Grammar Present perfect 



EXAMPLES: 
Isabel (finish) her nursing course . ./ 
Isabel has just finished her nursing course. 
Isabel (finish) her nursing course. X 
Isabel hasn't finished her nursing course yet. 

1 The receptionist at the sports centre 
(leave) a message for you . ./ 

2 Tom (meet) his new boss. X 
3 They (send) me any information about the 

job.x 
4 The newsagent (stop) using paper boys 

and girls../ 
5 My uncle (give) me a job in his cafe . ./ 
6 Charlotte and Andy (find) a photographer 

for their wedding. X 
7 I (choose) a computer course to 

go on . ./ 
8 The supermarket manager (pay) Mike for 

his extra hours.x 

These words are often used with the present 
perfect. 
• Just means that something has happened 

very recently. 
I've just got a new job. 
Have you just arrived? 

• Yet means that something hasn't happened 
but will happen soon. 

Carmen hasn't taken her driving test yet. 
Haven't you done your homework yet? 

4 Write out the sentences and complete them 
with just or yet and the present perfect of 
the verb in brackets. Remember to make the 
verb negative with yet. 

3 Would you ever work for no money? 
Why? I Why not? 

Do you care ~~out the elderl)'? 
Then help our staff at Sunnydµle Old People's Horne. 
We can't RilY you but you'll find your visits good fun! 
Play games, rea.d stories, or just talk to an eJd_erly 
person - it's your choice. 
If you are over 14 and have .a few hours a week tree 
after school or at weekends, phone us now on 
0124 426638. 

Paper boys/girls wanted 
Hours 6-8 am and 5-6 pm 
Must have own bike and 
be 13 or older 
£4.50 per day, more at 
weekends 

A Extra help needed on Saturdays ... 
· ·· in our busy music shop 
(open 10-6) 
Suitable for student 16+ 
Get special prices on our CDs! 
Good hourly pay · 

2 Answer these questions about the job 
advertisements by choosing A, B or C. 

1 Which job is only for one day a week? 
2 Which job can you do if you are only 13? 
3 Which job pays nothing? 

~B~~~--~~~--- 

1 Have you ever wanted to get a job in the 
evenings or at weekends? Why? I Why not? 

Part-time jobs 



~~ 

101 jobs 
• Get into groups of three or four. 
• Your teacher will write the names of some places on the 

board. Write down as many different jobs as you can for 
each place. 
EXAMPLE: 

school: secretary, teacher, receptionist, gardener, cook, cleaner 

7 n Now listen to sentences 1-6 twice. Underline any o sound 
the first time you listen. Circle any 8 sound the next time. 

I I've worked for the last two months in my father's shop. 
2 Let's look at all these job adverts together. 
3 I thought you were working at the museum. Have you 

finished there? 
4 Jenny, thanks for looking through my article. 
5 That footballer earns a hundred and thirty thousand euros 

a month! 
6 My brother's just got a job in the north of Sweden. 

group 1 /o/ that, other I group 2 /8/ Thursday 

6 n You will hear these sentences from the recorded 
conversation in exercise 5 again. Listen carefully to the 
underlined and circled sounds because they are different. 

A: That's true. Well, any other questions? 
B: How about<'.l]ursday or Friday? 

n Say the words aloud. Then listen to and repeat some more 
words and write them in group 1 or group 2. 

Pronunciation . 

5 Before you listen, spend 
20 seconds reading the 
questions below. 

n Listen to Sam phoning 
Kate Richards about a 
Saturday job at her music 
shop. For questions 1-5, tick 
A, B or C. 

1 The hours for the Saturday 
job are 
A 8 am-8 pm. 
B 9 am-7 pm. 
C 10 am-6 pm. 

2 The job will be mainly 
A adding up money. 
B cleaning the shop. 
C serving customers. 

3 How much can Sam earn 
when he starts? 
A £5.25 an hour 
B £6.30 an hour 
C £7.00 an hour 

4 Where is the music shop? 
A near the university 
B in the centre of town 
C across the river from 

Sam's home 
5 Which day will Sam visit 

the shop? 
A Wednesday 
B Thursday 
C Friday 

Listening 



3 Last date to see play: 
4 Name of guitar player: 
5 Student ticket price: 
6 Time of concert: 
7 Where to see play: 
8 Price of dictionary: 

- 'd · the E . o this famous play outst e, m 
b~a~tiful gardens of Brenton College 
Tickets on sale at Ardingley Theatre, 

New Street 
£21 with welcome drink, £18.75 ticket 

only (£12.30 with college card) 

2 Find the following information in the texts. Be careful to copy everything correctly. 

I Phone number: 
2 Name of book: 

j'3'; -~--.Jii m::;i:e51 - From;J Gianni Tartini 
lllEi 

To: Anna Liljedahl . . 
Would you like to buy the books I've 
used this term? I'm selling my English 
dictionary for only £5. 75 and Animal 
Farm (haven't even read this!) for 
£4.25. Call me on my mobile today 
(07765 912448). . . 

'lfo 

ffi summer Shakespeare Season 
Must finish August 29! 

ALUS WELL THAT ENDS WELL 

say what each one is. 

In Part 8 of the Reading and Writing paper you must copy information 
from two texts onto a form or a set of notes. There are five spaces 
(51-55) to complete. The information will come from both texts. 

1 Look at these texts and (TI r--:;j~--=--~=---:-----------;.-----~ 
East Road Concert Hall 

,,,, 
i 
~ 
~ t. £ 15.60 (adult) ~ 
~ Seat P 24 

Juan Romero's 
SPANISH E\!ENJNG 
Guitar music from three centuries 

Information transfer Writing Part 8 

[Writing folder 4 [ 

Tuesday, 
7 September 
at 8.00 pm 



o l!l'B 

From~ Hana Stankova hanastan@scworld.com 
~ To: Laura Tournier lauratou@free.fr 

Thanks for the job advert. We're both 
just old enough! I can begin on June 

I 

23 too. Choose the town near the 
beach like me! Good luck. ~· 

I $ 

Name: Laura fournie:r 

Email address: 15.1 I ::==::=====~ 
Age: 152 !::===:::!:=====~ 
Free for work from: 153 ~=!=====~ 
Town chosen: 154 ~=!=====~ 
Payment: ._I 5_5--'L-£ ~ 

FORM FOR AU PAIR, ENGLAND 

Welcoming families in Derby (close to 
beautiful hills) and Eastbourne (by the sea). 

Start dates 16/23/30 June 
If you are 18 or over, complete our form 
today - you only pay £60 (£40 if you 
worked last summer). 

Questions 51-55 

Read all the inforrnatien about holiday jobs in Britain. 
Fill in Laura's form. 
For questions 51-551, wrtte the information on your answer sheet. 

AU PAIR JOBS IN BRITAIN 

Part 8 Oonet 
w<lte hem 

51 1 41 2 
D D 

52 1 42 2 
D D 

53 1 43 2 
D D 

54 1 44 2 
D D 

55 1 45 2 
D D 

Part 8 

Exam advice 
• Read both teets qui~kly t@ find out the topic 
• 10@k at the netes or form (questions 51.-55). 
• Decide if each space needs a number or wOFd(s). 
• Reatl the texts again sarefully to find the answers. 
• Write all y0ur answers en the question paper first. 
• Don't write more than y(;)u need to. 
• W11ite any numbers in figures, net w©l':ds. 
• Cheek your rnpyiB,g of numbers <!.'.-a!Uefully. 
• Check spelling and use of capital !¬ ..tit ers in names, days 

of the week, months, etc. 
• Wrtte your answers on ycmr answer sheet. ©pposite is an 

e;x:ample ef the answer sheet for Part 8'. 



3 You mustn't go to Gate 43 
later than six o'clock. 

4 You don't have to go to 
Gate 43 before six o'clock. 

What is the difference in 
meaning between the two 
sentences below? 

You must go to Gate 
43 by six o'clock. 

You should take the m 
train because it's '(S ~uicker than the bus. 

n 

5 What is the difference between 
these two examples? Which girl 
can choose what she does? 

4 Now match these verbs to each kind of transport in exercise 2. 
Most verbs go with more than one type of transport. 

board catch drive fly get get off 
get on park ride sail take off 

EXAMPLE: board - a coach, train, plane, helicopter, boat 

e 

·~ b lllaUiX. c 1' 
f~ .. ~ -------· ~ ('.!) 

3 Match each picture to a word from exercise 2. Can you add 
any more transport words? 

2 hcaoc 3 yccblie 4 tabo 
6 xtia 7 cteihperol 8 srheo 

I aitnr 
5 elapn 

2 Put the letters in the right order to spell different kinds of 
transport. 

In 1783 in France, the fast hot-air balloon 
passengers were a sheep, a duck and a snake. 

4 

A man in Canada put wheels on his wife's bed 
and cycled her to work as she slept. 

3 

Grammar Modal verbs 2 

Vocabulary 

If you put all the railways in the USA end to end, 
they would go round the world six times. 

2 

London Heathrow is the largest airport 
in the world. 

I 

I Decide if these sentences about transport are 
true or false. 

Journeys 



~ ... :;. station ... :;. WA~; .... :;. Vizzavona ~ ~ . . . 

You should fly from Melbourne to Brisbane. You need to change there and take another plane to 
Gladstone. From Gladstone you needn't take a boat, because there's a helicopter to Heron Island. 

···::· ~ ···::· Heron Island ~ ~:!iE s. ...;;. Brisbane (change) ~ Fr ... ;;. Gladstone ... ;;. ~ 

3 You need to I should look inside the shop. 

9 Look at the first diagram and read the example, which describes how to get from 
Melbourne to Heron Island. Then look at the second diagram and describe how 
to get from London to Vizzavona in the same way. Then describe a journey of 
your choice, using as many different means of transport as possible! 

EXAMPLE: Melbourne to Heron Island (Australia) 

5 If you aren't travelling, you don't need to I 
mustn't go through here. 

Passengers only beyond 
this paint - please shaw 
boarding pass 

4 You need to I don't have to pay before you 
get on the coach. 

Coach to city centre 15 euros 
Tickets on sale only inside airport 

Why not visit our duty-free shop 
before your flight leaves? 

2 If you aren't driving, you should I needn't get 
on the boat now. 

CAF.'.S BOAF.'.DING NOl ... 1 

( F 0 0 T P A S S E N G E R S 
M A 8 S T A 8 I N L 0 U N G E ) 

I You needn't I need to give the driver the 
correct money. 

~ Please have enough change ~ 
~ ready for the bus driver ~ 

8 Read the notices and circle the correct modal verb in the sentences below. 
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I You need to stay with your luggage at all 
times. 

2 You needn't show your passport again until 
you board the plane. 

7 ·Now look at these examples. Which modal 
verbs in exercise 6 are closest in meaning to 
the underlined verbs? 

" All passengers for Jetaway's flight JT 845 
to Dublin (I) ··········································· go to Desk 44 in 
Area B. If you only have one piece of hand 
luggage, you (2) : check it in. 
However, your hand luggage (3) . 
be no larger than 55 x 40 x 20 cm and 
( 4) weigh over 1 O kg. 

6 Complete the text using should, must, mustn't 
and don't have to. Use each verb once only. 



~ 
100 UNIT16 TRANSP.ORiTi 

AD 

5 Where is the nearest petrol station? 

co AD 

co AD 

1-l:::::&g:i I J-M '•U! #II ·jJ ii!i~I j ..... ji 

3 Where is Kate's boat now? 

co AD BO 

co 

3 LJ You will hear five short conversations. You will hear each 
conversation twice. For questions 1-5, put a tick under the 
right answer. 

1 Which train is leaving next? 

Listening 
1 Are these sentences about 

Speaking Part 2 right or 
wrong? Say why. 

1 You must ask another 
student five questions in 
this part. 

2 You needn't include the 
information on the card in 
your answers. 

3 You mustn't talk to the 
examiner during this part. 

4 You need to keep to the 
same words that are on 
the card. 

5 You should try to relax! 

2 Student A, turn to page 132 
and ask Student B questions 
about a day trip. Student B 
turn to page 134 and answer 
.Ns questions. 

Speaking 

A day out 



® Bus station 

®Museum 

(D Hotel 

@School 

Q) Library 

©Theatre 

0) Supermarket 

@) Police station 

Q) Petrol station 

EXAMPLE: 
A: Go over the bridge. Turn right. Take 

the first turning on the left. This place 
is on your right. What is it? 

B: It's the hotel. 

How to get there 
• Choose a place on the map. Don't tell your 

partner. 

• Give your partner directions to the place. 
Your partner must say which place it is. 

1 Cross the bridge, turn right and 
the musium is on your left. 

2 When you leave the aeroport by car, take 
the third turning off the roundabout and 
drive for s km. 

3 To get to the hospetal, go up Silver Street 
and turn left at the lights. 

4 Go straight past the cinema and turn right 
at the petrol station. 

s You need to walk along the river, cross the 
univirsity footbridge and then take the 
second turning on the right. 

5 Here are some spelling errors that candidates 
have made in the KET exam. Correct the 
sentences. One sentence is correct. 

KET candidates often confuse the letters i and e, 
as in the spelling error expirience (for experience). 

1 We've got some heavy luggage. W 
2 Why did you go to Greenland, of all places? 
3 Some people travel a lot for work. 
4 Can I ask you a couple of questions? 
5 The journey's by train and coach. 
6 Kate's emailed us some directions to the 

house. 
7 My hotel room's very dark, there are no 

towels, and the TV doesn't work! 
8 On the left of the square there's a bank. 

Pronunciation 
4 LJ We usually say the weak form of the 

word of Listen again to these examples 
from the recording. 

a quarter of an hour ago 
because of last night's winds 

LJ Now listen to these sentences. Does the 
underlined word sound weak or strong? Write 
W or S beside each one. 



OA much ~ c lots 
1 A need B must c can 
2A has B IS c was 
3 A strong B stronger c strongest 
4A too B more C enough 
SA one B the c a 
6 A fall B falls C falling 
7 A all B both c some 
8 A its B your C their 

In the Trepiss, vvhic;ti are near the Equat©r, the weather 
doesn't dnan@e for nrenths at (5) time. It is 
very hot and heavy rain (6) every .day. 

At the North and So.uth P©les, it is always cold anq 
there is ice (7) year. H@wever, in summer 
thene are many plants near the poles. T'h~y grow close 
tG the gr©und be<Cal!lse of the wind and complete 
CS} life cy<de in a few weeks. 

In GO) .f!!.@fj parts of th'e worlGJ, the weather (1) . 
change from one minwte te the F1eJNt. The sun 
(2) €overee!l by dark deuds, the wind gets 
(~') than fuefore and it starts to nain, l'.Jsually, it 
doesn't take (4) lomg for the SUFll'lY weather 
t© return. 

3 Read this text about the weather. Choose the 
best word (A, B or C) for each space. 

2 In 1-4 only one sentence is correct. Tick the 
correct sentence (A-C). 

1 A Foot passengers need to board the ship 
until 4.45. 

B Foot passengers don't have to board the 
ship before 4.45. 

C Foot passengers mustn't board the ship 
since 4.45. 

2 A It's snowing too hard to cycle into town. 
B It's snowing enough hard to cycle into 

town. 
C It's snowing very hard to cycle into town. 

3 A My car's the French new red one over there. 
B My car's the red French new one over there. 
C My car's the new red French one over there. 

4 A Jack has been a waiter since five months. 
B Jack has been a waiter for five months. 
C Jack has been a waiter five months ago. 

Grammar 

EXAMPLE: ( 1) What job would you like to do 
after you leave school? 

1 I'm not sure, but I'd like to work for an 
advertising company. 

2 It isn't really hot enough today. 
3 Sorry, I mustn't be late home this evening. 
4 My favourite is an old Italian leather one 

with deep pockets. 
5 I think it's going to rain on Saturday. 
6 You don't have to pay anything. 
7 I've been to Buenos Aires. 
8 The best one I've read this year is a detective 

story by George Pelecanos. 

1 Write questions for these answers. Then ask 
your partner the questions. Try to give 
answers as long as number 8, or longer. 

Speaking 

UNITS 13-16 • • evrsron 



I 
I 
1·~ 

Hi David 

How are you? Have you read (1) . 
good magazines recently? I've just 
bought a new (2) called 
Coo/club, which only started a week 
(3) Inside, there are really great 
photos and (4) of articles about 
all our favourite singers and bands. 
There's going to be a competition 
(5) month, with excellent prizes. 

The magazine also has a letters page 
and they pay £25 for the ( 6) . 
interesting letter or email. I think I'll try 
to write (7) funny, to win £25. 
Perhaps I'll describe our journey 
(8) boat round the island. Do 
you remember? You (9) taking a 
photo of me and I suddenly fell in the 
sea! I've (10) laughed so much! 

Write and tell me about the magazines 
you enjoy reading. 

With love from Dimitri 

To: I David 
From: I Dimitri 

subJect: I Magazines 

6 Complete this email about a 
new magazine for teenagers. 
Write ONE word for each 
space. 

Writing 

8 Which subject teaches you how to add numbers? 
A history B science C maths 

C your feet B your teeth A your hair 

1 Which subject needs a lot of maps? 
A art B music C geography 

2 Who looks after people in a hospital? 
A a pilot B a nurse C a tour guide 

3 Who doesn't work outside? 
A a farmer B a chef C a tennis player 

4 How can you sail to Mallorca? 
A by ship B by taxi C by plane 

5 What will the roads be like if it's -10°C? 
A icy B cloudy C foggy 

6 Where do science fiction stories usually happen? 
A at the beach B under the sea C m space 

7 What does a dentist check? 

5 Choose the correct answer, A, B or C. 

ftftist ~ car ffitffi cloud chef dentist drive 
farmer fix fly fog get off grow helicopter 
journalist paint phone photographer plane ram 
sail secretary snow take off taxi thunderstorm 
waiter wind write 

Transport 

4 Put the words below into the correct circle. Put the nouns on the left and the 
verbs on the right. If a word is a noun and a verb, write it in both places. 
Then make sentences using different nouns and verbs. 

EXAMPLE: The artist Canaletto painted many pictures of Venice. 

Vocabulary 



1 You can buy a robot t.P. .. .h.d,p you do your housework. 
2 We use a clock the time. 
3 You use this switch the computer. 
4 Emily needs a mobile phone her friends. 
5 A fridge is useful food cool. 
6 Paula has a CD player to her favourite music on 

the train to work. 
7 Carlos went to university computer science. 
8 My brother is saving all his money the latest 

computer game. 

You're a whiu with 
gadgets, but could you live 
without them? Do you have 
time to see your friends? 
Do you have any friends?! 

You aren't afraid of 
technology, but you haven't 
forgotten that people are 
important too. Remember 
to send ¥Our friends a card 
on their birthday! 

Oh dear. You don't really 
like computers or mobile 
phones, do you? Why don't 
you give them a try? 
They might even help your 
social life. 

Letters are better You switch on to check your 
email about once a week. 

Your dad sets the You think the internet 
video player for you. . • 

... TECHNOSOSO? 

listen help tell 
turn on buy study 
call keep 

3 Complete each sentence 
with the infinitive form of 
a verb from the box. 
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Grammar 
Infinitive of purpose 
2 We often use the infinitive 

(to + verb) to say why we 
do things. Find four 
examples in the quiz and 
underline them. 

1 Are you a Technophobe, 
a Technososo or a Techno 
Star? Find out by 
answering the questions 
in this chart. 

Reading 

Techno Star 



1 go to university 
2 listen to the radio 
3 have parties 
4 go to other countries 
5 play football 
6 use a laptop computer 
7 read magazines o~ B by c over 
8 take photos I A ook B looked C looking 
9 learn English 2 A for B to c at 

3A each B one C the 5 Do you play computer games? 4 A then B still c yet Why? I Why not? 5 A who B when C which Which computer games do you 6A his B its c their like best? 7A most B some c every Can people learn anything from SA were B are c have playing computer games? 

4 With a partner, talk about why 
people do these things. 

EXAMPLE: 
I think people go to university ... 
. . . to learn more about a subject . 
. . . to get a good job when they leave . 
. . . to have fun. 

GuFipei Yokoi was bo1-n in 1941 and lived in t:t:il-e city 
(O) !:Kyoto in .Japan. Rftetr Clunpei le:ft college 
he stat~ted {!), f.or a jo;b ond in 1'9B5 Jme wenii;; 
to LU®rk &t: Nintendo. lihe Nintendo company was 

statrted ill"l 1:88·9 (2) mGike p.layit'llg cards. 
Gi..,inpei wori'>..ed in the games deptllr~me111t of 
(3) comJ:l)an\:j. On his f.ilf'st da\d there GLmpei 
had the idec;i for a new game. Nint:end<D cGilled it 
'l.Jltr.ahand'. The!d sold :1.2 million of tl:le 

'Llltr'"Ohcmd' game in its first i:JeGir. Gwnpei (4) . 
bega!A wo1~k Ol'll video gGime:s. l"fe 

w·an:bed t:o make cheap machines 
{S) peo:p,le could caFtry in 

(6) hand. In 198§ u!cinp-ei 

msde the first Game Boi:J. It is 
•one of the (7) populc;:ur 

games in the world and 
Niintendo (8) sold millions of 
these gam:es. 

Gut1pei Yokoi 
(1941 - 199?) 

Read the article about the man who made the first Game Boy. 
Circle the best word (A, B or C) for each space. 



1 I am going to buy a new 
calculator. 

2 Are you not coming to my 
house tonight? 

3 Who is playing with my 
Game Boy? 

4 I would like a new mobile 
for my birthday. 

5 Who is it? 
6 Dan has borrowed my 

laptop again. 
7 They cannot see the 

exhibition because it has 
closed. 

8 Has she been shopping yet? 
Yes, she has. 

LJ Listen to check your 
answers. 

4 With a partner, underline the 
words you can contract in the 
following sentences and then 
say them aloud. There are 
two sentences where you 
can't contract the words. 

Write the full version of the 
underlined contractions. 

Pronunciation 
3 LJ Listen again to these 

sentences from the recording. 

There wasn't enough time to 
see everything. 
I'd really like to go. 
I'm free next Saturday - that's 
23rd April. 
The exhibition's on until 
the 27th. 

5 The exhibition will finish on 

4 For lunch Vanessa decided to 

A 9.00. 
B 10.00. 
c 11.30. 
A take a picnic. 
B have a hot meal. 
C get a snack. 
A 23rd April. 
B 24th April. 
C 27th April. 

3 The museum opens at 

2 Vanessa really liked James Bond's 

1 Vanessa went to the museum 

A £2.95. 
B £6.50 . ./ 
c £8.00. 
A on foot. 
B on the underground. 
C bybus. 
A helicopter. 
B car. 
C camera. 

0 Vanessa's ticket cost 

2 LJ Listen to Vanessa telling her friend Paul about a visit to see a 
special James Bond exhibition at the Science Museum in London. 

For questions 1-6, tick A, B or C. 

1 Have you ever seen a James Bond film? What do you think of 
the gadgets - the special pens, watches and cameras that James 
Bond uses? 

Listening 

Science is great! 



Wtite a short description of something yeu 
use every day. Read it aloud and let everyone 
guess what it is. 
EXAMPLE: 
lt is made of metal and plastir; and is quite 
small. I use it every 11.ay. It has numbers on it. 
I use it to make appointments or find out 
informatian. 

1 I'd like for see you next weekend. 
2 I must to arrive home at 10.00. 

3 I would like sell my books. 
4 I want buy it. 
5 You can to go to a museum there. 
6 I have decided study chemistry. 
7 She should to visiting London. 
8 I hope see you soon. 
9 We need doing our homework tonight. 

10 We went to London see the London Eye. 

8 Here are some errors that candidates have 
made in the KET exam. Correct the sentences. 

We couldn't find the right house. 
You mustn't tell anyone. 

can I could 
must 
may I might 
shall I should 
will I would 

decide 
go 
hope 
learn 
need 
want 
would like 

• These modal verbs are followed by the 
infinitive without to: 

They decided to buy their son a pet. 
She went to see the new Bond film. 

• A number of verbs are followed by to+ 
infinitive: 

Correding mistakes 

7 Read this note from a friend. Correct the 
spelling mistakes and add commas, capital 
letters and full stops. 

6 Circle the correct word in these questions and 
then ask your partner the questions. 

1 How often do you make I go a noise when 
you have friends to visit? 

2 What job do you think you will get I make 
when you leave college? 

3 Do you find it easy to get I make friends? 
4 What do you usually watch I see on TV? 
5 When do you usually see I watch your 

friends? 
6 Have you seen I watched any interesting 

films this week? 

get TV 
make a noise 
watch a job 
see a film 

friends 

5 There are many words in English that go 
together. 

Match the verbs below with the nouns. 
Sometimes there is more than one answer. 

Vocabulary 



Sue: There's an extra science class on Tuesdays, isn't there? 
Joe: That one's for the under 14s. I'm in an older class - that's on Thursdays, and 

there's one on Mondays as well, but I play football then. 

The answer is C. 

2 Joe goes to an extra science class every A Monday. 
B Tuesday. 
C Thursday. 

Judy: The DVD that you wanted costs £16.00 in the supermarket. 
Sam: I know, but I was really lucky and got it for £15.00 from the video shop. Last 

week they were selling it for £19.50, so I'm really pleased. 

The answer is A. 

I Sam bought the DVD for A £15.00. 
B £16.00. 
c £19.50. 

Here are some example questions. Read the question and recording script. 
All three choices are mentioned in the recording script, but only one choice 
answers the question. 

Eef<Dr:e yw.u lis~en 
• Read through the questions earefully. You have 20 seconds t© do this. 
First listening 
• You. hear the conversarien twice s@ dGm't werry if you don't hear all the 

answers the fir.st time y,e>:u listen. 
• The first itime you. il:isten, 'tid~ f©U't answers OTh the questinn paper. You nave 

rime at the end elf the test ti© transfer y0l!lr answers to your answer sheet. 
Second listening 
• The second time you listen, eheek t0 make sure Y,GUt answers are correct. 
• Opposite is an example of the answer sheet for Pant 3. 

~ 
Part 3 

E:xiam advice 

In Part 3 of the Listening paper you must listen to a conversation. There are always 
two speakers, one male and one female. There are five questions (11-15), each with 
a choice of three answers (A, B or C). These choices can be numbers or words. 
You must choose the correct answer. There is also an example at the beginning. 

Multiple choice Listening Part 3 

I Exam folder g I 



12 Lynne learnt hew to use a computer A at home, D 
B at school. D 
C at university. D 

t3 Next year Lynne will get A four weeks' holiday. D 
B five weeks' holiday. D 
C sbe weeks' holiday. D 

14 Lynne is free A tn the morning. D 
B at lunchtime. D 
C in the afternoon. D 

15 Chris has bought Lynne A a computer game. D 
B a camera. D 
Ca watch. D 

11 At the moment Lynne is worklnq in A H@ri~ Kc;m~. D 
B NewYork. D 
C London. D 

Example: 
0 Lynne arrived home on A Monday. D 

B Wednesday. [ZJ 
C Saturday. D 

Ouestlons 11-15 

Listen to Ellie talking to Chris about Lynoe, his sister, 

For questions 11-15, tick (.!') A, B or C. 
You will hear the conversation twice. 

Part 3 



3 Match the sentences 1-10 with the responses A-J. 
(Some can be used more than once.) 

EXAMPLE: 1 H 

I I'm very tired. A You probably need an X-ray. 
2 I've got a terrible headache. B Why don't you go on a diet? 
3 I've got a cold. C Terrible. I think I'll stay in bed. 
4 I'm too fat. D Go and lie down. 
5 How do you feel today? E You need a hot lemon drink. 
6 My foot hurts. F Don't go running today. 
7 I've cut my hand. G You need a plaster. 
8 I've broken my arm. H Try going to bed earlier. 
9 I've got a sore throat. I Try not to talk. 

10 I've got stomach ache. J You should take an aspirin. c _ 

6 This shop sells things to 
make people feel better. 

1 A doctor helps people who 
feel like this. 
s .k. f:_ k 

2 This person helps people 
who are ill in hospital. 
n _ 

3 People telephone to ask this 
to take them to hospital. 
a _ 

4 It's important to take this if 
you want to get better. 
m _ 

5 If this is high, you feel ill. 
t _ 

The body 
1 ea d h 
2 air h 
3 n e kc 
4 mra 
5 nahds 
6 ckb a 
7 e g 1 
8 f 0 t 0 

2 Read the descriptions of 
words to do with health. 
What is the word for each 
one? The first letter is already 
there. 

The face 
9 r a e 

10 htmou 
11 seon 
12 ye e 

1 Put the letters in the right 
order to spell the name of a 
part of the body or face. 
Then match the words with 
the photos. 

EXAMPLE: head - d 

Vocabulary 

Keeping well!. 



EXAMPLE: He's gota brokenarm. 
We're here to make an appointment. 

1 Can you call an ambulance? 
2 Fruit and vegetables are very good for you. 
3 You should do some exercise every day. 
4 Watching TV all weekend is not good for you. 
5 Make sure you get enough sleep every night. 

Pronunciation 

When we speak we link together the consonant 
sound at the end of a word and the vowel sound 
at the beginning of the next word. 

7 LJ Listen and mark the linking in these 
sentences. 

1 I was last night at a big party. 
2 I'll come on Saturday shopping. 
3 We have been every day to the beach. 
4 I went after work to the chemist. 
5 They at night usually sleep well. 
6 I bought today some new trainers. 

6 Here are some errors that candidates have 
made in the KET exam. Correct the sentences. 

• In the recording in exercises the man said: 

Ring this number if you need to talk to the 
chemist at night. 

• The time phrase (at night) is used after the 
object (the chemist). 

• We usually use a time phrase either at the 
beginning of a sentence/clause or at the end. 

last Saturday we went running after school. 
We went running after school last Saturday. 

Information 
Date: 15th-21st December 

Bridges in Sandford 

Bridges' operung hours (Mon-Fri): 
(I) 8.45 am - . 

Nearest chemist when Bridges is closed 

Name of shop: (2) ········································································· 
Address: (3) The High Street, Dursley. 
Opposite: ( 4) ········································································· 
Telephone no: (5) ········································································· 

5 LJ You will hear some information about 
which chemists are open in the local area. 

Listen and complete questions 1-5. 

Listening 

4 Look at the pictures below. Tell your partner 
what the problem is. Your partner will give 
you some advice. 

Begin: I've ... 
Answer: You should ... I You need ... I 

Why don't you ... ? 



S ome of the ol. <lest 
people in the 
world are said to 

live in Azerbaijan. The 
most famous of all was 
Shirali Muslimov, who died on 
2 September 1973 at the age of 168. Today, doctors 
do not think this is possible, but he was a very old 
man - probably nearer 120 than 160! 

Another person who was 
once the oldest person in 

the world was Karnato 
Hongo -, She was born 
in 1887, in Japan, and 
died in 2003 at the 
age of 116. Karnato 
usually slept for two 

full days at a time and 
then was awake for two 

full days. She said to live a 
long life you mustn't 'think too much', and her 
favourite things were sugar, steak and green tea. 

Joan Riudavets Moll was born on 15 December 
1889, on the Balearic Island of Menorca. He still 
lives there, spending up to 14 hours a day asleep. 
Riudavets really wanted to be a doctor but he 
became a shoemaker, working at home in the family 
business. He has three daughters in all, with five 
grandsons and SL'X great-grandchildren. He rarely 
leaves his home. He thinks planes and electricity are 
the most important changes he has seen in his life. 
During his life he has played a lot of football - his 
favourite game - and still enjoys 
singing and playing the 
guitar. What does 
Joan Riudavets 
Moll say about 
living a long 
life? 'If you 
eat a little but 
often, you 
will live a 
long life.' 

2 Read the article quickly to find out who is the 
oldest person mentioned. 

Now read it again more slowly. Are sentences 1-8 
'Right' (A) or 'Wrong' (B)? If there is not enough 
information to answer 'Right' (A) or 'Wrong' (B), 
choose 'Doesn't say' (C). 

1 Doctors now think that Shirali Muslimov was 
probably younger than he thought he was. 
A Right B Wrong C Doesn't say 

2 Kamato Hongo lived a long life because she 
only ate vegetables. 
A Right B Wrong C Doesn't say 

3 Joan Riudavets Moll sleeps less now than he did 
when he was younger. 
A Right B Wrong C Doesn't say 

4 Joan's first job was working in a hospital. 
A Right B Wrong C Doesn't say 

5 Joan was married three times. 
A Right B Wrong C Doesn't say 

6 Joan spends most of his time in his house. 
A Right B Wrong C Doesn't say 

7 Joan remembers life without electricity. 
A Right B Wrong C Doesn't say 

8 Joan enjoyed playing football. 
A Right B Wrong C Doesn't say 

Reading 

1 Some people say that if you sleep about six to 
seven hours a night, you will have a long and 
happy life. How many hours a night do you sleep? 

A long and happy life 



Sleep and dreams 
• EveFy might we dream at 

least three times. Ask four 
of yemr classmates alliout 
their sleeping habits. 

[ D0 you sleep on your back, 
your side er y:~mr front? 

2 De> you remember your 
dreamsi 

3 OG> yol!l ever have bad 
dreams? 

4 What do f-Ol!l do if you 
wake up in the niight? 

5 What d0 you de if you.have 
:r>roblems g'ening to sieep? 

• Repost back to the dass. 

l 

1 cheaper 
2 fastter 
3 getting 
4 stoping 
5 waiting 
6 running 
7 thiner 
8 swiming 

The last letter isn't doubled if 
a word ends in 

• two consonants: 

help helped helping 

• two vowels and a 
consonant: 

need needed needing 

8 Are these words correct? 
Put a tick or a cross beside 
each one. 

7 Write a note to a friend about what you are going to do to 
become healthier. Say: 
- why you want to get fit 
- what you are going to do 
- when or how often you are going to do it. 

Write 25-35 words. 

If I don't ... 
If ... 

If I work harder, I will ... 
If I get up ... 

5 You are going on a camping holiday in the mountains with a 
friend. What problems do you think you may have? 

EXAMPLE: A: What will you do if you have an accident? 
B: I'll use my mobile phone to ring someone. 

6 Complete the sentences. 

4 too much stress 
5 having a holiday 
6 drinking lots of water 

1 eating hamburgers 
2 riding a motorbike 
3 working long hours 

4 We all need enough sleep at night. What other things will 
make you healthier? Talk to your partner about the things 
below and add two more ideas of your own. 
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• When the sentence begins with if, we often use a comma. We 
can also use if in the middle of a sentence without a comma. 

A I'll get a good job. 
B I'll travel round the world. 
C I'll sleep better at night. 
D I'll get fit 
E I won't be late for school. 
F I'll buy a TV for my bedroom. 

1 If I get up 7.00 o'clock, 
2 If I go swimming every day, 
3 If I work hard at school, 
4 If I save my money, 
5 If I win the lottery, 
6 If I drink less coffee, 

3 Match the sentences below. 

If+····························································································································································. 

• We use this structure to express a possible condition. 

• Find the sentence in the text which begins with If ... 
If .................................................................................................................................................................• 

• Which tenses are used? 

Grammar 
First conditional 



Patt 4 
21 A B C 

ODD 

22 88-th: 
23 A B C 

ODD 

24 ~M 
25 A B C 

DOD 

26 b~ 
27 A B C 

DOD 

help but Jimmy was too ill. Tuckett finally 
talked by radio to a doctor in Perth, a city 
1500 km away. The doctor took ten days 
to arrive. He travelled by car, by horse 
and on foot and when he arrived, he 
found that Jimmy was already dead. 

Flynn saw that planes could really help 
people in the outback. He wrote about 
his idea for a 'Flying Doctor' in 1917 but 
it wasn't until 1928 that one actually 
took off. By the 1930s there was a Flying 
Doctor plane in every part of Australia. 

John Flynn was born in Australia in 1880. His 
father was a schoolteacher. John studied hard 
and in 1911 he left the city of Melbourne and 
went to work in South Australia for the 
Presbyterian Church. The church wanted to help 
the sheep farmers who lived in the outback - the 
countryside area many kilometres from towns 
and cities. They built a number of small hospitals 
and found nurses to work in them. But at 
that time there were only two doctors in all of 
South Australia. 

One story Flynn often told was of Jimmy Darcy. 
One day Jimmy had an accident on his farm so 
friends took him to see F.W. Tuckett, who worked 
at the post office at Halls Creek. It was a journey 
of 22 km. Tuckett was the only person in the area 
who knew anything about medicine. He tried to 

The Flying 
Doctor 

Questions 21-27 

Read the article. about a famous Australian man, called John Flynn. 

For questions 21-27, mark A, B or Con your answer sheet. 

Part 4 

• Read the artide~s) all the way thr.o:ugh befose yeu the read the questions. 
• Don't worry if there is a word )r©U d0dt understand, 
• Read each question very carefully. The questions are i.nl the mrd:ef in which y©tl 

will fiad the answers in the artide(s). 
• llNdedin.e the place in the artieleis) where you find the answer, 
• Mark your answer cm ycmr answer sheet, tJpfH»site is an example 0f the answer 

sheet for Part 4. 

Exam advice 

In Part 4 of the Reading and Writing paper you must read one long article or three 
short articles. There are seven questions (21-27) and an example at the beginning. Each 
question has a choice of three answers (A, B or C). You must choose the correct answer. 

Multiple choice Reading Part 4 

I Exam folder 10 I 
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A to give Jimmy some medicine 
B to go with Jimmy to the city 
C to use a radio to @et Melp for Jimmy 

A. He travelled too slowly to save Jimmy. 
B He had problems with his car. 
C He didn't knew the way to Halls Creek. 

A 1917. 
B 1§28. 
c H930. 

A a city. 
B the countryside. 
C a small town. 

A The nurses weren't very good. 
B There werre rre hospitals. 
C There weren't enough doeters .. 

A He lived at Halls Greek. 
B He was a farmer. 
C He was often ill. 

A He helped sick peeple, 
B He worked at a post office. 
C He was a doctor. 

27 The first Flying Doctor plane flew in 

26 What do we know about the doctor from Perth? 

25 What did F.W. Tuckett decide to do? 

24 Wh"lf did Jimmy and his friends go to see 
F.W. Tuckett? 

23 What does Flynn tell us about Jimmy? 

22 What was the problem in South Australia'? 

21 Flynn worked in 

Answer: I e I 6~~ I 

Example: 

0 John Flynn's [ob was A teaching at a school. 
B helping with sheep farming. 
C working for the church. 



EXAMPLE: 0 Ruth [ID 

People Ways of 
communicating 

l Mario D A email 
2 Anna D B fax 
3 Jack D C letter 
4 Tessa D D mobile phone call 
5 Paul's professor D E note 

F phone message 
G postcard 
H text 

For questions 1-5, write a letter (A-H) next to 
each person. 

Listening 
3 LJ Listen to Paul talking about how he has 

communicated some good news. Which way of 
communicating has he used for each person? 

2 Which ways of communicating are best in 
these situations? Decide on your answers, 
then talk to another student about them, 
using words from the word square. 

I Your friend in Australia has a birthday in a 
couple of days, so it's too late to post 
anything. 

2 You've heard that your cousin in another 
town is getting married. 

3 You can't meet your friends tonight and 
want to say sorry. 

4 You want to tell your family where you'll be 
this evening but no one is at home. 

5 You're on holiday and want to show your 
brother what the place is like. 

6 A friend who lives near you has just had 
some bad news. 

a I i 0 r 0 m a y i 
/w e n v e I 0 p e n 

r t f 0 c c b 0 s t 

i t a f e a i s r e 

t e x t i I I t i r 

'- e_ r n e v I e c n n 

n w e m e s s a g e 

0 c h a t 0 m r i t 
t 0 r i s e n d a I 

e t e I e p h 0 n e 

1 Find seventeen words to do with 
communicating in the word square (look ~ 
and t ). Use the pictures to help you. The first 
one has been done for you. 

Vocabulary 

~..l":...v:t...;~~· 
1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_J ~~~~~- 

~-- _,,,_.._t_.._,o;"""'"''-ro.n-. 
,.,,.""""""'...,_lMt>o.\1--l>r ... -. ....... 
~;:;...-..:;:.:::.- .... -:-..:::.='-':':::::;".::"".0:' 
~ry·~-"""'-\-io~·.,...·~·~-..,...."llol'<!~· .e 

V(D jv<J(D 

~- 

Let's communicate! 
:- E-Mail - - - .. _ ·- - - E-Mail 



8 Fill in the missing vowels. 

1 Have you rec __ ved an email 
from Jan yet? 

2 Here's a fr __ pen for you. They 
cost 6 euros __ ch in the shops! 

3 Canlsp __ ktoMrslee? 
4 What animals are in that 

f Id over there? 
5 I'm going to be away all next 

w k. 
6 I'd like a k_lo of apples. 

gmail been see 
easy mean tea 

these we 
police 
believe 
cgiling 

beginning middle end 

• The sound /i:/ is spelled in 
different ways in English. 

Dear MaYjare ta 
Hw are yov? With email, 1 don't v;rite 
too (1) letters nov;, bvt I'm 
sendin3 yov one (2) 1 tnov; yov lite 
to receive them. l 've bov3ht (3) . 

I beautihl stam{'S to fUt ( 4) the 
envelofe, too. (5) rny country, the 
rost o(+ice cften sells stamrs .shc.win_9 
M+erent birds, lite ( 6) . 1 thin!'.. 
the/re 3reatl (7) one is your 
favourite? 
It- you 3et a comruter at home soon, 
( 8) you hove an email address? 

Please let (9) tnov; about that. 

My mum and dad and (10) else in 
the family send you their best v;ishes. 

Love, 

A_9nes 

7 Complete this letter. Write ONE 
word for each space. 

I You can call me at my cell phone: 22 59 67 81. 
2 I'll meet you on the supermarket in West Street. 
3 I'm in holiday now in Istanbul. 
4 You can stay on my house. 
5 The hotel is at the centre of the town. 
6 We live on a new house in Magka. 
7 On the walls there are some posters. 
8 If you are interested, find me at room 12. 
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6 Here are some errors that candidates have made with 
prepositions in the KET exam. Correct the sentences. 
One sentence is correct. 

at work 1 a.!-. home 
2 the floor 
3 Argentina 
4 New Street 
5 25 Broad Street 
6 Madrid 
7 the bus stop 

on m 1 at 

5 Complete each phrase with a preposition from the box 
and add another similar phrase of your own. 

In the recording, you heard several phrases with 
prepositions, for example, I got your fax at work this 
morning. 

Grammar Prepositions of place 

::;: 
I Conlgraltullaltions on the new job! 
2 I didn't have your el mail address. 
3 I left a messlage on her anlswerlphone. 
4 Yes, in Arlgenltilna. 
5 Relmemlber to phone your prolfesslor and tell him. 
6 The numlber at his ulnilverlsilty has changed. 
7 I bought one of that Molrocclan carlpet we saw at the 

mulselum. 

Pronunciation 
4 Fi 1· . th o D isten agarn to e parts of the recording below. For the 

words broken into syllables, put a star to mark which 
syllable is stressed. 



09 B before c smce 
1 A This B Them C These 
2 A on B 1n c at 
3 A another B others c other 
4A to B until c for 
SA more B much c many 
6A lS B has c was 
7A its B their c her 
8 A bring B bringing C brought 

The history of ~ 

Cornish· 

By the end of the 19th century, Cornish was no longer 
spoken. But a man called Henry Jenner studied the 
language and (8) it back to life. Now, you can 
even learn Cornish on the internet! 

language and lots saw Cornish only as the language of 
poor people. 

Brittany 
France 

Cornish grew like a modern European language 
( 4) the 17th century, when English became 
(5) important in Cornwall than earlier. English 
(p) used to buy and sell things and because of 
that, Cornish people began to think badly of (7) .. 

A round 4000 years (O) ,the group of 
.lil.tanguages now called the Celtic languages 
started to develop. (1) languages then became 
two different groups. Cornish, Welsh and Breton - the 
language spoken (2) north-west France - are 
one group, and Irish and Scots Gaelic are part of the 
(3) . 

3 Read this article about the Cornish language. 
Choose the best word for each space, A, B 
or C. 

2 Are there more or fewer dialects in your 
country today than 20 years ago? Why? 

Reading 

1 Do you speak another language or dialect at 
home or with friends? Do your grandparents? 

Different languages I 



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
9.00 

Friday 

10.00 

11.00 

12.00 

1.00 
LUNCH 

2.00 

3.00 German 
Conversaiion 

What do they speak in ••• ? 
• Get into twe teams (and close your booksl). 

Your teacher will give each ef you a number. 
• When your number is called, say the name of 

a country, The person with the same number 
on the opposite team must tell you any one 
language which is spoken in that country. 
EXAMPLE: Team A person: Belgium 

Team B person: Flemish 

• Score one point fOF your team for every 
language you name correctly. 

country I nationality I language(s) spoken 

Argentina Argentinian 

Brazil Brazilian 

Chile Chilean 

France French 

Greece Greek 

Italy Italian 

Mexico Mexican 

Morocco Moroccan 

Switzerland Swiss 

6 How many languages do you know the names 
of? Remember that sometimes the word used 
for the language is the same word as the 
nationality. Complete the table. 

Conversation 
Reading 
Listening 

EXAMPLE: 
A: Which day does she have 

German conversation? 
B: On Monday. 
A: What time? 
B: At three o'clock. 

Grammar 
Writing 

Do the same for these classes 
in each language: 

5 Lara studies German and Russian. Ask and 
answer questions to complete her timetable, 
using prepositions of time. Student B should 
turn to page 133 now. 

Student N.s questions 

• Which day ... German/Russian Conversation? 
• What time? 
• When ... free? 

periods of time the weekend 

0···::· page 146 

............... ten o'clock I 10.00 
............... breakfast 

······-·-······ Easter 

• We use with: 
times 
meals 
festivals 

............... New Year's Day 

............... 1 March 2004 
special days 
dates 

years 
centuries 
seasons 
months 
parts of the day 

• We use with: 
days of the week Saturday 

............... 1953 

............... the 20th century 
............... (the) summer 
............... November 
............... the afternoon 

4 Check your understanding by filling in the 
missing prepositions of time: at, in, on. 

• We use --············· with: 

Grammar Prepositions of time 



4 Rewrite answer 4, correcting the errors. Write between 25 and 35 words. 

3 Correct any wrong prepositions in the answers and underline other errors. 

2 Decide which answer is the best and which is the worst. Explain why. 

A when you can meet your friend Pat on Saturday 
B who you will invite to go shopping with you on Saturday 
C where you suggest meeting your friend Pat on Saturday 
D what you would like to buy on Saturday 
E how you will get to the shopping centre on Saturday 

Dear Pat: L hu/1K i-f- is a !Ye.a-t 
idea -f-o !JO sfiopp1/31 -f-03efner. we 
CJY.:Jld mee-f- 1/1 fne bus s-f-op at: 

1:1...- o'clcxl«. ill fne IY!or11i113 L1d 

liKe -f-o buy sone 1)8(?s See you 

Soon. Claudio 

Ye.SJ I c.om;vi3 w;+1,i jou +o 
sl-iopp;Vj OV1 Sa+urd~. I '11 rrobably 
be f;_,ee a+ +1-ie luvic.k We II meet 
us +o +1-ie sl-iopp;vi3 c.evi+re ;V1 
+owvi. I wavi+ +o bu/ me +wo 
+roUSeTS avid a +op. Perl-iapsJ I 
wavi+ +o buj also a robe. Avid joUJ 
wl-ia+ do ;ou Wavi+ +o bu/? 
i:=rom /our bes+ f,.,.;evid 
s11v;e 

4 3 

T>eor Pat: I will qo ~or two hovrs. I 

wi 11 meet with John ond I wi 11 wont 
bvy o red bic,yc, le. 'f ovr friend 

2 Dear Pai· 
I '11 be free a+ 10 a.m. We cer. mee-t 

us +o Paul's c.affe. I 
0d 

lik..e +o bu'j 

a sk..i(-t. See 'jou on Sa-tu(da'j. 

Love An'ja 

I 

1 Look at these KET answers and decide what three things the candidates 
were asked to write about. Choose from A-E in the box below. 

In Part 9 (Question 56) of the Reading and Writing paper, you must write 
about three different things, using between 25 and 35 words. Sometimes, as in 
Writing folder 3 (see page 72), you will have to reply to a message from a 
friend. Sometimes there will just be instructions about what you have to write. 

Short message Writing Part g 

I Writing folders I 



You are going to meet your friend Jan at the cinema tomorrow. Write an email to Jan. 

Say: 

• when you will meet at the cinema 
• which film you want to see 
• why Jan would enjoy this film. 

Write 25-35 words. 
Write your email on the answer sheet. 

Question §6 

Part 9 

~ Part 9 (Ouestron 56):. Write yow answer betow. 

• Read the question earefully and underline the three things you have t0 
write about. 

• Make some quick notes. 
• Include an opening formula like Dear ... @F Hi ... with the name. 
• Write a rough answer ©n the question paiper first. 
• Make sure you write enough words (arourrcd 35 is best). 
• Use informal English beeause y©u are writin~ te a friend. 
• R:ememb>e:i; t(j) sign the message with y@ur first name at the end. 
• Try to include diffel'.emt nouns and adjectives t© shew your language range. 
• «:heck gramnaar; spelliN·g, punctuation aad use 0f capitai letters. 
• Wtite yeur final answer on y0ur answer sheet. Below is an exampit~ of the 

answer sheet for Part 9~ 

Exam advice 



present simple D 
present continuous D 
past simple D 
past continuous D 
present perfect D 
future with will D 

6 Tick any tenses you have used in your 
sentences in exercise 5. 

5 Who are the most famous man and woman in 
your country today? Write sentences about 
them, saying: 

- when and where they were born 
- what has happened in their lives 
- how they became famous 
- what they are doing at the moment 
- what their lives will be like in five years' time. 

4 Circle the correct tense. 

1 I think David Beckham <f_ill not plqp! does 
not play again for Manchester United. 

2 In October 2003, Arnold Schwarzenegger 
has become I became Governor of California. 

3 Kelly Osbourne has given I gave many 
concerts in different countries. 

4 During Real Madrid's tour of China in July 
2003, large numbers of fans welcomed I were 
welcoming David Beckham everywhere. 

5 Arnold Schwarzenegger hurt his back once 
during filming, when he fell off a rock he 
was climbing I climbed. 

6 Kelly Osbourne fights I is fighting with her 
younger brother Jack quite a lot. 

G···::· page 146 

Grammar 
Review of tenses 

3 With a partner, answer the questions below by 
choosing A, B or C. 

A David Beckham 
B Kelly Osbourne 
C Arnold Schwarzenegger 

1 Who was born in 1975? 
2 Who was born in a small village in Austria? 
3 Who became famous because of a television 

programme on MTV? 
4 Who won competitions for having a strong 

body? 
5 Who bought a $75,000 watch but never 

wears it? 

2 Are you interested in famous people? 
Who are you a fan of? How do you find out 
about them? 

1 Who are these people? Why are they famous? 
Will they still be famous 
in five years' time? 
Why? I Why not? 

Famous people 



5 Jenna's friends in England 
A never receive emails from her. 
B haven't visited her yet. 
C aren't happy about her move. 

6 Jenna is having problems learning Spanish 
because 
A her lessons at school are too hard. 
B everyone speaks English to her. 
C she can't stop using French words. 

7 Jenna thinks the best thing about Beckham 
is how 
A he plays football. 
B he loves his children. 
C he enjoys being famous. 

8 Find examples in the article of the tenses 
listed in exercise 6. 

mixing the two. It'll be easier when 
I start at my new school. 

Becks is playing really well in 
Spain, which keeps my dad happy! 
What I love most about him is that 
he's a big family man. Being 
famous hasn't changed him. I'm 
having a great time in Spain and I'd 
really like to meet Seeks one day.' 

1 During the years that David Beckham 
played for Manchester United, 
A Jenna always liked him. 
B Jenna's mother followed his team. 
C Jenna's father drove to his matches. 

2 Who had the idea of moving to Spain? 
A Jenna 
B Jenna's father 
C Jenna's brother 

3 Jenna's family bought the house in Alicante 
A after they sold their house in Cornwall. 
B before Beckham signed for Real Madrid. 
C when Jenna's father was working in 

Barcelona. 
4 The house in Alicante has 

A an apartment downstairs. 
B a bathroom in every bedroom. 
C two swimming pools. 

IN 2003, 14-year-old Jenna spoke to a journalist of ours about 
moving to Spain. 

'I've only been a Beckham fan for a couple of years but my dad always loved 
seeing him play at Manchester United. It took him ten hours to get there by 
car from Cornwall! Mum also follows Becks now. When she and I heard he 
was leaving to play in Spain, I said, 'Let's move to Spain!' Dad agreed to 
come but my older brother decided to stay in England. He's still living in 
our house there. 

At first we didn't know if Becks would play for Barcelona or Madrid, so my 
parents bought a place in Alicante. It's only about three hours away from 
both cities. Our new home has three bedrooms and two bathrooms on one 
floor, and there's a flat with another two bedrooms and bathrooms under 
that. There's a pool, too. 

My friends in England will come and visit for my birthday in February. They 
think I'm a bit mad but they're pleased for me too. I email them all the 
time. It's great to live in another country and learn a new language, but I'm 
finding Spanish quite difficult. I learned French in England and I keep 

nw> UT 
7 Read the article about a David Beckham fan called Jenna. 

Then answer the questions by choosing A, B or C. 

Reading 



Listening 
3 n You will hear a girl called Ruth 

phoning a radio station about a prize 
she has won. Listen and complete 
questions 1-5. 

(I) . 
(2) April 

(3) 4? Road 

(4) . 
(5) ································· 

Prize: trip to 

Type of transport: 
Latest date to travel: 

Radio station's address: 
Day to visit the office: 
Time to arrive: 

2 You have won a competition. Your prize 
is to visit the city of your choice with 
one other person. Who will you take? 
Where will you go? Why? 

1 Do you believe that some people have 
better luck than others? Why? I Why not? 

5 Now it's your turn to ask questions. 
Student A should turn to page 133. 
Student B should turn to page 134. 

Speaking 

1 What have I won? 
2 When do we have to use them by? 
3 Will you send me the tickets? 
4 Where are you? 
5 When shall I come? 
6 What time? 

Pronunciation 
4 n Listen again to how Ruth asks 

these questions. Underline the word 
she stresses most in each one. 



Millionaire quiz 
Answer your teacher's questions and win money for your team! 

1 There's a TV programme about jazz at nine o' . 
2 Can I borrow your to wear to the theatre? 
3 Let's phone the office now and get some 

............................... for the festival. 
4 How are you? You've won first prize again! 
5 This and rice dish is wonderful. ls there any more? 

s 
t e k c c c 

n e 
h c 

k c t i 
k 

0 
y u cik k j 

c 

8 Sort the letters in these words and use them in the sentences 
below. 

0 0 b 
9 i a 

k n t e 

• If the vowel before the !kl sound 
is short, the spelling is 'ck': 
Beckham luck 

• With a short double vowel before 
the /k/ sound, there is no 'c': 
cook 

• If the vowel sound is long, there 
is no 'c': break like 

• If a vowel is followed by a 
consonant, there is 
no 'c': milk hank 

7 Read the sentences about a teenage millionaire. Choose the best word 
(A, B or C) for each space. 

I Jason Richards has always to play computer games. 
A enjoyed B loved C invited 

2 When he was 15, he had a good for a new game. 
A example B study C idea 

3 Jason went to several computer to talk about his game. 
A stations B companies C houses 

4 Nobody was in selling Jason's game. 
A interested B ready C pleased 

5 Jason to sell his game himself on the internet. 
A thought B agreed C decided 

6 In less than a year, Jason over £1,000,000 in sales. 
A earned B paid C spent 

c _ 
h _ 

S _ 
k 

s _ 

Reading 

I You can describe your best friend as this. 
2 Those who help other people are said to be this. 
3 This word describes someone who is not married. 
4 Anyone who gets top marks at school is this. 
5 If you are laughing, this is how you will feel. 

6 Read the descriptions of some adjectives about people. What is the word 
for each one? What is the adjective in the yellow box? Explain what it means. 

Vocabulary 



M artinique is the largest island on the area of 
the Eastern Caribbean. Over 300,000 

people live at the island - many on the capital city, 
Fort-de-France. People speak French and it is 
taught on schools. 

The mountains on Martinique are old volcanos. 
The highest one is Mount Pelee, which is 1 ,397 
metres high. At 1902, Mount Pelee erupted and 
about 30,000 people were killed. 

The weather at Martinique is warm and quite wet 
- perfect for the farmers to grow bananas in their 
land. Bananas from Martinique are sent all over 
the world, so look at the bananas on your fruit 
bowl. If they are from Martinique, they will have a 
blue sticker in them. 

3 Correct any wrong prepositions in this text 
about the island of Martinique. 

1 buy a new mobile \ invite all my friends 
2 get a Saturday job visit some new websites 
3 become famous go out clubbing 
4 eat more healthily be able to send photos 
5 have a party earn some money 
6 do all my homework get a cup of coffee 
7 go on the internet feel better 
8 take a break soon build a house with a pool 

B A 

EXAMPLE: If I buy a new mobile, I'll be able to 
send photos. 

2 Match a phrase from A with a phrase 
from B and make conditional sentences. 

Grammar 

1 Ask and answer these questions with a 
partner. 

1 Why do people go on diets? 
2 What will you do if you pass KET? 
3 Where is the city of Salamanca? 
4 Which film actors or directors have won an 

Oscar? 
5 Who do you think you will see next 

weekend? 
6 How much fruit do you eat in a week? 
7 When is your birthday? 
8 What time will today's lesson finish? 

Speaking 

u NITS 17-20 Revision 



I Heidi and Lorna can come as well. A 
2 It was amazing and I couldn't believe it! 
3 Could I borrow your CD player? 
4 It'll be on Saturday 15th November, starting 

at 8.30pm. 
5 Tom Cruise walked by just in front of me. 
6 I was looking at a painting in an art gallery. 

You would like to invite your friend to a 
party. 
Write an email to your friend, saying: 
• when you are going to have the party 
• who else you have invited 

' • what you would like your friend to bring. 

B 

4 By mistake, I chose the TV channel. 
A bad B wrong C open 

5 My sister was very angry when she . 
a gardening programme on the tape and 
no tigers! 
A found B turned C kept 

C set 

3 Because of this, I the video to record 
her programme. 
A put B cut 

You saw someone famous when you were 
in your capital city last week. 
Write an email to your friend, saying: 
• which famous person you saw 
• where you were at the time 
• how you felt. 

A 

6 Read questions A and Band decide which 
sentences (l-6 below) go with each question. 
Then put each set of sentences in order, 
adding a few more words to make a 35-word 
email that answers each question. 

Writing 

C take B look 

4 Decide which word is the odd one out. 

I laptop internet robot chatroom 
2 ear mouth eye back 
3 email letter postcard envelope 
4 German Japanese Italian Spanish 
5 prize exam compeution test 
6 lucky happy special ready 

5 Read the sentences about recording a TV 
programme. Choose the best word (A, B or C) 
for each space. 

I My sister me to video a programme 
about tigers for her. 
A invited B asked C decided 

2 I wanted to something else at the 
same time. 
A watch 

Vocabulary 



What is your least favourite free time physical 
activity? 

three times a week 

less than once a week 

every day 

once a week 

How often do you do a physical activity? 

something else 

tennis 

running 

swimming 

skateboarding 

What is your favourite free time physical 
activity? 

football 

- 

- - 
- - _- 

- 

Group B 

Add some more questions here: 

Add some more questions here: 

What is your least favourite free time activity 
at home? 

reading books 

seeing friends 

something else 

playing CDs 

playing chess 

playing computer games 

What is your favourite free time activity 
at home? 

How often do you watch TV? 

every night only at weekends not often 

Group A 

6.2 Activity 

Questionnaire 

What makes you laugh? 

Favourite place(s) 

Favourite music 

Address 

Age 

Name 

1.2 Activity 

Extra material· 



Now turn to page 130 to find your score. 

8 Who do you like to go on holiday with? 
A no one - I prefer to be alone 
B my best friend 
C my family 

4 What type of holiday do you like? 
A staying at home doing nothing 
B activity holidays such as sailing 
C lying on a far away beach and 

dancing all night 

7 Do you send postcards? 
A no - never 
B yes - to everyone I know 
C yes - to a few friends 

3 You win the lottery- where will you go? 
A to Disney World for a month 
B to an expensive hotel in my country 
C on a trip round the world 

6 What do you buy on holiday? 
A presents for all your friends 
B one or two souvenirs 
C some sweets for yourself 

2 How many countries have you visited? 
A two 
B none 
C six or more 

5 Your hotel room isn't very nice. Do you 
A complain to the manager? 
B not worry about it? 
C not notice? 

l How often do you go on holiday? 
A hardly ever 
B once a year 
C twice a year or more 

9.2 Activity 



Stay-at-Home 8-11 points 
You quite like going away, but you prefer to 
be with people you know. You are also happy 
at home. You believe holidays should be 
relaxing. 

Happy Tourist 12-20 points 
You like to go to new places. You enjoy quiet 
holidays with a few friends and you prefer 
not to spend too much money. 

Key 
1 Al B2 c 3 
2 A2 B 1 C3 
3 A2 B 1 C3 
4 Al B2 C3 
5 A3 B2 c 1 
6 A3 B2 c 1 
7 Al B3 C2 
8 A3 B2 c 1 

World Traveller 21-24 points 
You really like holidays and enjoy 
everything about them: buying presents, 
seeing friends and having fun. But 
remember, you can have fun at home too! 

1 j 

9.2 Activity 



... Don't forqet your shorts and rrainers' 

CoHe.ge Sports Pield on 
satu rday 12 June ( 10 .. 0·0"""73.~Q) 

Footba!l, volleyball and 
runrrinq foreveryone . 

to be held on the 
' - 

._. 
College Sports Day 

11.1 Exercise 10 

*where? 

*what/ do? 

* price I adult? 

* open I all year? 

* place I eat? 

Holiday Centrte 

Candidate B questions 

Exam folder s 
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--- --- 
• where? 
DAY TRIP FOR STUDENTS 

16.2 Exercise 2 
Student A questions 

• what I see? 
• cinema I open? 
• eat? 
• what I address? 
• student ticket I £? 

Candidate A questions 

Exam folder 5 

Cinema 



20.2 Exercise s 
Student A questions 
Ask Student B about his/her favourite holiday place. 

What favourite holiday place? 
Where ? 
How get there? 
What like best about it? 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

9.00 GermQ/I Russ1M RussiM 
Gr()f)1mar Ren.d.11'13 G rommor 

10.00 GerlYIQ/I RussiM 
wriht13 wrtht13 

11.00 RussiM 
Cot'Jversahol'I 

12.00 Russ1M GermQ/I 
Lisf-et'lil'l!J Ren.d.11'13 

1.00 
LUNCH 

2.00 GermO/i 
Lisf-et'lil'l!J 

3.00 GermM 
CoNersahot'I 

19.2 Exercise s 



RA MATERIAL 

20.2 Exercise 5 
Student B questions 
Ask Student A about his/her luckiest moment. 

What was your luckiest moment? 
When happen? 
Why happen? 
How feel? 
What do afterwards? 

Only £12.50 for students at this school! 

Price includes lunch and return coach journey 

Free time tor shopping or visiting the beach 

Saturday 7 April (book by Wednesday 4 April) 

HAVE FUN ON OUR SCHOOL TRIP 
TO BRIGHTON 

- - -- 
16.2 Exercise 2 
Student B answers 



Wh- questions in the present 
• With be, have got and can, the verb comes 

after the question word. 
What's the time? 
Who have you got in your maths class? 
How can I get to your house? 

• With other verbs, do or does comes after the 
question word. The subject comes next and 
the main verb comes after the subject. 
Why do you want my phone number? 
When does Jana get home? 

Suggestions 
• We use Why don't/ doesn't ... to make 

suggestions. 
Why don't we meet at school? 
Why doesn't Ruth come with us? 

• We also use How about ... to make suggestions. 
(Use the -ingverb after.) 
How about seeing a film tonight? 

IB Make Wh- questions. 

I When I meet me I can 
When c.a.n yotA meet me? 

2 How I get to school I do 
3 Where I your house I is 
4 What I in your bag I have got 
5 Why I angry I are 
6 Who I know I Ingrid I does 

Unit 1 
Yes/No questions in the present 
• With have got, the have comes first and got 

comes after the subject. 
Have you got any money with you? 

• With be, the verb comes first. 
Is Giulio one of your friends? 

• With can, the verb comes first. 
Can I borrow your music magazine? 

• With other verbs, we start the question with 
Do or Does and the main verb comes after the 
subject. 
Do you want a cup of coffee? 
Does Sandro help you with your homework? 

IA Change the word order to make Yes/No 
questions. 

I got I my CD I you I have 
Have !:fOtA got my CD? 

2 tomorrow I your sister I come I can 
3 Carmen and Maria I are I Brazil I from 
4 like I dogs I you I do 
5 it I time I to go I is 
6 Arturo I catch I does I the same bus 

Grammar folder 



3 Complete the sentences using the verb in 
brackets. 

I I Pref~ ... (prefer) coffee to tea. 
2 Pete really (hate) carrots? 
3 Both Katie and Jack (love) 

chocolate. 
4 My brother (not eat) vegetables. 
5 Rachel (go) to restaurants three 

times a week. 
6 you usually (go) to a 

party on New Year's Eve? 
7 Supermarkets (not sell) 

computers. 

I/You/We/They don't eat (do not eat) potatoes. 
He/She/It doesn't drink (does not drink) water. 

negative 

What do I/you/we/they eat? 
What does he/she/it drink? 

question 

I/You/We/They drink coffee. 
He/She/It drinks water. 

affirmative 

Unit 3 
Present simple 
We use the present simple to talk about: 

• what we do every day 
I have breakfast at 7.30 am. 

• facts 
Newsagents sell magazines. 
Cats eat fish. 

• We use some with uncountable nouns in 
affirmative sentences. 
I've got some toothpaste. 

• We use some with countable nouns in 
affirmative sentences. 
That shop has got some new computer games for 
sale. 

• We use some for a request. 
Can I look at some trainers? 

• We always use any in negative sentences. 
We don't sell any newspapers. 

• We usually use any in questions. 
Have you got any city maps? 

2 Complete the sentences with some or any. 

I I'd like ... S..O..fJl.f:: tennis balls, please. 
2 There aren't DVDs to borrow. 
3 Have you got shops near your flat? 
4 Can I buy apples? 
5 I want lemon shampoo. 
6 Is there juice left? 
7 We've got small sizes in the sale. 
8 Do you get emails advertising things? 

Unit 2 
Some/any 



- 

~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ 
- - - - 

4 Complete the sentences using the verb in 
brackets in the past simple. 

1 How long .... d.id-. .. .!f.0.f!.: .... ?..f:{yJ. ..... (you stay) in 
London? 

2 (you enjoy) the boat trip? 
3 The coach (not arrive) 

back at school on time. 
4 My mother (make) me 

some sandwiches to take on the trip. 
5 We (travel) to Rome by 

plane. 
6 What (Lyn see) when she 

............................................... (go) to New York? 
7 He (not speak) Spanish 

at all on his holiday. 
8 Where (she buy) that 

souvenir? 

I/You/He/She/It/We/They didn't meet the king. 

Did I/you/he/she/it/we/they meet the king? 
Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they did. 
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/they didn't (did not). 

question 

I/You/He/She/It/We/They met the king. 

Irregular verbs, e.g. meet 

Many verbs are irregular in the past tense, for 
example meet- met. See the list on page 151. 

I/you/he/she/it/we/they didn't arrive (did not 
arrive) home. 

negative 

Did I/you/he/she/it/we/they arrive home? 
Yes, I/you/he/she/it/we/they did. 
No, I/you/he/she/it/we/they didn't (did not). 

question 

Regular verbs, e.g. arrive 

I/He/She/It wasn't (was not) right. 
You/We/They weren't (were not) right. 

negative 

Was I/he/she/it right? 
Were you/we/they right? 
Yes, I/he/she/it was. 
Yes, you/we/they were. 
No, I/he/she/it wasn't (was not). 
No, you/we/they weren't (were not). 

question 

You/We/They were right. 
I/He/She/It was right. 

affirmative 

• past states 
It was a long journey. 
He liked China. 

The verb be 

Unit 4 
Past simple 
We use the past simple to talk about: 
• things that happened in the past 

He travelled around the world. 
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Theme parks in the USA are bigger than the ones 
in the UK. 
My ticket was more expensive this year than last. 
I think Disneyland is the best theme park. 

6 Complete these sentences with either the 
comparative or the superlative form of the 
adjective in brackets. 

I The park was b..U..S..~ . 
(busy) on Saturday than on Sunday. 

2 It's (expensive) for 
children to get into the park than it is for 
adults. 

3 The ride I went on was 
............................................................... (tall) in the park. 

4 My uncle is (rich) 
than I am so he paid for my trip to 
Disneyland Paris. 

5 It was (sunny) on 
Tuesday than it was on Monday. 

6 The (popular) ride 
was Inferno. 

7 The ride was (fast) 
in the park. 

8 The theme park was 
............................................................... (expensive) than 
the one I usually go to. 

9 Some theme parks are 
. (good) than others. 

10 The hotel I stayed in was 
............................................................... (bad) in the area. 

short words 
tall taller the tallest 
big bigger the biggest 
easy easier the easiest 
long words 
expensive more/less the most/least 

expensive expensive 

exceptions 
good better the best 
bad worse the worst 

adjective comparative superlative 

Comparative and superlative adjectives 
U·nit 6 

1 Dogs like going for long walks 4r!d. also 
playing with sticks. 

2 My cat is getting old, she still 
chases birds. 

3 I took my dog to the vet she was 
ill. 

4 The elephants I saw in India worked in the 
early morning slept in the 
afternoon. 

5 I live in a flat, I can't have a pet. 
6 Would you like a cat as a pet . 

would you prefer a dog? 

5 Complete these sentences using and, but, or or 
because. 

• We use and when we want to add one fact or 
idea to another. 
I saw a polar bear and there were two cubs with 
her. 

• We use but when there is a contrast between 
the two facts or ideas. 
I saw a polar bear but he was asleep. 

• We use or when there is a choice or an 
alternative fact or idea. 
You can go to the zoo or stay at home. 

• We use because to say why things happen. 
I gave the penguin some fish because it was 
hungry. 
Because the penguin was hungry, I gave it some 
fish. 

We use conjunctions to join two clauses or 
sentences to make one longer sentence. 

Sentence A Polar bears weigh from 350 to 
650kg. AND 

Sentence B Polar bears are two and a half 
metres to three metres long. 

Polar bears weigh from 350 to 650 kg and are two 
and a half to three metres long. 

Unit 5 
Conjunctions 
and but or because 



I can can't couldn't had to may must I 

1 Giacomo didn't know how to find the 
cmema. 
Giacomo ..... <!>.'!.'fl.::Y!.'.~ ..... find the cinema. 

2 Perhaps I'll come to the theatre tonight. 
I come to the theatre tonight. 

3 Please wear a white shirt and black trousers 
at tonight's concert. 
You wear a white shirt and 
black trousers at tonight's concert. 

4 Sorry, but I'm busy next Friday . 
I go out with you next Friday. 

5 The front door of the club was locked. 
We use the back door of the 
club. 

6 I know how to play the drums. 
I play the drums. 

8 Complete the sentences using each modal 
verb once only. 

• In the present, we use can to talk about ability. 
I can ride a bike. ( = I know how to ride a bike.) 
I can't drive. ( = I don't know how to drive.) 

• In the past tense, we use could and couldn't. 
Sam could play the guitar before he was 12. 
He couldn't read music when he was at school. 

• In the present, we use must to talk about 
obligation. 
You must finish your homework before you go 
out. 

• In the past, we cannot use must. Instead, we 
use had to. 
I had to queue for twenty minutes at the cinema. 

may 

• We use may to talk about possibility. 
I may come with you tonight. 

can and could 

must 

·unit 8 
Modal verbs 1 

1 Helena fl!.a.§. 1&9k.if.Jg a.j;_ (look at) 
jackets when I f'fl.ef... (meet) her. 

2 I (try on) my new 
dress when the zip (break) . 

3 John (queue) to pay 
when he (remember) 
his wallet was at home. 

4 Martina (choose) her 
meal when the fire alarm 
....................................................... (go off). 

5 Maria (study) in the garden 
when it (begin) to rain. 

6 When my friend (phone), 
I (have) a shower, so she 
............................................... (leave) me a message. 

Unit 7 
Simple and continuous tenses 

• We use the present continuous to talk about 
something temporary, that is true now but not 
in general. Compare these sentences: 
I'm wearing a skirt today because I've got an 
interview. 
I usually wear jeans. 

• We can use the past continuous to talk about a 
temporary situation in the past. Compare this 
with the past simple, which we use for a 
completed action: 
Most people were wearing Roma shirts at last 
week's match. 
Roma won last week's match 2-0. 

• We also use the past continuous to talk about 
something which continued before or after 
another action. 
I was shopping for shoes when my mobile phone 
rang. 

7 Put the verbs in brackets in the correct past 
tense. 



9 Use be going to or will in these sentences. 

1 I a.!!!. .. go.?ng tr?. go to Sicily for my 
holidays next month - I already have my 
ticket. 

2 Congratulations! I hear you and Theresa 
. get married. 

3 What do you think you . 
study when you go to university? 

4 I have a party on 
Saturday - do you want to come? 

5 The Lunar Hotel .. 
probably be the first hotel in space. 

6 Claire thinks she . 
definitely go abroad next year. 

7 Maria take her driving 
test next week and she's very nervous. 

8 I don't think people . 
enjoy living on the moon very much. 

9 I think air travel become 
much cheaper in the future. 

10 Maria buy a new camera 
to take with her on holiday. 

One day people will live on Mars. 

• We often use will with sentences beginning I 
think ... and with adverbs like certainly (100%), 
definitely (100%), probably (about 70%) and 
possibly (about 40%). 
I think I will/I'll get a holiday job next year. 
I will/I'll probably work in a hotel. 
I don't think I'll earn a lot of money. 
I probably won't spend a lot of money. 

000 

I'm going to stay in a traditional house when I'm 
in Japan. 
He isn't going to spend a lot of money on an 
expensive hotel. 
Sam's going to take one small suitcase with him 
when he goes on holiday next week. 

Aren't I/we/you/they 
going to book a room? 

Isn't he/she 
Note: Am I not becomes Aren't I. 

question 

He/she/it isn't going to sleep in a tent. 
We/you/they aren't 

'm not 

negative 

going to walk up the hill? 
Am 
Is he/she/it 
Are you/we/they 

question 

Will/won't I/you/he/she/it/we/they travel? 

I/you/he/she/it/we/they will I will not (won't) travel. 

• We use will to give information about the 
future or guess what will happen in the future. 

The future with will 

am 
He/She/It is going to swim every day. 
You/We/They are 

affirmative 

Unit g 
The future with going to 
• We use to be going to to talk about plans and 

arrangements which are definite. 



Unit 11 
Verbs in the -ing form 
• The -ing form is added to the infinitive of the 

verb: 
play+ -ing =playing I enjoy playing tennis. 

• Different groups of verbs are followed by a 
verb in the -ing form: 
- verbs of liking and disliking: 

enjoy, like", love", hate, don't mind, 
feel like 

I don't mind getting to the match early. 
I feel like taking it easy for an hour. 

- verbs of doing: 
keep, spend time 

He kept asking questions. 
We spent the day fishing. 

- verbs of starting and stopping: 
begin", start", finish, stop 

They stopped talking immediately. 
* these verbs can also take an infinitive with 

no change of meaning: 
I like to listen to the football scores at 5 o'clock. 
The team starts to train harder two days 
before a match. 

11 Complete the sentences with the -ing form of 
the verb in brackets. 

1 I don't mind <!?.'!'.0.9 (come) with you 
to basketball training. 

2 I feel like (swim) in the river - 
shall we go now? 

3 Harry likes (choose) the team 
himself. 

4 Do you enjoy (use) the gym 
equipment? 

5 Kate can't stand (sit) and 
............................... (watch) - she prefers to play in 
every match. 

6 I hope Jenny doesn't mind (get) 
wet - it's going to rain! 

7 How about (run) in the park 
before dinner? 

8 Most racing drivers hate (drive) 
in heavy rain. 

A B c 
1 The song 'Imagine' stop by J. K. Rowling. 
2 Spanish give in sweet shops. 
3 The computer wm to swim by my 

father. 
4 The Harry Potter smg by Brazil in 2002. 

books 
5 Presents sell in Peru. 
6 Spaghetti teach by John Lennon. 
7 I invent on birthdays. 
8 Chocolate eat by Charles 

Babbage. 
9 The World Cup speak all over the 

world. 
IO The car write by the police. 

The sentence I painted my bedroom black is active. 
The sentence My bedroom was painted black is 
passive. 

• We often use by with the passive to tell us who 
did the action. 
My bedroom was painted by my father. 

• The past participle of regular verbs ends in -ed, 
like the past tense. 

• See page 151 for a list of past participles of 
irregular verbs. 

10 Make sentences in the passive using A, B and C. 

EXAMPLE: The song rlmagme' was sung by 
John Lennon. 

was/were (not) 
past simple 
passive 

am/is/are (not) 
present simple 
passive 

+ past participle 
painted 
seen 
built 
made 

Unit 10 
The passive 
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B 
to pass the exam. 
to buy a CD. 
to take to the party. 
to see an exhibition. 
to listen to the news. 
to catch a bus to 
town. 

A 
1 I went to the bus stop 
2 I turned on the radio 
3 I went to the museum 
4 I borrowed some 

money 
5 I worked hard 
6 I bought a cake 

17 Make one sentence using a phrase from A and 
a phrase from B. 

EXAMPLE: I {Nenf; to the bus stop to catch a. 
bus to toton . 

Unit 17 
Infinitive of purpose 
• We often use the infinitive (to + verb) to say 

why we do things. 
Liz needed a new bed. 
She went to a large furniture store. 
Liz went to a large furniture store to buy a new 
bed. 

• We use need to to talk about something 
necessary. 
You need to check the train times on Saturdays. 

don't have to, needn't 

• We use don't have to and needn't when 
something is not necessary (when there is no 
obligation). 
You don't have to show your ticket to the driver. 
You needn't wait for me on the platform. I'll see 
you on the train. 

16 Find the pairs of sentences that have the same 
meaning. 

1 You don't have to book a seat on the train. 6 
2 You mustn't have a cigarette on the train. 
3 You should take something to read on the 

train. 
4 You need to arrive early for the train. 
5 Smoking is forbidden on the train. 
6 You needn't reserve a place on the train. 1 
7 You shouldn't arrive just before the train 

leaves. 
8 Why not bring a book for the train? 

• We use must to talk about obligation. 
You must buy a ticket before you get on the bus. 

• We use mustn't to talk about things that aren't 
allowed. 
You mustn't get on the bus without a ticket. 

need to 

must 

• We can use should (and shouldn't) to give 
advice. 
You should walk to school - it's good exercise. 
You shouldn't come by car - it's better to walk. 

Unit 16 
Modal verbs 2 
should 



• We use at to talk about a specific place: 
We're meeting at the stadium. 
Who's that standing at the bus stop? 

• We also use at to talk about places where you 
study or work: 
Jane's studying Greek at university. 

• We use on ·to talk about where something is: 
My bag is on the table. 
There's another bottle on the shelf 

• We can use in or on with street names (but not 
for addresses): 
I live on Madison Avenue. 

· I live at 495 Madison Avenue. 
• We use in to talk about where something is: 

There's a present for you in this box. 
Carrie's in the garden ~f you want to speak to her. 

• We use in with cities and countries: 
I studied French in Paris. 
Uppsala is in Sweden. 

l 9A Complete the sentences with at, in or on. 

I I left my coat ... P.n. ... the chair. Could you get 
it? 

2 Where's Punta Arenas? - It's Chile. 
3 I'm meeting Sam the college gates. 
4 James is living London. 
5 How long will you be work? - I won't 

be free until SL'C. 

6 There's a new jazz club Hilton Road. 

·Unit 19 
Prepositions of place and time 
Place 

6 You (have) . . bad dreams if you 
(eat cheese in the evening) 

4 You (lose) weight if you (stop 
eating snacks) . 

5 Your teeth (stay) healthy if you 
(visit the dentist regularly) 

• The first conditional is formed with: 
If+ present tense + will + infinitive 

• We use this structure to express a possible 
condition. 
If he goes swimming every day, he'll get fit. 
(comma after the 'if' clause) 
We can also say: 
He'll get fit if he goes swimming every day. 
(no comma) 

18 Complete these sentences. 

I If you (sleep) S.lef?P with the window 
open, you (sleep much better) 
..... .Jf??.~'lJ. ?.k.~P .ftl..(.1.f!.'! !?.~ . 

2 If you (eat) an apple a day, you 
(not get) ill. 

3 If you (not eat) too many 
sweets, you (not get fat) 

First conditional 
Unit 18 



• 

I catch drive eat go out make smg 

1 Before she was famous, Pink s..iµ:ig in an 
all-girl band called Choice. 

2 Madonna a new CD - it'll go on 
sale next month. 

3 Do you think Robbie Williams . 
with Lisa Scott-Lee? 

4 When she was on her diet, Nicole Kidman 
only spinach and egg whites. 

5 The police Justin Timberlake when 
he too fast. He had to pay a fine . 

20 Complete the sentences in the correct tense, 
using a verb from the box. 

Present simple 
I like David Beckham. 
Most people wear jeans. 
- See Unit3 
Present continuous 
I'm reading an adventure story. 
- See Unit 7 
Past simple 
Leonardo da Vinci designed a helicopter. 
- See Unit4 
Past continuous 
We were having a picnic when it started to rain. 
- See Unit 7 

Present perfect 
I've just had a text message from my brother. 
- See Unit 15 

Future with will 
We'll meet in London for your birthday. 
- See Unit 9 
Future with going to 
I'm going to have a bath and go to bed. 
- See Unit 9 

Review of tenses 
Unit 20 

• We use at with exact times, periods of time, 
meals and festivals: 
Come round at five o'clock. 
We'll be free at the weekend. 
Kelly sat with John at breakfast. 
I'm doing a French course at Easter. 

• We use in with centuries, years, months, 
seasons and parts of the day: 
Cornish was spoken widely in the 18th century. 
The book first came out in 2003. 
I went to Milan in January. 
It gets very busy here in summer. 
Shall we meet in the morning? 

• We use on with days of the week, dates and 
special days: 
I have Spanish classes on Tuesday and Thursday. 
The party will be on 27 June. 
On Bonfire Night, there are lots of fireworks. 

19B Complete the sentences with at, in or on. 

I Will I see you ?n March? 
2 My birthday's September 30. 
3 Dani's going to visit us Christmas. 
4 What do you like to do the evening? 
5 I can't go to the theatre Saturday. 
6 This house was built 1872. 
7 Your appointment is 3.15. 
8 You can't swim here winter. 

Time 



Here are lists of the most useful words to learn from each unit. Some words are in more than one list. 

Unit 1 money pasta cat 
shampoo pizza cow 

Things you do with shopping potato dog 
friends toothpaste nee dolphin 
borrow (a CD from 

Countable nouns salad elephant 
someone) 

book sandwich fish 
forget/remember (a 

box (boxes) soup horse 
birthday) steak monkey 
get/send a text camera 

dish (dishes) tea spider 
(message) tomato 
go on PlayStation magazine Verb+ noun 

water do homework 
go shopping map 

lend (someone a newspaper Meals do nothing 

DVD) potato (potatoes) breakfast do the shopping 

tell a lie sweets lunch make an appointment 
tomato (tomatoes) dinner make a cake 

Adjectives 
Verbs make a phone call 

angry 
Unit 3 drink 

make some money 
boring spend time 
free eat 

Food and drink take a photograph 
funny apple Verb+ noun take an exam 
ill banana have a drink 
pleased biscuits have (a) pizza 

Unit 6 sad bread make a meal 
special burger Adjectives 

cake Unit 4 bad 

Unit 2 carrot beautiful 
cheese Verbs big 

Places to go shopping chicken arnve boring 
bookshop chocolate go by ship cheap 
chemist coffee return closed 
department store fish stay easy 
market fruit travel expensive 
newsagent grape visit fast 
supermarket ice cream good 

Uncountable nouns lemonade Unit 5 happy 

aspinn meat new 

chocolate omon Animals old 

leather orange bear open 

make-up orange JUICe bird popular 

Vocabulary folder 
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short skirt Unit 9 metal 
small socks paper 
tall suit Kinds of holiday plastic 
thin sweater a beach/ camping/ silver 

Adverbs 
T-shirt cycling/wallzing holiday wood 

badly trainers Places wool 

early trousers campsite Adjectives 
fast zip holiday home double 
hard Adjectives 

holiday centre hard 
high hotel high 

cheap 
late clean Verbs little 
long cotton go/travel by plane, long 
near dirty by car, by boat low 
soon expensive 

narrow 
well fashionable 

quiet 

Things you do in your heavy 
Unit 10 single 

free time large The home soft 

go cycling leather bathroom wide 

go dancing light bedroom Colours 
go shopping long dining room black 
go skateboarding new garage blue 
listen to CDs old hall brown 
play chess short kitchen green 
play computer games small living room grey 
play table tennis unfashionable Things in a room orange 
read comics wool bed pink 
see friends bookshelf purple 
watch TV Unit 8 CD player red 

white chair 

Unit 7 Cinema computer yellow 

actor curtains 
Clothes film desk Unit 11 
baseball cap movie DVD player 
belt scene floor Sports 
blouse special effects lamp baseball 
boots story light basketball 
button Music mirror football 
coat band poster golf 
dress bass sofa horse-riding 
hat wardrobe sailing 

concert 
jacket drums Materials 

skiing 
Jeans guitar 

snowboarding 
pocket cotton 

lights glass 
swimming 

shirt volleyball 
shoes 

piano gold windsurfing 
shorts 

smger leather 
speakers 



Football words cold journalist Unit 17 
club dry mechanic 
cup fog(gy) nurse Technology 

goal ice/icy photographer chat room 

kick (noun and verb) rain(y)/raining receptionist computer 

match snow(y) secretary gadget 

net storm(y) shop assistant internet 

referee sun(ny) teacher laptop 

score (noun and verb) thunderstorm tennis player mobile phone 

striker tornado tour guide robot 

team warm waiter text message 

wet video 
Sports equipment wind(y) 

People at work 
ball boss Verbs 

basket colleague be online 

board Unit 14 manager call 

boots staff check email 

gloves Kinds of reading email 

net material set the video 

racket adventure story Unit 16 switch on 
book Transport text 
comic turn on 

Unit 12 detective story airport 

love story bicycle (bike) Verb+ noun 
Family picture book boat get a job 
aunt science fiction book bus make a film 
brother car make a noise 
cousin Subjects coach make friends 
dad(dy) art helicopter see a film 
daughter geography horse see friends 
father history plane watch a film 
grandchild languages ship watch TV 
granddaughter maths taxi 
grandfather (granddad) music train Unit 18 grandmother science Verbs 
(grandma) sport Parts of the body 
grandson board arm 
mother catch back 
mum(my) Unit 15 drive ear 
sister Jobs 

fly eye 
son actor 

get (on/off) foot 
uncle artist 

park hair 
chef 

ride hand 

Unit 13 cleaner 
sail head 

dentist 
take off leg 

Weather doctor mouth 
cloud(y) farmer neck 

footballer nose 
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Winning 
competition 
luck 
pnze 

Adjectives 
angry 
clever 
famous 
happy 
kind 
lucky 
married 
single 
special 

Unit 20 

German 
Greek 
Italian 
Japanese 
Norwegian 
Polish 
Portuguese 
Russian 
Spanish 
Swedish 
Turkish 

Languages 
Arabic 
Chinese 
Danish 
Dutch 
Flemish 
French 
Gaelic 

Communication 
email 
envelope 
fax 
letter 
mobile phone 
note 
postcard 
stamp 
telephone 
text 

Unit 19 

Health 
ambulance 
chemist 
doctor 
hospital 
medicine 
nurse 
sick 
temperature 

Verb+ noun 
have a broken arm 

a cold 
a cut 
a headache 
a sore throat 
stomach ache 
toothache 

Other verb phrases 
get fit 
go on a diet 
go to sleep 
sleep well 
wake up 



Infinitive Past simple Past participle Infinitive Past simple Past participle 
be was/were been meet met met 
become became become pay paid paid 
begin began begun put put put 
break broke broken read read read 
bring brought brought ride rode ridden 

·l build built built run ran run 
burn burnt/burned burnt/burned say said said 
buy bought bought see saw seen 
catch caught caught sell sold sold 
choose chose chosen send sent sent 
come came come show showed shown 
cost cost cost shut shut shut 
cut cut cut smg sang sung 
do did done sit sat sat 
draw drew drawn sleep slept slept 
drink drank drunk speak spoke spoken 
drive drove driven spell spelt/ spelled spelt/ spelled 
eat ate eaten spend spent spent 
fall fell fallen stand stood stood 
feel felt felt steal stole stolen 
find found found SW1111 swam swum 
fly flew flown take took taken 
forget forgot forgotten teach taught taught 
get got got tell told told 
give gave given think thought thought 
go went gone/been throw threw thrown 
grow grew grown understand understood understood 
have had had wake woke woken 
hear heard heard wear wore worn 
hit hit hit wm won won 
hurt hurt hurt write wrote written 
keep kept kept 
know knew known 
learn learnt/learned learnt/learned 
leave left left 
lend lent lent 
lie lay lain 
lose lost lost 
make made made 
mean meant meant 

Irregular verbs 
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